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Preface
!
With over 20 years of research and development in the architectural field, my work has addressed
adaptability through non-conventional construction methods and has considered energy consumption
requirements and lifestyle contexts. Adaptability is necessary and important within architecture because
society is continuously changing, and the architectural field needs to respond to this. Over the last 25
years, a great deal of evolution has occurred in the global context. Architecture can no longer afford to
follow established ideas.
My past works, which were conducted with specific design ambitions, demonstrated explorations into
adaptivity within architecture. Included in this preface is a selection of projects that demonstrated
adaptability and inspired me to further pursue the concept. Each project has been recognized by
professional and/or academic institutions.
Project: Dorlan Mountain Arts Colony (completed 1994 with ROTO Architects)
Award received: 1995 AIACC1 Design Award
In 1993, I played a role as a member of the construction crew for this structure (Figure 1), in addition to
being a project manager and a project architect. Approaching the work from these different standpoints
provided me with opportunities to explore adaptability in terms of construction, design, and building use.

Figure 1. Dorlan Mountain Arts Colony project.

The project, a cabin, was constructed through the use of manpower because the site was located on a
mountainside in an area where transport of heavy equipment was not possible. Builders for the project
included laborers with little to no construction experience. To accommodate these builders and their
experience level, an associative construction process 2 was used to create the structure rather than a
conventional construction document. Design decisions were made on-site, and design changes were made
through the associative construction process to adjust to these decisions. This construction project utilized
an adaptive construction process to create a structure which laborers with little to no previous construction
experience were able to complete. It influenced my thinking about design tools and the importance of the
ability to accommodate changes that take place both within a design and during the construction process.
Project: Carlson-Reges Residence (completed 1996 with ROTO Architects)
Awards received: 1996 AIALA3 Design Award, AIACC Design Award; 1999 AIA4 National Design
Award
The client, a builder, provided both materials and construction crews. My role in the production of this
structure was as project architect; I was responsible for both design and management of on-site
construction processes. Construction progress on the site was dependent on material availability and
construction crew availability. The construction process did not operate on an immovable schedule, a
1

AIACC: American Institute of Architecture, California Council
An associative construction process is defined as a process through which a surface such as a roof (or ruled
surface) is constructed such that dimensions for all building parts are positioned in intimate relationship to one
another within the overall geometric order. While precise measurements are not required, all elements must be
precisely assembled in relation to other elements.
3
AIALA: American Institute of Architecture, Los Angeles
4
AIA: The American Institute of Architects
2
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method which allowed design changes to be addressed and ideas to be implemented during construction to
maximize potential for creative output. On a roughly daily basis, the design team, construction crew, and
client collaborated and communicated to produce the structure (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Carlson-Reges Residence project.

This project included adaptability in both the design and construction process. In an application of
principles learned in the Dorlan Mountain Arts Colony project, decisions were made on-site every day that
required changes to subsequent steps in the design process. Adapting the design to actual construction
progress demonstrated potential for maximization of architectural opportunities. Instead of executing a
pre-defined output, the project managed available resources and adapted to discoveries of spatial quality
on-site on a 1:1 scale every day.
Project: Urban Nomad on Making (1997 undergraduate thesis, Southern California Institute of
Architecture)
Awards received: 1997 Best Thesis Award, Southern California Institute of Architecture; 1998
Award of Excellence, New Blood 101 Exhibition, Pacific Design Center
In this project, I examined adaptability from a lifestyle perspective. The project was a house designed to
accommodate lifestyles both on water and on land. This was accomplished by synthesizing two separate
parts of a home, one of which was detachable and capable of moving on water as a smaller piece of the
larger form. The project demonstrated adaptability in terms of user requirements in that users could choose
to position themselves either on water or on land. The project also showed how structures have potential to
adapt to physical circumstances.
Project: Wave Garden (2002 graduate thesis, Princeton University School of Architecture)
Award received: Winner, Archiprix International 2003, World’s Best Graduation Projects
The project, a proposal for a physically flexible structure capable of floating on water, utilized piezoelectric5 material properties to harness wave energy and generate electricity on weekdays. The proposal
transformed the site into a marine park for area residents on weekends. The transformation was directly
related to energy consumption; the less energy consumed by the population, the greater the size of the
weekend marine park, and vice versa.

Figure 3. Wave Garden project.

5

A material quality that allows certain materials to generate an electric current when stress or vibration is
added, or when voltage is applied to the material.
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The design was physically adaptive in terms of its ability to transform from electricity generator to
recreational zone. Adaptive properties were also indicated by the interrelationship between energy supply,
energy consumption, and size of recreational space.
The Wave Garden project was exhibited at the following events:
May-June 2002, Storefront for Art and Architecture, New York, NY (solo exhibition)
May 2003-Jan 2004, National Design Triennial Exhibition, Smithsonian, Cooper Hewitt National Design
Museum, New York, NY (invited participant)
Sep-Nov 2004, Art, Technology and the Future, The Mary Brogan Museum of Art and Science, Florida
(invited participant)
May-August 2005, Architecture Biennial Rotterdam 2005, Netherlands Architecture Institute, Rotterdam,
Netherlands (invited participant)
August 2007-January 2008, Nature Design, Zurich Design Museum, Zurich, Switzerland (invited
participant)
December 2008-May 2009, Tourism: Spaces of Fiction, Design Center Barcelona, Disseny Hub Barcelona,
Spain (invited participant)
The Wave Garden project was included in the following selected publications:
May/June 2010: Berman, Ila. "Amphibious Territories. “Architectural Design 80, no. 3 (2010): 66-73.
April 2010: Grau, Dieter, and Zoe Ryan. Building with Water Concepts Typology Design. Basel: De
Gruyter, 2010.
April 2003: Muschamp, Herbert. "DESIGN REVIEW; A Frontier Spirit In Anxious Times." The New York
Times, April 25, 2003.
September 2002: Foster, Hal. "Atlantis Found in the Pacific."306090 3 (2002).
These projects laid the foundation for further explorations of adaptive properties within architecture, which
I explored through both program management and research as Co-Director of the Design Research
Laboratory (DRL) at the Architectural Association (AA) in London. I worked with talented teams of
graduate students from around the world. The works presented in this research document are representative
of the work undertaken at the AA, and represent examinations of adaptivity in design tools and design
methodologies.
The projects presented in this document focus on the relationship between formal logic and organizational
logic. They explore emergent patterns and examine both their formal and spatial organizational qualities.
Emergent patterns present opportunities for architecture through their aesthetic beauty and the sense of
wonder they provide; they can also inspire designers to make design systems and strategies.
The emergence of adaptive design strategies and adaptive design tools such as these necessitates a system
for learning how best to categorize and apply tools to contexts which increasingly require more
customizable, evolvable solutions. While creating new, adaptive tools is important for the further
development of architecture, without a system to evaluate and understand the tools, developments would
be somewhat haphazard, would lack any unifying qualities, and would not have a standard for legitimacy
within the discourse. Creating a system which provides a framework for both existing adaptive design
tools and yet-developed design tools can form the basis of computational tool development for the future.
The projects presented in this document indicated potential as design tools available for use. They also
served as a platform for an examination of a possible system of evaluation for computational adaptive
design tools in general. Not all tools developed during the course of my time as Co-Director at the AA are
included in the document. This is because some tools simply did not meet the standards presented in the
developed evaluative criteria. These tools are included in the appendices of the document for readers to
examine, should their development be of interest. Thus, the projects included in the main body of this text,
while not all considered superb examples of finished design tools, help to illustrate the evaluative criteria,
and show how different projects can be evaluated and classified with the developed system.
The system described and presented throughout this document for the evaluation of the tools was
developed retrospectively and after analysis of design tool development procedures. By taking this
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perspective, I was able to discern which steps in the design development procedure were key to each
design tool’s success. The analysis also showed me the relevance of categories for the tools. Having a
categorization system and analysis system could potentially allow other designers and tool developers the
opportunity to judge the legitimacy and validity of a given tool and its application. It could also provide a
guideline (through categorization) for other designers who may be able to use the tool. The implementation
of an evaluation and classification system thus can provide a framework and a foundation for further
development of adaptive design tools within the computational context.
It is through the use of such a system that designers can begin to test and develop new tools not considered
within this document. Designers, using the system, can gauge the potential of an emergent pattern for
applicability to architecture, can better judge the legitimacy of their produced design tool, and can
categorize the design tool to make it easier and more accessible to other designers.
The future implications of such a system have great potential; a design tool “database” could be built
which consists of design tools created through the use of such an evaluation system. Designers can search
the resource for potential tools which may meet their needs for a given project. Access to such information
could also provide opportunities for collaboration among design tool developers, and stronger tools could
be developed through trial, error, and collaborative efforts. As society continues to move in more
connected, networked directions, architecture must too follow suit to continue providing the most
appropriate resources for emerging contexts.
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Research Abstract
!
In recent years, accessibility to an increasing number of digital design tools has made it possible to use and
create new tools. Because of this open system and the proliferation of these tools, there is a lack of
systemization and a lack of evaluative criteria to assess the tool development process.
The original contribution presented by this research is an adaptive design and evaluation system intended
for emergent pattern based computational design tools (rule-based emergent patterns were chosen
specifically for research investigations for their potential to meet requirements for Post-Fordist
architecture). The adaptive system is presented in this document through examination of the development
of a series of previously researched computational design tools. Each of the studies examined key factors
in the tool development process which are integral to the developed design and evaluation system (design
tools, spatial organizations, and conceptual models). The case studies aim to illustrate the importance of
each of the steps in the adaptive design process and indicate the relevance of the evaluation system.
This research document will conclude with an evaluation of the developed systems, the applicability of
rule based patterns to the issues at hand, discussion of the relevance of the findings, and suggestions for
further investigations.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Research Introduction
1.1.1 Historical Background
Advancements in information technology and technological capabilities have historically changed
the ways engineers, architects, and designers approach their work. These advancements serve both
as utilities for augmenting human capacity and as abstract concepts which inspire. Inventions such
as the crane, linear perspective, the printing press (during the Renaissance), and the steam engine
(which laid the foundation for the industrial revolution), are all examples of tools which provided
technical capabilities, suggested potential for future works, and stimulated complex ideas.
Tools for systemization and optimization were exemplified by Henry Ford’s assembly line [1] and
formed the foundation of social organization (Fordism 1) in the early twentieth century. These tools
were also driving forces for architectural productions. These Fordist principles became a
framework for spatial organizations and formal outputs. The architectural approach to form at the
time rejected historical precedents, simplified forms by removing ornaments, and operated under
the overarching theme of “form follows function” [3]. In 1973, the oil shock significantly
contributed to slowed or stopped economic growth and resulted in a break down in Fordist
approaches to mass production and mass consumption. An era of Post-Fordism2 began, and in the
early 1990s, with the rise of the computer (which coincides with the end of the Cold War period
and the beginning of the scientific advancement of theories of complexity), a demand for
individually driven social organizations emerged. The functions of designs began to change,
evolve, and require renewal at a rapid pace. Architects began to consider approaches to
architecture where form did not merely follow function.
Now, in the twenty-first century, computational capabilities have changed the ways architects
design and think, much in the way the aforementioned historical developments changed the
landscape of architecture and design. Engagement in the design process between architects and
consultants has become more integrated through the use of common tools and communication
networks. Changes in the economy accelerated by an increasingly globalized society have altered
the ways people interact with and use spaces. Architects must come to understand these societal
transformations taking place.
This change is articulated by Patrik Schumacher, who states:
Architecture and urbanism are going through a cycle of innovative adaptation –
retooling and adapting the discipline to the demands of the socio-economic era of
Post-Fordism. The mass society that was characterized by a universal
consumption standard has evolved into the heterogeneous society of the
multitude, marked by a proliferating life-style and career differentiation.
Architecture and urbanism are called upon to organize and articulate the
increased complexity of Post-Fordist society. [5]
This Post-Fordist societal complexity, created through mass societal interactions, must now be
accommodated through architecture. Charles Jencks describes complexity in New Science = New
Architecture, stating:

1

“A!technological!system!that!seeks!to!increase!production!efficiency!primarily!through!carefully!
engineered! breakdown! and! interlocking! of! production! operations! and! that! depends! for! its!
success!on!mass!production!by!assembly9line!methods”![2].
2
“The! theory! that! modern! industrial! production! should! change! from! the! large9scale! mass9
production! methods! pioneered! by! Henry! Ford! towards! the! use! of! small! flexible! manufacturing!
units”![4].

2

Complexity is the theory of how emergent organization may be achieved by
interacting components pushed far from equilibrium (by increasing energy, matter or
information) to the threshold between order and chaos. This important border or
threshold is where the system often jumps, bifurcates or creatively interacts in a new
nonlinear, unpredictable way (the Eureka moment) and where the new organization
may be sustained through feedback and the continuous input of energy.
In this process quality emerges spontaneously as self-organisation, meaning, value,
openness, fractal patterns, attractor formations, and (often) increasing complexity (a
greater degree of freedom). [6]
Post-Fordist society could be understood as being between order and chaos, as Jencks describes.
Fordist societies, which sought to establish rigid, linear order, have evolved to require more
opportunities for new spatial experiences. Order based on rationality alone is no longer adequate.
A new kind of architectural spatial concept is required. In contrast to static approaches to
architecture, where there is a lack of variation and a lack of individuated spatial qualities,
architectural design is now evolving to be able to adapt to differences in architectural requirements
to meet demands for individualized architectural solutions [5].

1.1.2 Post-Fordist Challenges for Architecture
Conventional architectural design processes do not meet Post-Fordist societal demands for
adaptability and variation. Both conventional design tools and conventional design methodologies
lack features which are now required in the design process of time-based spaces. Two primary
challenges must be addressed with regard to the development of design tools which meet PostFordist requirements for architecture.
(a) Static Design Systems
During the 1990s, commercially available digital architectural design tools aimed to address static
representations of architectural forms. They were incapable of managing interactive behavioral
relationships, and were not designed to incorporate the element of time dynamically.
Representative tools in the architectural field such as Computer Aided Design (CAD) [7] were
meant to automate or increase capacity of architectural design production through a digital process
and were used to visualize design ideas in three-dimensional forms. These tools did not aim to
address the dynamic potentials of architectural spatial requirements and they were not intended for
management of complex relations and dynamic order. Other creative industries, such as animation
and gaming fields, utilized tools that allowed for design processes to be interactive and/or
responsive (Figure 1). For some of these tools, time is a fundamental element, a feature lacking in
architectural design tools.
Software
Accessibility
Field/Specialty
Purpose/Historical Use
AutoCAD
Commercial
Engineering
Design, drafting; multiple industries
Autodesk 3Ds Max
Commercial
Gaming
Computer graphics, modeling, visualization
Autodesk Maya
Commercial
Animation
Interactive 3D applications; video games
Autodesk Softimage
Commercial
Animation
Films, video games; CG environments
CATIA
Commercial
Aerospace
Project conceptualization, manufacturing
Form-Z
Commercial
Architecture
3D spaces, forms; modeling design
LightWave 3D
Commercial
Graphics
Film, TV, motion graphics, digital painting
Rhinoceros 3D
Commercial
Products
Modeling software, highly plug-in compatible
Sketchup
Free
Web/3D
Cross-industry visualization tool
SolidWorks
Commercial
Products
Parametric approach; data management
Vectorworks
Commercial
Architecture
Drafting, technical drawing, modeling
Figure 1. A selection of CAD software and their corresponding fields and uses [8].

The software products outlined in Figure 1 are examples of CAD programs used in different
industries. Software such as these tools was developed for specific requirements in each field,
which resulted in the development of specialized software. Because of differing requirements in
terms of specialization, field-specific features have been developed for each CAD program.
Within architectural software, these features are focused primarily upon representation of static
objects. Historically, dynamic design factors have not been part of architectural requirements, but
modern society demands flexible accommodations.
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In an effort to meet these needs, architects began using Maya and Rhinoceros, which were
originally designed to accommodate non-architectural requirements. As a result, the software
needed to be adjusted to fit architectural design requirements. Scripts, such as Mel-script and
Rhino-script, were created for this purpose.
Neil Leach notes:
Computationally advanced design techniques like scripting (in Mel-script3 or
Rhino-script 4 ) and parametric modeling (with tools like GC 5 or DP 6 ) are
becoming a pervasive reality. Today it is impossible to compete within the
contemporary avant-garde scene without mastering and advancing these
techniques. [9]
Here, Leach notes a growing trend in the field of architectural design. Because the available
digital design tools, which were originally designed to accommodate non-architectural
requirements, lack the desired features, architects and designers have begun to customize tools to
suit individual needs. The availability of plug-ins and scripts for design software has allowed
independent users to develop and share new capabilities. Entire communities on the Internet may
freely share information, provide guidelines, troubleshooting, and example uses of the new tools.
In this way, these communal environments have created workarounds for software programs
which do not inherently meet design needs.
Software
Maya
Maya
Maya
Maya
Rhino
Rhino
Rhino
Rhino
Rhino
Grasshopper

Plug-in Name
FurryBall
Dynamica
Miarmy
Xfrog
RhinoVAULT
Kangaroo Physics
Elk
Karamba
Geco
Hoopsnake

Intended Purpose
Rendering
Dynamics
Crowd Simulation
Modeling
Form Finding
Analysis & Simulation
Topographical Surface Generation
Parametric finite elements
Environmental Performance
Enables feedback loops

Accessibility
Commercial
Free
Free/Commercial
Trial/Commercial
Free
Free
Free
Evaluative
Free
Free

Figure 2. Sample software plug-ins for Maya, Rhino, and Grasshopper [10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19]

This is not to say that developments have not been made to create software for architecture which
is capable of integrating advanced design techniques. BIM (Building Information Software) is a
type of parametric modeling software which integrates multiple requirements [20]. One example
of this type of software which addresses the complexity of design systems is Gehry Technologies’
Digital Project Designer, a program based on the CATIA design software. CATIA, originally
designed for aerospace engineering, is software with embedded collaborative capabilities. Digital
Project Designer includes an ability to send project data directly to the manufacturer, a
functionality that may potentially reduce errors. The software allows users to communicate across
industries, with manufacturers and designers using the same software to communicate all
progress. In addition, the software also includes accessibility from any web browser, file
synchronization with others working on the project, and a complete history of the project’s
development [21]. The tool is highly collaborative in terms of managerial capabilities and
supports communication across fields; however, not all changes made within the design produce
resultant changes throughout the rest of the project. Many aspects are interconnected and respond
to alterations being made linearly, but not all aspects are updated automatically as a self-

3

A script plug-in for the Maya software which provides customization.
A plug-in for the Rhino software which allows for customization within the Rhino interface.
5
Generative Components, a software.
6
Digital Project, a software.
4
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organizing system. While some BIM tools were available when the experiments included in this
research were conducted, they were not considered common design tools7.
While the software features a variety of capabilities and is suited for use in multiple fields and for
multiple purposes, BIM tools lack intuitive and interactive qualities for design. They are best
suited to making the design process more efficient.
Although representations of form (in both static and dynamic capacities) are relevant to the
architectural design process, failing to consider time as a design element for adaptive requirements
may result in outputs not optimized for their contexts (especially for long-term use). Time is
relevant to contemporary design because of the nature in which spaces are used. The functions of
spaces evolve and change in accordance with changes in the environmental factors of the space.
Adaptive architectural design processes must now consider this, and the factor of time must be
integrated into design tools to effectively address Post-Fordist requirements.
(b) Top-Down Design Methodologies
Conventional design methodologies are historically typologically based; a single spatial
organizational idea dictates all formal design decisions and their programmatic functions. This
Fordist “form-follows-function 8 ” approach (Figure 3) is highly standardized and capable of
creating mass-produced design outputs in an efficient manner; however, the methodology
provides few opportunities for changes later on in the design process and is counter to the current
architectural demands from society.
Characteristics

Fordism (until early 1980s)

Post-Fordism (since early 1990s)

Production Mode

Mass Production
Structured
(Pyramidal / Top-down)
Supply (Production)
Regional / National
Monthly / Weekly
Physical Assets
Discontinuous
Months

Mass Customization
Networked
(Flexible / Bottom-up)
Demand (Market)
Global
Daily / Real-Time
Innovation / Knowledge / Network
Integrated (continuous)
Hours

Weeks / Months

Days

Years
Affordable Best

Months
Zero-Defect

Form-Follows-Function

Function-Follows-Form

Organization
Focus / Driver
Market Reach
Information
Core Resources
Value Chains
Inventories
Production Cycle
Time
Product Life Cycle
Quality
Architectural Form
and Spatial
Organization

Figure 3. Modified version of original chart by Dr. Jean-Paul Rodrigue, Hofstra University, comparing Fordism
and Post-Fordism (modifications indicated in italics) [23].

Attempts have been made to address this issue, articulated by Patrik Schumacher:
The Fordist system of assembly-line mass production, corporate concentration,
collectively bargained consumption standards and macro-economic state-regulation
was challenged along all its dimensions…New computer-based production
7

Other! BIM! software:! Autodesk! Revit! Architecture,! Graphisoft! ArchiCAD,! Nemetschek! Allplan!
Architecture,!Nemetschek!Vectorworks!Architect,!Bentley!Architecture,!4MSA!IDEA!Architectural!
Design!(IntelliCAD),!CADSoft!Envisioneer,!Softtech!Spirit,!RhinoBIM![228].
8

“Form follows function” is a principle associated with modernist architecture and industrial design in
the 20th century. The principle is that the shape of a building or object should be primarily based upon
its intended function or purpose [24].
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technologies developed the ability to offer product diversity (small runs) without the
enormous relative cost of handicraft production that had previously limited
deviations from the mass-product to the realm of luxury. This is the crucial material
factor in the whole process: the micro-electronic revolution offering a productivity
leap in the production of the desired economies of scope (rather than scale). [25]
The concept of economies of scope9 suggests that this shift in demand for differentiated products
became possible due to technological developments and their capacity for simulating the
complexity of ever-changing societal demands via highly decentralized, adaptive, bottom-up
processes. In conventional approaches to architecture, design ends with a single, static form
incapable of integrating future demands for the built space, including changes in circulation,
program, or spatial qualities. A conventional design methodology also does not adequately
accommodate differences in the design process or in the completed output.
These top-down design methodologies have a clear “goal” in terms of output, but they are not
capable of integrating unique requirements for a given project. While a design output created
through a top-down design process may address a primary project requirement, it is not capable of
adapting to future changes in the design context. The results produced are static and do not evolve
with either the surrounding environment or in accordance with user needs, two concepts now in
demand in contemporary architecture.
Changes in the international economic framework due to factors such as the aforementioned oil
shocks of 1973 and the collapse of communism in Eastern Europe [27] forced the traditional,
centralized economic model to shift to decentralized, bottom-up, adaptive strategies and
management methodologies suitable for an increasingly globalised society. Architecture too must
explore a design methodology for generating new spatial models. Programmatic functions must
follow a formal logic which is embedded with operative performative ability (instead of formal
outputs which are dictated by predetermined functions). A bottom-up approach is suitable for
design projects requiring complex design criteria due to its capacity to incorporate multiple
architectural requirements simultaneously. It also features self-organizing, adaptive qualities. The
approach can integrate factors such as navigation, organization, structure, atmosphere, and
program in the design process, thus producing an output unique to the given context.
A bottom-up design methodology, however, requires that a large number of design elements be
managed efficiently throughout the design process. Adapting quickly to changing environmental
contexts requires self-organized changes in the composition of a project. This suggests the need
for an approach where highly adaptive design tools and bottom-up adaptive spatial organizations
can be combined to produce differentiated, non-standard outputs for given architectural
requirements (Figure 4).

Figure 4. Potential structure for addressing Post-Fordist societal requirements for architecture.

9

“Economies of scope are conceptually similar to economies of scale. Whereas economies of scale for
a firm primarily refers to reductions in the average cost (cost per unit) associated with increasing the
scale of production for a single product type, economies of scope refers to lowering the average cost
for a firm in producing two or more products” [2610].
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Organizational concepts to address this Post-Fordist condition have been suggested by Bostonbased business consultants Christopher Meyer and Stan Davis, who state:
As the industrial technologies of energy led to cities, labor unions, and suburbs; as
the information technologies of network are leading to business alliances, chat
rooms, and global English; the insights of evolution will shape our society in the first
half of the twenty-first century. Because the challenge is adapting to accelerated
change and volatility, the concepts of evolution – tuned by nature over four billion
years to cope with environmental change – are just what’s needed to create the next
generation of organization [28].
Here, Meyer and Davis indicate themes of evolution and the importance of adapting to changes
which occur quickly. They emphasize the need for “the next generation of organization”—an
evolution in current approaches and the ability to adjust to volatility. This suggests that an
approach to Post-Fordist architectural requirements should also exemplify these qualities, and that
rather than a linear, top-down design system, architecture should utilize a system with the ability
to adapt (Figure 5).

Figure 5. Progression of potential structure for addressing Post-Fordist societal requirements for architecture.

This change to the initial structure for addressing Post-Fordist architectural requirements (as
presented in Figure 4) indicates how the three elements become highly interrelated. Instead of a
linear approach to addressing the issue (as indicated in Figure 4), the approach should be adaptive,
and the three elements should respond to one another (Figure 5, lower half). A bottom-up
approach embedded with the capabilities emphasized by Meyer and Davis could present
opportunities for architecture, but requires a vehicle for investigation.

1.2 Research Problem
After a decade of use of the computer within common design practices, problems concerning
computational architectural design are less related to a lack of tools than to a lack of a system to
organize their proliferation. As more and more architects and designers begin to create new
methods of dealing with the evolving demands for architecture, more and more tools enter the
field. Without critical evaluation, however, a full understanding and efficient utilization of these
developments is not possible.
John Frazer describes in his lecture “Intentionality” the importance of design intention and a
design system, stating, “if you’re developing a system – even if the outcome is intended to be
unpredictable – it still needs seeding with some kind of intentionality, otherwise there’s the risk
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that nothing will emerge from nothing” [29]. The importance of clear intention, evaluative criteria,
and classification methods grows more and more important as more and more tools enter the
architectural field as plug-ins and scripts for software. Frazer continues on in his lecture to state:
We have hard-wired intelligence in us, and the ability to learn. I’d like to suggest two
things; first of all, that we have got to embed intelligence in all the systems we create, and
I’d also like to suggest that all computer systems have to learn. It’s got to have built into it
some capacity for learning and developing. That intelligence must be there, or it’s
nothing. [29]
Frazer’s statement indicates the importance of intelligent design systems and systems embedded
with capabilities rather than functioning through the aid of add-ons such as plug-ins. Having an
intelligent design system could prove beneficial to architects and designers; by having access to a
set of tools which has passed certain evaluative standards and has been assigned an appropriate
classification, a designer can make better informed choices for design tools.

1.3 Research Objective
1.3.1 Primary Objective
This research document addresses two primary objectives:
1) Research into the development of adaptive design processes with computational design
tools, and
2) Research into the systematization of evaluation logic for adaptive design processes
utilizing computational design tools.
These objectives and the challenges presented in 1.1.2 in sections (a) and (b) (static design
systems and top-down design methodologies) are addressed through the development of adaptive,
bottom-up design systems and evaluation criteria. The criteria serves to determine relevance to the
architectural discourse and practical applicability. Without such systems, the adaptive design tools
cannot be classified in terms of either their intended use or their capabilities, and designers may
not be able to select a tool most appropriate for given design requirements. This may result in a
design output which is not appropriate or not optimized.
1) Research into the development of adaptive design processes with computational design tools
Rule-based emergent patterns (section 1.4.2) were chosen as a basis for the development of an
adaptive design system for computational design tools. The exploration of these patterns as
adaptive design tools and spatial organizational tools aimed to address management of complex
design requirements for architecture. Emergent systems exhibit bottom-up, self-organizing
behavior and are an ideal model for adaptive design tools (which could address complex designrelated issues required for Post-Fordist society).
Highly adaptive, bottom-up design tool development processes such as those utilized throughout
the body of this document are capable of integrating feedback loops for tool development and
design application (Figure 6). These processes can be used to extract the optimum emergent logic
from an emergent system (Emergent Logic design step), determine a spatial organization which
fits the emergent logic (Spatial Organization design step), and can assist in establishing the fitness
of the tool to a design application (Design Application design step). The Emergent Logic stage
refers to the phase of design tool development in which emergent logic is translated into a
geometrical and parametric system in a computational environment. The Spatial Organization
stage refers to the development of the design tool in a digital environment and the conceptual
model it utilizes for programmatic possibilities. Finally, the Design Application stage refers to a
sample design proposal utilizing the tool and analyzes the fitness between tool, conceptual logic,
and design brief.
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Figure 6. Proposed adaptive design system modified from diagram illustrating the relationship between Post
Fordist Society, adaptive tools, adaptive organizations, and emergent patterns.

2) Research into the systematization of evaluation logic for adaptive design processes utilizing
computational design tools
An evaluation system was developed and applied to previously conducted project-based
computational design tool research to address the need for systematization of adaptive design
processes. The evaluative system includes criteria for each step of the adaptive design tool
development process. To test the applicability of the system, it is applied to a set of 11
architectural design tools which were created through the translation of rule-based emergent logic.
Emergent patterns, chosen for their dynamic capacities and bottom-up method of organization,
indicate a suitability for addressing Post-Fordist requirements for architectural design.
The evaluative system follows a three step process; one step for each stage of design tool
development and application (described in Figure 5). Twelve decision-making criteria are
assigned which will aid in the development, application, and evaluation of a given computational
design tool (Figure 7). Unlike a linear design process with a clear beginning and end, this
triangulated adaptive design process and evaluation system follows an interrelated feedback loop
of decision-making processes
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Figure 7. Adaptive design process overlaid with developed evaluative system.

Criteria Definitions
1. Design Tool
2. Simulation
3. Spatial Diagram
4. Capacity Variations
5. Conceptual Model
6. Programmatic Strategies
7. Emergent Pattern Selection
8. Idealism
9. Design Brief
10. Subsystem Development
11. Criteria, Parameter Adjustment
12. Practicality

Mathematically-driven generative processes capable of
producing complex adaptive geometries and organizations
from a simple logic.
The process through which a translation of emergent logic
is translated and tested in a digital environment.
A framework for spaces to be organized. The mathematical
logic could also be understood as an organizational logic.
An ability to produce variations. Could the tool address
multiple design criteria (structural, programmatic,
organizational, etc.)?
A specific spatial type that produces a distinct
characteristic.
Ability to create a range of optimized programmatic
relationships.
Fitness between conceptual model, program, and design
tool.
Preservation of the conceptual model when applied to a
design proposal.
Brief with a range of specific design criteria.
A design proposal’s ability to create associative
relationships for a range of design criteria.
Adjustments to the design tool to suit the design brief.
Modifications to the original conceptual model which are
required to suit the design brief.

Figure 8. Evaluative criteria diagram definitions.

Emergent logic, spatial organization, and design application steps all undergo decision-making
and evaluative processes to determine their suitability and effectiveness using the following
criteria (numbers correspond to Figure 7 chart numbers, for reference). Each of the questions
included in this list of criteria serves to address a corresponding key criteria point (defined in
Figure 8). Criteria question one, for example, addresses basic design tool requirements.
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Evaluation Steps

Emergent Logic

Spatial
Organization

Design
Application

Criteria for Evaluation
1. Does the selected emergent logic produce a mathematically-driven
generative process capable of producing complex adaptive geometries and
organizations?
2. Does the design tool have the ability to make parameter-based changes
while maintaining an associative relationship between elements and
producing results consistent with the original logic?
3. Does the design tool create a framework for the organization of spaces?
Could the mathematical logic also be understood as a spatial organizational
logic?
4. Is the design tool capable of creating variations? Can the tool address
multiple design criteria (structural, programmatic, organizational, etc.)?
5. Does the spatial organization produce a specific spatial type with a distinct
characteristic?
6. Does the conceptual model create a range of potential optimized
programmatic relationships?
7. Does the choice of the conceptual model contribute to the development of
the design tool?
8. Is the conceptual model preserved when applied to a design proposal?
9. Does the design brief include a range of specific design criteria?
10. Is the design proposal capable of creating associative relationships for a
range of design criteria?
11. Can the design tool be adjusted to suit the design brief?
12. Are the requirements for the design brief met when the conceptual model
is applied?

Figure 9. Criteria for determining suitability and effectiveness of design tools.

An in-depth examination of each criterion highlights the importance of each stage of development
as well as the relevance of each question. Here follows a breakdown of the relevance of each of
the criteria.
Decision-making criteria: Emergent Logic
The four criteria included in the Emergent Logic section indicate decision-making criteria for use
in the material research phase of design tool development (when an emergent logic must be
selected for further development into a parametrically controllable design tool). The four criteria
must all be fulfilled to progress to the next phase of design development.
Criteria Breakdown
Question 1. Does the selected emergent logic produce a mathematically-driven generative process
capable of producing complex adaptive geometries and organizations?
Relevance: The chosen logic should indicate an ability to create adaptive organizations with
architectural potential.
Question 2. Does the design tool have the ability to make parameter-based changes while
maintaining an associative relationship between elements and producing results consistent with
the original logic?
Relevance: The design tool must be parameter-based; changes to variables in the design tool must
generate an output which indicates integration between the elements in the design. The output
must also be consistent with the original logic.
Question 3. Does the design tool create a framework for the organization of spaces? Could the
mathematical logic also be understood as a spatial organizational logic?
Relevance: The chosen design tool must indicate organizational potential. This criterion assists in
differentiating between logics with organizational potential and those without. In some cases, this
may mean making a choice between different logics (in favor of an optimal logic).
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Question 4. Is the design tool capable of creating variations? Can the tool address multiple design
criteria (structural, programmatic, organizational, etc.)?
Relevance: The design tool must be capable of producing more than simply size changes. Changes
to contexts and requirements can also create changes throughout the tool.
These four criteria form the basis of the decision-making criteria when investigating emergent
logics which may indicate potential for development as a computational design tool. These criteria
represent the suitable/unsuitable for development decision-making step in Figure 14 (procedure
diagram, section 1.5.1). Fulfilling all criteria with regard to an investigated emergent logic
indicates the logic is “suitable,” and design tool development may proceed to the next stage.
Decision-making criteria: Spatial Organization
The four criteria included in the Spatial Organization section indicate decision-making criteria for
use in the design system development phase. These four criteria must all be fulfilled to indicate
that a given spatial organization displays architectural potential and may be combined with a
suitable emergent logic and design brief to produce a differentiated output.
Criteria Breakdown
Question 5. Does the spatial organization produce a specific spatial type with a distinct
characteristic?
Relevance: The chosen spatial organization should maintain a spatial type which is clearly
differentiated from other spatial types.
Question 6. Does the conceptual model create a range of potential optimized programmatic
relationships?
Relevance: Are there a range of possible programs which can be accommodated through the
implementation of the conceptual model?
Question 7.Does the choice of the conceptual model contribute to the development of the design
tool?
Relevance: The conceptual model chosen for the design framework should also affect the
development of the chosen design tool. The two factors should maintain an associative
relationship.
Question 8. Is the conceptual model preserved when applied to a design proposal?
Relevance: Upon application of the conceptual model to a design proposal, is the original
intention of the conceptual model maintained?
Evaluative criteria: Design Application
The final four criteria serve both as decision making and evaluative criteria. They illustrate the
fitness between emergent logic, spatial organization, and the chosen design application. If these
criteria are not met, it indicates the need for further development/reevaluation of established logic,
spatial organization, or selected design brief.
Criteria Breakdown
Question 9. Does the design brief include a range of specific design criteria?
Relevance: Each design brief should contain a number of architectural requirements. These may
include structural, circulatory, atmospheric, programmatic, or organizational requirements.
Question 10. Is the design proposal capable of creating associative relationships for a range of
design criteria?
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Relevance: Do the architectural qualities of the developed design proposal share an associative
relationship? For example, do circulatory principles closely relate to navigational principles? Does
the structural nature of the proposal also imply programmatic distribution?
Question 11. Can the design tool be adjusted to suit the design brief?
Relevance: To apply the design tool to the selected design brief, is it possible to make adjustments
to the developed design tool so that it may be successfully utilized in the production of an
architectural output?
Question 12. Are the requirements for the design brief met when the conceptual model is applied?
Relevance: In application to the design brief, does the developed conceptual model fit the
requirements of the design tool and the design brief without losing the original conceptual logic?

1.3.2 Secondary Objectives
There are three secondary objectives to this research document (explained in detail below):
1) Research into emergent logic for the development of design tools
2) Research into the creation of spatial organizational types
3) Research into the application of design tools with organizational types for Post-Fordist
architectural requirements
1) Research into emergent logic for the development of design tools
This document presents a critically evaluated set of adaptive computational design tools which are
based on logic exhibited by rule-based emergent patterns. Emergent patterns are highly
systematizable, much like Fordist approaches to design, but are unlike Fordist approaches in that
they are adaptive and integrative within a complex context. Emergent patterns are uniquely
capable of addressing Post-Fordist societal demands for architecture due to their ability to
organize multiple, diverse elements into a coherent whole (Figure 10).

Figure 10. Secondary objective, development of emergent logic.

The design tools included in this research simultaneously develop a design tool and a conceptual
spatial organization tool, and are evaluated and classified in accordance with the proposed
assessment criteria. The objective of the presentation of these tools is to provide a systematic
guideline with which tools can be developed. The research examines a bottom-up design
methodology and complementary design tools to meet the emerging societal requirements for
architecture and to produce a complex spatial order.
The research illustrates alternatives to the “static goal” Fordist approach to design and promotes a
bottom-up, requirement-centered methodology through the translation of naturally-occurring
patterns into computational design tools. The formal qualities of emergent systems are also
translated into the formal language of an architectural output. Patterns previously not considered
(in the works of others) beyond an imitation of material behavior for optimization purposes are
analyzed and re-introduced within an updated design methodology.
Each project translates naturally-occurring emergent patterns and principles for use
architecturally. The patterns are systematized according to the evaluation system developed for the
adaptive design process before being tested for the development of a conceptual spatial model.
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Suitability of a given emergent logic was determined by an assessment of the logic’s potential for
translation to a parametrically controlled environment. If an emergent logic displayed controllable
behaviors which could be manipulated digitally and also displayed adaptive, integrative, and
performative characteristics which could be applied to architecture, the development of the logic
into a computational system progressed. The selection criteria required the generative material
logic be able to produce: (1) geometry with formal qualities of parts-to-whole relationships
resulting in coherence, intricacy, and scalability; and (2) organizational logic that not only served
the given design project brief, but also indicated potential for further advancement with a higher
level of order. Using this procedure, research teams investigated emergent patterns to discover
which emergent logics were capable of translation into a computational system.
2) Research into the creation of spatial organizational types
Following evaluation of the design tool’s generative capacity and suitability for development, the
tool is used as a conceptual model and classified in terms of its spatial organization. The aim of
this classification is to create a series of spatial categories which will assist architects and
designers in choosing a design tool best suited to the requirements of a project (Figure 11).

Figure 11. Secondary objective, creation of spatial organizational types.

These four fundamental types of organization were identified after an examination of projectbased computational design tool research projects. The four categories represent the fundamental
organizational principles for adaptive computational design tools. Combining multiple elements in
a computational environment will produce one of these organizations. The tools have been
classified in terms of the type of spatial organization produced by the output (Figure 12).
Spatial
Organizational Type
Field
Interference
Nested
Topological

Organizational Characteristic
Boundaries are defined by the spaces between design elements.
Circulations are defined by overlapping zones.
Hierarchies are created by one space being always contained inside
another.
Zones are experientially perceived through atmospheric differences and
spatial compression without the use of traditional boundaries.

Figure 12. Criteria for classification of architectural design tool.

The terminology chosen for use in this document reflects the distinct nature of spatial
organizations produced; while traditional concepts for defining spaces such as “boundary,”
“circulation,” “hierarchy,” and “atmosphere” can be used to reference the four categories, the
words field, interference, nested, and topological have been assigned to the organizational types
because of their unique relationship to computational design processes.
Field organizations do not serve merely to create a boundary which separates one zone from
another; rather, many elements organize simultaneously to create a complex series of boundaries.
In interference organization, instead of utilizing circulatory systems to connect just one point to
another point, the inclusion of multiple elements allows for multiple points to be connected at one
time. The nested type of organization indicates hierarchies which are created through gradation,
and the topological chapter, which features spaces created without the use of a traditional barrier,
uses many elements to produce zones defined by height and atmospheric quality.
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This classification system divides conceptual models into categories for simple understanding of
spatial organizations and allows for the identification of qualities which are unique to the tool
(Figure 13). These qualities may suggest a use for which the tool is best suited.

FIELD

INTERFERENCE

(BOUNDARY)

(CIRCULATION)

NESTED

TOPOLOGICAL

(HIERARCHY)

(ATMOSPHERE)

Figure 13. Secondary objective, spatial organizational types.

3) Research into the application of design tools with organizational types for Post-Fordist
architectural requirements
As discussed in the historical background portion of this document (section 1.1.1), Post-Fordist
societal requirements for architecture now include adaptivity and integrativity. The Fordist “form
follows function” principle must now shift to a “function follows form” approach wherein the
form provides the potential programmatic activities for the developed spatial organization (in
contrast to an approach wherein the program of a given organization determines the form) (Figure
14).

Figure 14. Secondary objective, application of design tools and organizational logic to Post-Fordist architectural
requirements.

This document will present eleven sample applications of computational design tools to design
briefs which represent a series of Post-Fordist architectural contexts. Each of the applications
seeks to maximize the potential of emergent pattern based design tools and adaptive spatial
organizations.
The primary and secondary objectives are pursued with the intention of testing the proposed
systems for design development, evaluation and classification for adaptive computational design
tools. This document also aims to provide architects and designers with guidelines for the use of
emergent pattern based design tools.

1.4 Research Background
This portion of the document serves to define and explain concepts essential to the research
conducted. These concepts form a foundation upon which the adaptive design processes and
evaluating and classifying criteria are built.

1.4.1 Computational Design Tools
Computational design tools are understood in the context of this research as mathematicallydriven generative processes capable of producing complex adaptive geometries and organizations
from a simple logic (Figure 15).
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Figure 15. Diagram of Computational Design Tool

Contrary to conventional digital software tools, which empower users’ drawing and visualization
capabilities without facilitating an analytical understanding of the logic behind the given
computational procedure, computational design tools are based entirely on the construction and
operation of a mathematical logic to generate formal outputs which can be manipulated for
potential architectural applications. Daniel Bosia describes the relevance of computers for spatial
organization, stating, “the power of computers has enabled us to articulate new organizations and
configurations of space based on simple rules, properties, and proportional relationships where
complexity is generated by the recursive repetition of simple processes” [30].
The computational design tools presented throughout this research seek to extract mathematical
generative logic from naturally-occurring phenomena to construct interactive three-dimensional
digital models which can then be used for the development of adaptive organizations and
architecture. While their use is not restricted to digital environments (computers), the tools focus
on the use of computer-based computational capabilities so as to efficiently integrate multiple
parameters and generate an optimal output. Materials exhibiting computational capabilities are
able to distribute matter in highly efficient ways, which are exemplified by Frei Otto’s ‘formfinding’ material experiments [31]. The extracted logic, (or rule), is manipulated first in a physical
environment and then within a digital, computational environment to examine its generative
capacity (Figure 16). In this way, the design tools are not simply given to the user, but rather
constructed to maximize creative effects.

Figure 16. Branching pattern produced through form-finding experiments by Frei Otto [31].

One of the key objectives for the development of computational design tools is the creation of a
lawful design environment (similar to the ecosystem of nature), in which design parameters and
criteria are organized interdependently. Design tools within such an environment would consist of
a series of defined parameters capable of being manipulated to produce variations in outputs based
on a common set of organizational principles (natural organizational principles). A user can enter
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values into parametric models to create a result uniquely defined by the parameter constraints, the
elements involved, and the interactions between elements. Design changes can be made by
adjusting values for a given parameter (to which the entire design system automatically adjusts).
Coupled with decision-making, these tools can potentially produce a large number of
differentiated, integrated, and highly responsive outputs.
Computational design tools also have potential for use as conceptual diagramming tools for
designing adaptive spatial organizations; parametric relationships and spatial hierarchies could be
used for conceptual purposes to model organizational principles. In the context of this research,
computational design tools aim to model the organizational principles of rule-based emergent
patterns for the production of an architectural output. Bosia addresses the potential for
contemporary architecture inherent in the development of new systems, stating:
Contemporary designers are faced with the opportunity of exploring new systems of
organization, far reaching beyond classical and static forms. The focus is on the
processes that govern the genesis and transformation of these systems and structure
of their parts. Designing is organizing space, establishing networks of programme
and circulation, structuring of form from deep within. [30]
In the context of this research, computational design tools are used to exploit self-organizing
processes for the creation of adaptive design tools. These two key phrases (adaptivity and selforganization) must be defined to ensure clarity throughout the research.
Adaptivity:
1. When used in reference to modeling design environments, the term refers to the modeling
process’ ability to accommodate changes in parameters.
2. When used in reference to a design output, the term refers to the completed architecture’s
ability to change to meet user needs/environmental requirements.
Self-Organization:
A bottom-up, spontaneous arrangement of a system made of a number of elements. The outputs of
the system are coherent, optimized, and have reached a state of equilibrium which fulfills stability
requirements.

1.4.2 Rule-Based Emergent Patterns
In his book The Self-Made Tapestry, Philip Ball describes the phenomenon of emergent patterns
as both material systems and mathematical operations that evolve within their environmental
contexts, stating, “…we can expect to see similarities in the forms and patterns of living and
purely inorganic or physical systems, and we can expect too that the same ideas can be used to
account for them both” [32]. Ball further extends this claim to human behavior, stating, “…a city
grows organically, not through the dictates of planners” [32].

Figure 17. Left, Lightning patterns in acrylic [33]; Middle, Paenibacillus dendritiformis, a species of patternforming bacteria [34]; Right, The Paris Metro Network [32].

Emergent patterns are an established subset of complex systems (a field wherein parts-to-whole
relationships are examined [35]). Emergent patterns are self-organized patterns which are created
through the complex interactions of multiple components. These interactions create a form larger
than the sum of the system’s parts [36]. Some emergent patterns can be systematized to operate as
rule-based mathematical processes. The patterns consist of a simple rule evolving into complex
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systems and organizations. By increasing the quantity of simple individual processes via
recursion, a self-organized system can generate a complex organization.
Emergent patterns are the result of numerous interactions which produce a coherent order [36]. By
default, emergent patterns are meant to produce variations due to the interactive, adaptive
properties embedded in each individual element. Pattern outputs can be affected by a set of
applied parameters. These parameters are essential for efficiently managing millions of interactive
elements at one time. The manipulation of elements within the given parameters can produce
many possible outputs, each of which has the capacity to be highly integrative within its
environment (defined by the applied parameters).
(a) Nature as a Model for Rule-Based Emergent Patterns
Natural processes contain excellent examples of applications of these emergent patterns. Nature
has the ability to organize different species, living conditions, and environments into systems of
ecology wherein everything subsists and evolves in a very particular way. Nature is composed of
many fundamentally highly adaptive and responsive systems with integrative capabilities
embedded (Figure 18).

Figure 18. From top left, clockwise: a sand dune [37], a flower [38], water crystals [39], packed rocks [40], a
romanesco broccoli [41], a nautilus shell [42], a flock of birds [43], a fern leaf [44].

(b) Emergent Patterns as a Computational Generative Model
Emergent patterns illustrate systems of control based on bottom-up processes. Many elements can
be controlled at one time, a process traditionally very difficult to accomplish efficiently. Emergent
patterns can be organized through the use of relatively simple logic; the overall output can be
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varied through control of parameters which affect the whole [36]. Patterns can be controlled
through three methods: control of local interactive processes, control of external forces, or control
via organized successive iterations. These bottom-up processes, composed of many elements, can
be translated into architectural applications to achieve interactive designs.
These principles of rule-based emergent pattern control can be extracted from naturally-occurring
phenomena (such as illustrated in Figure 18). The logic, when translated into a computational
environment, can be manipulated to produce a controlled, rational output with adaptive,
integrative capabilities. This translation process results in a computational design tool which is
rooted in natural logic. These emergent pattern based tools feature an ability to compute and
configure optimal outputs in the most efficient manner. While emergent logic and computational
logic are both mathematical in nature, naturally-occurring emergent logic must be translated into a
computational setting in order to produce rational control.
(c) Rule-Based Emergent Patterns as Artifacts
Emergent patterns produced by humans are identifiable in many contexts. Patterns are
transferrable from behavior found in nature and physics to behavior found in human territories
(Figure 19).

Figure 19. From top left, clockwise: a rice field [45]; time lapse, 24 hours of flights over the USA [46]; world wide
web connections as of 2003 [47]; barrio, Venezuela [48].

The images in Figure 19 are examples of emergent patterns produced in human behavior.
Emergent patterns found in nature and those in human domains share many common basic logics
as the grounds for their generative processes and mechanisms. This condition suggests that
emergent patterns generated via computational design tools may be an effective organizational
logic for designing architectural spaces.

1.4.3 Precedent Examinations of Emergent Patterns in Design
(a) Analog Computational Design Tools
Precedent explorations of natural forms, self-organization, and new methods of design tool
development laid the foundation for the design tool research work presented in this document.
Antoni Gaudí explored alternative methods for the production of his work, much of which focused
on the visualization of forces acting upon structures and the application of order which exists in
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nature. Gaudí used analog models to generate catenary curves (the technique used by engineers of
the time for designing suspension bridges), which he then implemented into his designs [49].
The relevance of Gaudí’s work to contemporary architectural design research is his works’
attempts to construct design systems based on associative geometry (in which all designed
elements reference each other geometrically). Using this process meant dimensioning was not
required for construction of his designs. Parametric designs work much in the same way. Gaudí
extensively used analog models for his designs as interactive simulations to generate structural,
spatial, and organizational systems, and rarely utilized drawings as representations of his ideas
[50]. These innovations, coupled with his fondness for natural patterns, resulted in unique,
recognizable productions (Figure 20).

Figure 20. Gaudí’s sand bag approach [50].

Also of major influence to this research is the work of Frei Otto. Otto’s influence is visible
throughout several of the projects presented in this document. In particular, Otto’s experiments
with sand, minimal paths, and gridshell structures provided a base for new studies. In his book
Finding Form, Otto states, “there is a new form of self-formation process, using computer
optimization programmes to find solutions for practical problems” [31]. The research presented in
this document addresses this statement while building upon Otto’s research.
Otto’s form-finding research explored new methods of architectural design. Like Gaudí, Otto
sought alternative methods of design production and moved away from static, top-down design
systems (Figure 21). He developed highly specific tools to discover forms, including a mechanism
for determining minimal surfaces using soap film [31]. Otto’s work also included experiments
which directly examined the angle of repose of sand, a principle expanded upon in this document.

Figure 21. Left, Soap film produced in experiments by Frei Otto [31]. Right, Soap film between two equal and
parallel rings10 [51].

In contrast to previous studies such as Otto’s form-finding and Gaudí’s analog models; however,
this research extensively utilizes computational capabilities in an effort to explore bottom-up
dynamic design systems. These capabilities are not used solely for the purpose of producing
highly optimized and idealized results. Rather, the aim is to expand further upon existing
10

“A soap film is formed between two parallel rings of radius separated by a distance . To minimize
the surface-tension energy of the soap film, its total area S seeks a minimum value”.[51].
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knowledge-optimized geometry to create formal vocabularies, amplified spatial effects, and
organizational logic. Natural emergent processes are explored within the domain of digital
modeling not to find the maximum output with the minimum input, but to find the maximum
output in terms of spatial quality, to learn how to integrate differences, and to learn how to create
an adaptive system. This is in an effort to produce a design best suited to a given environment.
Otto was likely searching for structural applications for his work [31], which is possibly why he
chose not to research a wider variety of emergent patterns. Because of this choice, his research is
focused and innovative. The research at hand seeks to extend his research beyond his targets and
explores design decisions made in an effort to maximize spatial qualities, integration, and
adaptability.

1.5 Research Procedure
The design tool research approaches presented in this document utilize the feedback approach.
Through utilization of the adaptive design process and evaluation system (presented in Figure 7),
problems and research became highly related to one another (Figure 22). Schumacher describes
this method of project development, noting that it relies “on post-rationalization and programmatic
adjustments to the initial brief” [52].

Standard Research Approach

① HYPOTHESIS

③CONCLUSION

Presented Research Approach

INVESTIGATION

①

② INVESTIGATION

②

HYPOTHESIS

③ OUTPUT

④ CONCLUSION

Figure 22. Comparison of research approaches.

Each design research project in the document is presented in a series of steps:
1) Material Research
2) Research References
3) Experiments
4) Sample Application
5) Architectural Subsystems
Each step in the process contributes key elements to the design tool in question and to the adaptive
design process as a whole.
1) Material Research
In the material research phase of design development, research examines a material behavior that
exhibits an emergent logic. The researched material behavior is then either applied to a series of
problems to examine suitability of the material behavior for that specific issue, or a problem is
established for which a series of material behaviors can be tested for suitability. The design
research progresses once fitness between a material behavior and a problem has been established.
2) Research References
Research references provided a foundation upon which the research presented in this document
could progress. Whether architectural, mathematical, or biological in nature, precedent examples
of logic served as a guideline for further development.
3) Experiments
The experiments portion of the research includes both digital and analog experiments conducted in
an effort to translate an emergent logic into a computational tool with architectural potential.
These experiments include two-dimensional and three-dimensional explorations in both digital
and physical environments.
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4) Sample Application
Each of the presented research projects included a sample application of the developed design
tool. This application served to highlight the strengths and weaknesses of the tool and to explore
the adaptive qualities in the system. This step allows for any weaknesses discovered in the tool or
organization to be addressed.
5) Architectural Subsystems
Following application of the developed design tool and spatial organization to a sample design
proposal, a series of architectural subsystems can be created. These subsystems serve to meet
architectural criteria in the design brief which are otherwise not fulfilled through application of the
design tool (structural requirements in particular).

1.6 Document Structure and Organization
This document is organized to present the application of the evaluation criteria, classification
system, and design tool development simultaneously (Figure 23).

Figure 23. Document organization and flow of information

The 11 design tools presented in this document indicated relevance and architectural potential in
accordance with the previously described evaluative criteria, and were chosen from a total of 16
research projects (see appendices A through D for additional references). All of the 11 presented
emergent patterns were chosen following numerous material experiments. The 11 design tools
were then arranged into four spatial organizational types which were determined by the produced
output of each tool. These four categories represent the fundamental organizations produced
through the combination of computational environment and emergent logic.
Each of the 11 presented projects examine relevant historical references to their chosen emergent
pattern (both inside and outside the field of architecture. In precedent contexts, the patterns have
been used to mimic biological processes for the purpose of examining optimization behavior
found in nature. The patterns have also been applied to the development of structures and
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explorations in material consumption (minimization of) in art [53], music [54, 55], and as
statistical analysis [56], etc. In previous applications, emergent patterns were used to optimize a
material behavior (to determine the most efficient way of distributing matter via the process of
self-organization). In contrast, the research documented here examines performance-based
applications of specific material behaviors.
This work aims to expand upon precedents into a domain of architecture where spatial
organizations seek to produce maximum interactivity. Beginning with established research, the
works in this document represent an exploration of which emergent patterns could be potentially
useful for architecture. Most are well-known systems, but the use of the systems has historically
been as very conventional, straightforward translations and applications. In this document,
research introduces new possibilities in terms of applications in design where complex spaces and
organizational relationships are required.

1.6.1 Chapter Organization
Each project chapter of the document (chapters two through five) will present the design tools
which have been categorized into the given spatial organizational type. The chapters begin with an
introduction to the definition of the organization. Each design tool research project includes a
design brief, objective, and key precedents. Subsequently, each research project subchapter
presents conducted research, a design application example, and conclusions regarding the research
for the given tool. The determined evaluation (in accordance with the presented tool analysis
criteria) is also included. The names of all individuals in the research teams (along with the author
of this document, who supervised all presented design tool research) are also included at the
beginning of each research project subchapter for reference.
The final chapter of this document will present a conclusion of the presented materials based both
on the applicability of rule-based patterns into specific design tools and the applicability into
architectural contexts. It will indicate the broader implications of the evaluative criteria and
classification systems presented throughout the text, suggest the potential future development of
the design tools, and pose questions for further research.

1.7 Research Management
The research work included here was conducted by the author together with teams of graduate
students at the Architectural Association’s Design Research Lab (DRL) in London from 2003 to
2011. As Co-Director of the DRL, together with teaching staff members, the author set the overall
agenda for the course and also selected the research methodology to be implemented in all design
research processes.
The Research Lab conducts post-professional research in a sixteen month Master of Architecture
program where all teams reconfigure throughout their research, but projects continue through
multiple phases of development. This method of working is in accordance with the established
style of research. On average, four staff members supervise approximately fifty students (roughly
twelve students per staff member). Each staff member provides a specific research project brief
under the framework of the design research agendas set by the Co-Directors. Student groups are
then broken into teams. These teams are not fixed, but are required to consist of more than two
individuals and fewer than three. Students self-organize to find optimal working arrangements.
Projects are divided into two phases. The first is a material experiment phase which aims to
develop architectural prototypes capable of exploiting material behaviors in architectural contexts.
The second phase then works to develop the prototypes into a thesis project with specific
architectural requirements, programs, and sites. The DRL operates on a three-year cycle to ensure
that experimental, multi-disciplinary design continues to be an engine for innovation [57].
Design Research Agendas:
Corporate Fields (1997 – 1999)
Responsive Environments (2000 – 2003)
Parametric Urbanism (2004 – 2007)
Proto Designs (2008 – 2011)
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The design tool research included in this document is comprised of work undertaken during the
Responsive Environments, Parametric Urbanism, and Proto Designs agendas, and is
representative of the final stages of team formations during the author’s time as Co-Director at the
DRL. Teams were responsible for developing initial design research into design proposals.
Original student works are included in the document as Appendices A, B, C, and D, but they have
been curated for the purposes of this submission. This submission serves as a retrospective
analysis and indicates the relevance of the completed research.
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Glossary of Terms (within the context of this document)
adaptive:
1. When used in reference to modeling design environments, the term refers to the modeling
process’ ability to accommodate changes in parameters.
2. When used in reference to a design output, the term refers to the completed architecture’s
ability to change to meet user needs/environmental requirements.
bottom-up: A methodology in which a design is first considered in terms of its local relationships
and defining parameters, and through the manipulation of those parameters generates an output
that is greater than the sum of its parts through the recursion of local relationships.
computational design tool: Computational design tools are based entirely on the construction and
operation of mathematical logic to generate formal outputs with potential architectural
applications. Mathematically-driven generative processes based on a series of defined parameters
can be manipulated to produce variations in output. Operating these generative processes can
create results uniquely defined by the parameter constraints, the elements involved, and the
interactions between these elements.
complex systems: A system which displays integrative, adaptive, and performative qualities. A
system which cannot be reduced to principles governing the entire system.
emergent pattern: Self-organized patterns which are created through the interactions of multiple
components. These interactions create a form larger than the sum of their parts [36].
integrative: The ability to bring multiple elements and differences together into a diverse yet
coherent whole.
Post-Fordism: “The theory that modern industrial production should change from the large-scale
mass-production methods pioneered by Henry Ford towards the use of small flexible
manufacturing units” [4].
self-organization: A bottom-up, spontaneous arrangement of a system made of a number of
elements wherein the outputs are coherent and optimized for stability.

!
top-down: Conventional design methodologies favor the use of a top-down design process. In
these approaches, architects begin with a defined output and work towards production of that
output. The development of the project is highly isolated; materials, structure, program, etc. are all
considered
independently
of
one
another.
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Chapter 2
Field Organization (Boundary)
2.1 Introduction
This chapter focuses upon a set of tools developed with the intention of producing a field type
organization. The design tools researched in chapter two each produce an organization wherein
zones are defined by spaces between design elements.

Figure 1. An example of field organization. Spatial quality is articulated through manipulation of local interactions.

Field organization is defined as a highly adaptive and dynamic spatial organization consisting of a
large number of units distributed as an order of continuous transformation. This distribution
produces zones where unique areas can be identified or articulated. Stan Allen describes a field
condition as “any formal or spatial matrix capable of unifying diverse elements while respecting
the identity of each. Field configurations are loosely bounded aggregates characterized by porosity
and local interconnectivity” [1].
Field organizations are classified by the following criteria:
1. A boundary condition is created as the primary function.
2. Boundaries are defined by local intensities of elements.
3. Circulation is represented by pathways which emerge between boundaries.
4. A fluid hierarchy of spaces is produced via adaptive boundaries.
Design tools exhibiting this type organization are capable of creating a boundary condition. This
boundary, unlike the Cartesian grid system, is not defined by a predetermined set of streets or
paths. Rather, the boundaries produced by this adaptive type of organization are the result of
intensified local conditions within a zone. The level of intensity of a zone determines the
boundary, and the relationship of one zone’s boundary to another produces the overall geometry
of the space.
Circulation within a field organization is therefore the pathways which emerge between zones.
The pathways are differentiated within the given context and are defined by the local intensity of
each zone. This creates a fluidity between zones, which produces a uniquely defined spatial
quality for the space overall. Within a field organization of this nature, programs do not overlap.
Programs are contained within zones which are determined by the differentiated levels of local
intensity.
This adaptive organization, which produces boundaries uniquely defined by local intensity,
indicates architectural relevance because it has a capacity to organize spaces in accordance with
determined importance. This method of organization may be better suited to Post-Fordist
requirements than the Cartesian grid system; the local intensity of a given space being used as a
determining factor for circulation and programmatic zones can result in a more efficient,
integrated global form.
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2.1.1 Chapter Objective
The objective of this chapter is to apply and test the developed evaluative criteria for application
to a field organization. The application of the criteria should indicate whether or not the criteria is
appropriate for use with tools which produce a field organization, and whether the criteria aids in
the development and classification of field-organized spaces. Tools which produce a field
organization should set meaningful hierarchies of qualitative differences in addition to formal
variations. The three studies presented in this chapter explore hierarchies of organization without
the use of definitive boundaries (Figure 2) and produce zones with intensified field qualities.

Figure 2. The traditional grid organization compared to a sample model of field organization.

Three methods of producing a field organization are presented in this chapter (Figure 3). Each
design tool research project examines a different emergent pattern which produces a field
condition in an architectural context. The Flux project utilizes magnetic fields to designate zones
of significance (which then determine circulatory paths and programmatic spaces); the Cymatics
design tool explores the use of vibration produced by sound frequencies to move particles into
highly differentiated temporal boundaries. Finally, the Voronoi project uses urban points of
significance to create a system with embedded pathways and structure.

Figure 3. Images representative of the three research projects presented in this chapter. Left to Right, Flux,
Cymatics, Voronoi.
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2.2 Research Project: Flux

Figure 4. Flux research progression.

2.2.1 Project Introduction
The Flux research project explores the use of magnetic field lines to produce a polycentric spatial
hierarchy and a navigational system. Magnetic field lines are mathematical descriptions of the
influence of magnetic interactions in materials. Various phenomena “display” magnetic field lines
as though the field lines are physical [2]. This project subchapter will examine the application of
the developed evaluative criteria to the Flux design tool (Figure 5).
EMERGENT LOGIC
① DESIGN TOOL
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⑦ EMERGENT
PATTERN SELECTION

CAPACITY
VARIATIONS

⑪
⑩
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③
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Figure 5. Above, Standard evaluation setup; Below, Evaluation as applied to the Flux design tool.
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Project Aims
(by design phase)
Emergent
Logic
Spatial Organizations
Design Application

Details
1. Produce a design tool as an adaptive system, 2. Produce simulation
processes as a generative system, 3. Allow for speculation regarding how
the event space could be configured, and 4. Provide formal variations and
programmatic integration capacities for the development of a design
proposal.
Produce a boundary condition; subdivide spaces.
2012 London Olympics International Broadcasting and Media Press
Center, suitable for Olympic and post-Olympic use (following
redevelopment)

Figure 6. Aims of the Flux design tool development with regard to decision making and evaluative criteria.

2.2.2 Project Credits
Professor and research supervisor: Yusuke Obuchi
Design brief and design tool guidelines provided by: Yusuke Obuchi
Research team members (2003-2005): Andrea Antonucci, Alejandro Diaz, Pedja Pantovic, Alvin
Triestanto
Research team members (2005-2007): Mihee Kim, Andres Arias Madrid, Annarita Papeschi, Jose
Ramon Tramoyeres Rovira

2.2.3 Project Objective
The Flux research project aimed to develop the use of an emergent magnetic field pattern as a tool
for defining spatial hierarchies, intensities, and outcome geometries. In a simple network diagram,
all nodes are connected equally and a spatial definition is only articulated by the length of
connecting lines (Figure 7).
Non-hierarchical network

Spatial hierarchical network

①

②

①
③

③

②

All nodes are connected equally

All nodes are connected with a differentiated spatial field.

Figure 7. Comparison of hierarchical networks.

On the contrary, a network created by flux patterns connects nodes while at the same time
producing a differentiated spatial field that can be manipulated by assigning different levels of
“importance” to local nodes (Figure 8). These nodes can be represented by different levels of
“charge” in a magnetic field. The greater the determined importance of a specific location, the
greater the amount of “magnetic charge” assigned to that point. Spatial attraction is thus equal to
magnetic intensity.

Level of Importance
LOW
Zones which do not require
accommodations for high amounts of traffic

HIGH
Zones which must accommodate a greater
amount of traffic

Figure 8. Terminology and visualization of key concept for Flux research project.
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The magnetic field lines produced as a result of charge levels and positioning of charge points
create paths of connectivity. The emergent patterns resulting from these configurations can
suggest both a physical hierarchy of spaces and circulatory principles useful for spatial
development, particularly for an urban proposal.

Figure 9. Magnetic field line mapping in action. Iron filings organizing around magnetic field lines.

2.2.4 Design Experiments
Experiments: research team members
Supervisor: Yusuke Obuchi
(a) Material Research
Material research began with the objective of exploring a material based form-finding process
with an iterative generative logic. Bubble formations made from soap indicated architectural
potential due to their highly adaptive aggregate component system and structural properties. Due
to soap bubbles’ lack of physical stability, the research team investigated a foam produced through
a solidifying chemical reaction. The foam was dripped vertically onto wires to create iterative
patterns. The produced patterns lacked architectural potential, so the research team considered
alternative approaches (Figure 10).

Figure 10. Initial material experiments.
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Figure 11. Design tool evaluation, Flux, Criteria 3 and 4.

Dripped foam did not suggest a method of organizing a space. It also did not address multiple
design criteria. Research thus explored alternative avenues.
Drawing inspiration from the painting style of artist Jackson Pollock, material research next
examined the patterns in Pollock's paintings. Pollock utilized a repetitive dripping technique
which created a field condition with path-like patterns across his canvases (Figure 12).
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Figure 12. Top, Jackson Pollock painting, using his “dripping” style; Second, third rows, simulations of drip
patterns produced in Pollock’s paintings.

The simulated model of Pollock’s painting produced multiple nodes connected by fields of smaller
dripping patterns, which created spatial hierarchy and a potential for architectural application as a
circulatory logic.
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Figure 13. Design tool evaluation, Flux, Criteria 3-4.

In contrast to the dripped foam, Pollock’s dripping paint patterns indicated architectural relevance
in that they could be understood spatially. The patterns were also capable of creating variations;
key points of significance could be defined wherever the designer desired. To further explore the
potential of the system, the research team next attempted to recreate the patterns through the use
of magnets. The aim of this step was to develop an adaptive system with capacity for adjustment.
(Figure 14, right).
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Figure 14. Left, Compasses indicating magnetic currents; Middle, Ferrofluids under the influence of magnetic
currents; Right, Magnetic field patterns.

(b) Research References
Design experiments examined the adaptive behaviors inherent in magnetic fields (behaviors which
can be observed in magnetically charged wires). In magnetic field configurations, current
interactions between multiple wires can be observed in two forms: attraction and repulsion. The
force between two parallel wires carrying currents in the same direction is attractive, while the
force between two wires carrying currents in opposite directions is repulsive [3] (Figure 15).

Figure 15. Comparison of magnetic current directions [4].

As a result of the attraction and repulsion present in a magnetic field, a series of gradient patterns
emerge which can be observed with magnetic field lines. More complex pattern formations can be
achieved by including multiple magnetic source points. Source points can increase from one to
two and from two to multiple.
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Figure 16. Design tool evaluation, Flux, Criteria 1 and 2.

Using magnets to produce the desired pattern indicates the system’s ability to be formed through a
mathematical generative process. The use of magnets also clearly shows the adaptivity embedded
in the system; changing the positioning or intensity of any magnetized point will cause the entire
system to shift to adjust. This principle is illustrated in the experiment depicted in Figure 17.
Initially, a series of a magnetic poles was postioned in a gridlike formation. When the position of
one of the poles was adjusted, all other poles within the formation automatically moved to adapt.
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Figure 17. Magnetically charged poles in a grid-like formation automatically find a new state of equilibrium when
one pole is adjusted.

Due to overlapping areas of influence, any changes in the rotation of a single pole changed the
equilibrium state of the whole. A change in the rotation of one pole initiated a chain reaction that
affected the orientations of the other poles. The poles continued to rotate until the system reached
a new state of equilibrium, a property which indicated the adaptive qualities of the magnetic field.
Precedent Uses of Chosen Emergent Pattern
Precedent examples within the architectural field of the use of magnetic field lines include the
Flux Room project, a 2002 installation by Jesse Reiser and Nanako Umemoto (Figure 18). The
author of this research document acted as Project Architect for this installation and was
responsible for the design and management of the project from conceptualization to fabrication.

Figure 18. Top Left, Magnetic field lines simulate a vector field. Top Right, Flux Room installation wrapped with
solenoids, outside view. Bottom, Various three-dimensional patterns produced through changes in the magnetic
field within the installation [5].

The project examined the use of magnetic field lines for an enclosed space where approximately
4000 magnetic needles were hung. These needles moved freely in response to changes in
solenoids, which were linked to a control system and positioned throughout the space. When the
magnetic field produced by the solenoid array was manipulated, it produced differentiated patterns
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throughout the space which were reflected in the movement of the magnetic needles [6]. The
needles became a visualization of the evolving magnetic field, and served to illustrate the
adaptivity and responsiveness of the system.
This project did not simply seek to simulate magnetic field processes on a computer screen.
Rather, this project aimed to create a visually dynamic, immersive environment in which threedimensional vectorial fields continually change. This was accomplished through synthesis of a
material behavior.
Introduction to Architectural Potential of Chosen Emergent Pattern
As indicated by the Flux Room project, magnetic fields, which produce highly adaptive and
integrative patterns [1], suggest multiple possible uses. In the Flux Room installation, field lines
were visualized to create spatial experiences [6]. In the context of this research, however, the
patterns were explored for their differential density and vectorial orientations; spatial concepts of
navigation and circulation were developed.
(c) Design Tool Development
Digital Experiments (two-dimensional)
Design tool experimentation expanded on the logic found in the material system to translate the
emergent magnetic field line behavior into a computational setting. A magnetic field plug-in for
the Rhino3D modeling software was used to conduct studies (Figure 19). The research team
computed magnetic field lines for a number of charged elements in a given area. These magnetic
field lines were represented as two-dimensional patterns.

Figure 19. An example of magnetic field lines produced through various charge configurations in the Rhino3D
environment. Left, point sources and consequent field lines; Right, bar magnets and resulting field lines.

Field lines were articulated in accordance with one simple principle: no two lines may intersect.
The setup parameters in this digital experiment were the number and location of the magnetically
charged sources and the potential magnetic charge at each source.
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Figure 20. Design tool evaluation, Flux, Criterion 5.
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The field lines produced by the magnetic interactions created consistent patterns which were
unique to the emergent logic. In Figure 19, the blue color represents a negative charge, and the red
color represents a positive charge. Magnetic field lines connecting the blue and red sources were
formed as a result of the attraction between the opposite charges (colors). Field lines under the
influence of repulsion tended to separate and push each other in opposite directions in areas where
the sources have the same charge intensity. Bar magnets set up with distinct north and south poles
(right side of Figure 19) displayed magnetic field lines with intensities stronger than those of the
simple point source fields (left side of Figure 19).
Charge conditions were manipulated within a digital setup in the Vizimag software to group lines
in a variety of different patterns. In the first set of magnetic field manipulation experiments, the
research team distributed charge points on a regular grid. Different field line patterns were formed
by first charging all sources on the grid with the same amount of flux and subsequently disabling
designated source points (Figure 21). Using this system, flux levels and source locations were
further modified to achieve more complex patterns (Figure 22).
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Figure 20. Design tool evaluation, Flux, Criterion 6.

The ability to remove, add, reposition, and vary intensity of magnetic source points in the
organization allowed a variety of different relationships to be created. This suggests that a
designer may be able to select from a range of potentially optimal programmatic solutions to fit
specific design requirements.

Figure 21. Magnetic field lines created in Vizimag. Left, all sources on a two-dimensional grid are charged; Right,
designated charge points on the grid are disabled to test for asymmetry, irregularity, and/or intricacy.
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Figure 22. Intricate patterns emerge when flux levels and charge source points are manipulated.

Digital Experiments (three-dimensional)
To translate the developed patterns into a geometry capable of suggesting future architectural
possibilities, the produced two-dimensional vector fields and the resulting magnetic field lines
were translated into three-dimensional representations. Different charge conditions and different
groupings of magnetic field lines provided insights into different three-dimensional formations
(Figure 24).
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Figure 23. Design tool evaluation, Flux, Criterion 7.

This conceptual model (a gradient boundary) indicated fitness with the selected emergent logic
and suggested that the tool may be developed further. In contrast to initial experiments where
magnetic field lines were mapped on a two-dimensional plane, in these translation experiments,
lines were generated in sections (Figure 25).

Figure 24. Three-dimensional formation analysis. Lines group differently in relation to variations in charge
conditions.
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Figure 25. Sectional three-dimensional magnetic field line formations.

Intensities of magnetic field lines varied depending on the amount of flux at each source and the
distance of the given source from other sources. When charges were intensified with greater
amounts of flux, the magnetic field lines formed between the source points intensified and
increased in number as well. As the number of lines connecting any two charge points increased,
the distances between the lines decreased until the intensification reached a point where the lines
suggested a surface-like enclosure. Figure 27 illustrates a direct attempt to reconstruct the
magnetic field lines produced in the digital environment with an analog representation using piano
wire. The model was prepared for the purpose of examining the developing computational design
system’s potential to suggest spatial formations, and to examine translation of the tool from a
computational environment back to a physical environment (maintaining the generative logic of
the geometry and the spatial relationships without the use of magnetic forces). A new parameter
was introduced in this experiment: the parameter of material behavior (piano wire).
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Figure 26. Design tool evaluation, Flux, Criterion 8.

Applying the conceptual model to a physical model indicated that both the conceptual and
emergent logic were preserved (Figure 27). This suggested that the same model could be
successfully applied to an architectural design proposal.
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Figure 27. Analog model. Magnetic field lines are represented with piano wires. Magnetic charge points are
represented with silicon balls. “Charge points” were balanced in a floating condition and adapted to the force
generated by the piano wires.

(d) Design Tool Application
Design Proposal (with context)
The researched principles were then applied to a site. Charge points were replaced with buildings
(or other points of significance in the urban context), which were assigned a certain degree of
intensity (or “importance”) (Figure 28). The magnetic field lines became circulation paths
between the defined points. Each time a new urban point was charged, new relationships were
generated. By increasing or decreasing the level of importance of a given building (or other
designated urban “charge point”), the corresponding circulation paths changed to adapt.

Figure 28. Site map with designated urban charge points.

The developed design tool is a series of steps which allow the architect to design a highly adaptive
space through the application of magnetic field lines. Using a plug-in for the Rhino3D software,
the designer designates points in a field (step 1). When all points are set, the architect must then
assign a level of importance to each point to determine the amount of “charge” that point will
receive (step 2). When all points have been determined, the magnetic field plug-in is applied, and
field lines corresponding to the levels of importance are created (step 3). Last, given the generated
magnetic field, the designer must determine an appropriate path system and make programmatic
decisions (step 4) (Figure 30). Designers can then also determine structural requirements and
spatial qualities.
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Figure 29. Design tool evaluation, Flux, Criterion 11.

The steps required to apply the design tool to a given site indicate that adjustments to the tool are
possible. The positioning of points of significance and the degree of significance of a given point
must be assigned to ensure successful implementation of the tool to a given site.
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Figure 30. Step by step breakdown of Flux computational design tool.

A sample application of the computational design tool was prepared by the research team for the
site of the 2012 London Olympics. The application focused on a path system that promoted
circulation between two stations, the Olympic Gate, and within the Olympic site as a whole
(design tool step 1). To produce these path systems, first each urban attractor in the field was
charged with an amount of flux equal to the level of importance assigned (step 2). The
accumulation of charges generated an urban matrix. Changing the intensities of the charges
changed the makeup of the matrix and also altered the generated circulation paths between the
different urban attractors (step 3). The system allowed groups of pedestrians to circulate at varying
speeds. Also integrated in the design were green areas and artificial beaches, features planned as a
replacement for the main program following the Olympic games (step 4).
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Figure 31. Design tool evaluation, Flux, Criterion 9.

The design brief chosen for application with this tool included a number of design criteria. The
brief was for a large-scale area and required accommodations for circulation, program, and
navigation. There was also potential for the structural requirements of the brief to be addressed (as
a secondary system).

Figure 32. Perspective view of final proposal. Programmatic strips are generated via line accumulation. Each color
represents a different program. Light green: grass; dark green: trees/dense vegetation; beige: beaches; blue: water;
grey: main path system.
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Design Development (Architectural Subsystems)
The developed tool demonstrates the key features of field organization. Local units in the
organization, defined as urban points (charge points) and pathways (magnetic field lines)
differentiate themselves through bottom-up interactions. These interactions create a global
condition. On the local scale, zones are suggested through different levels of intensity rather than
definitive boundaries. The magnetic field line approach also allows zones to have fluid hierarchies
rather than rigid relationships. Designers can thus create highly articulated, adaptive zones to
produce a horizontal field organization (Figure 33).

Figure 33. Site diagrams.

The generated path system is highly related to the spatial quality and navigational characteristics
of the field.
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Figure 34. Design tool evaluation, Flux, Criterion 10.

The design proposal can accommodate many different potential criteria, including the positioning
of structures, the degree of density of circulatory pathways, the types of programs assigned to
given zones, and the level of significance of key points in the field.
Users can be navigated intuitively to areas of greater importance. The charges throughout the field
produce a non-orthogonal hierarchical order. When a charge level is altered, the rest of the field
changes to adapt, thus forming a new organization. The magnetic field patterns produced by these
charge levels can generate path systems for circulation and navigation. These same field lines also
contribute to the design of a structural system which is based on line densification; the greater the
number of accumulated lines, the more articulated the defined surfaces and the greater the
structural strength.
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Figure 35. Design tool evaluation, Flux, Criterion 12.
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The densities of lines are also translated into light/dark relationships (Figure 36). This indicates
how paths designated for programmatic, circulatory, or navigational purposes can be varied in
terms of density or position without losing the original emergent flux logic.
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Figure 36. Study models translating electric fields into three-dimensional forms for architectural development.

2.2.5 Evaluation and Conclusion
Unlike a conventional grid, where the patterns of subdivision are non-hierarchical, the Flux design
tool is capable of organizing a field condition to produce an order determined through the level of
importance assigned to multiple nodes. The produced tool aimed to organize a horizontal
hierarchy of space with respect to a circulation logic as opposed to a vertical organization. Spaces
can be designated as “positive” or “negative” spaces in accordance with their type of charge and
are connected through vector lines. These spaces are translated as more important or less
important zones, depending on the amount of intensity assigned to the nodes.
Although the presented focus of this computational design tool is the development of a circulation
logic, there is potential for development of formal and programmatic requirements in a parallel
design study. The developed tool is capable of producing geometric order, but designers must
ensure fitness between geometry and other architectural requirements such as construction and
fabrication systems because there are no straight lines produced with this tool. Some applications
may be more appropriate than others. Structural capabilities of the tool could also be further
developed beyond the examination of field organization criteria (additional references for this tool
are available in Appendix A).
(a) Decision Making Criteria and Evaluation Criteria: Review
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Figure 37. Application of evaluation criteria to Flux design tool.
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PROGRAMMATIC
STRATEGIES

Criteria Type

Decision Making and Evaluative Criteria: Flux
1. Does the selected emergent logic produce a mathematically-driven generative
process capable of producing complex adaptive geometries and organizations?

Emergent
Logic

The fulfillment of this condition is illustrated in the material research phase.
Complex pattern formations can be achieved by including multiple magnetic
source points in experiments. Increasing the number of source points produces
complex organizations.
2. Does the design tool have the ability to make parameter-based changes while
maintaining an associative relationship between elements and producing results
consistent with the original logic?
The material research stage indicates the fulfillment of this criterion. The
magnetic pole experiment indicates that the elements will continue shifting until
they have reached a state of equilibrium which is consistent with the original
logic.
3. Does the design tool create a framework for the organization of spaces? Could
the mathematical logic also be understood as a spatial organizational logic?
The first phase of material research indicated the intended use of this criterion in
the overall evaluation system; the initial research into foam-based organizations
did not fulfill this criteria. As a result, research progressed to examinations of
dripping paint, which suggested a potential framework for spatial organization.
4. Is the design tool capable of creating variations? Can the tool address multiple
design criteria (structural, programmatic, organizational, etc.)?
The paint dripping examination indicated that organizational and navigational
potential might be accommodated through the development of the design tool.
The same experiment also indicated the potential for variation.
5. Does the spatial organization produce a specific spatial type with a distinct
characteristic?

Spatial
Organization

Eval
YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

Indicated in the digital experiments stage, magnetic field lines were created
under the assumption that no two field lines may intersect, a concept consistent
with the original logic.
6. Does the conceptual model create a range of potential optimized
programmatic relationships?
The addition of multiple source points and varying levels of charge intensity in
the digital experiments section of research indicates fulfillment of this condition.
7. Does the choice of the conceptual model contribute to the development of the
design tool?
The tool progressed from a two-dimensional tool to a three-dimensional tool
through further development of the conceptual model in a digital environment.
8. Is the conceptual model preserved when applied to a design proposal?

YES

YES

YES

Applying the developed conceptual model and logic to an analog model
indicates that the logic remains consistent.
9. Does the design brief include a range of specific design criteria?
Design
Application

YES

The design brief for the International Broadcasting Center/Media Press Center
includes structural, navigational, organizational, and programmatic
requirements.
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10. Is the design proposal capable of creating associative relationships for a
range of design criteria?
The design proposal indicates the design tool’s ability to accommodate a series
of different urban points of significance, differentiated programs, and perhaps
even navigational qualities.
11. Can the design tool be adjusted to suit the design brief?
The design tool can be adjusted within certain constraints; defined urban points
and their level of significance can be adjusted. The overall output logic of the
tool remains consistent. Designers must still designate path systems and
structural subsystems.
12. Are the requirements for the design brief met when the conceptual model is
applied?
Adding a greater number of points to the system does not damage the original
magnetic field logic of the tool. The number of lines may increase as the
designated level of significance increases, but the logic remains undamaged.
Figure 38. Evaluation of Flux computational design tool
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2.3 Research Project: Cymatics

Figure 39. Cymatics research progression.

2.3.1 Project Introduction
The Cymatics design tool research project examines field organization for dynamic navigational
and programmatic purposes through the use of varied densities of particles in the air. Cymatics is
the study of visible sound and vibration [7]. In this study, very low-level vibrations are applied to
particles to study dynamic distributions which result in pattern formations and how such patterns
could be used to form organizational logic. Particles placed on a surface are observed as the
surface is actuated, and the emergent patterns are recorded and analyzed.
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Figure 40. Above, Standard evaluation setup; Below, Evaluation as applied to the Cymatics design tool.
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Project Aims
(by type)
Emergent
Logic
Spatial Organizations
Design Application

Details
1. Produce a design tool as an adaptive system, 2. Produce simulation
processes as a generative system, 3. Allow for speculation regarding how
the event space could be configured, and 4. Provide formal variations and
programmatic integration capacities for the development of a design
proposal.
Produce a boundary condition; subdivide spaces.
Connecting zone between a train station and bus station.

Figure 41. Aims of the Cymatics design tool development with regard to decision making and evaluative criteria.

2.3.2 Project Credits
Professor and supervisor: Yusuke Obuchi
Design brief and design tool guidelines provided by: Yusuke Obuchi
Research team members (2003-2005): Ceyhun Baskin, Inanç Eray, Eugene Han, Monia De
Marchi

2.3.3 Project Objective
The Cymatics research project aimed to create adaptive visual boundaries of spontaneous order
with particles. This was achieved through the application of self-organized distributed particle
formations via vibrations of sound. Sound waves disturbed a particle layout with the intention of
organizing the particles into various configurations. Differentiations in particle layout and sound
frequency resulted in differences in patterns produced [9], which created highly responsive
boundary formations with accumulated particles. The particles, emitted into the air, create visual
partitions and defined spaces which could be manipulated in response to user behavior.

Figure 42. Sample Cymatics patterns [8].

!
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!
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2.3.4 Design Experiments
Experiments: research team members
Supervisor: Yusuke Obuchi
(a) Material Research
Single Sound Sources
Material research began with an investigation of particle behavior. Particles were placed on a
membrane surface which was actuated from beneath by a single sound source from beneath
(Figure 43). Upon actuation, the particles organized to form patterns which were differentiated in
accordance with the chosen sound frequency and intensity.

Figure 43. Initial material research. Particles placed on a membrane were actuated with a single sound source.

The analog setup was reproduced in the Maya software digital environment to better visualize the
behavior of actuated particles. Removing the potential for human and environmentally-related
errors allowed for a greater degree of accuracy and variation in pattern production. To visualize
the behavior of particles vibrating on a surface, a series of pre-determined frequencies (notes)
were applied using a plug-in tool called a surface deform modifier (Figure 44).

Figure 44. Single digital “sound” source vibration experiments.

This study indicated that ripple patterns can be replicated in a digital environment (similar to the
patterns produced in the analog study). Variations in the frequency of the “sound source” in the
digital environment produced patterns roughly equivalent to those produced in the analog setups at
the same sound frequency.
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Figure 45. Design tool evaluation, Cymatics, Criterion 1.
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The patterns produced upon application of a variety of different sound frequencies suggest
different potential organizations of spaces. In a secondary material research setup, particles were
placed directly onto the membrane of a single sound source. The sound source actuated the
membrane and triggered the movement of the particles (Figure 46). As a consequence, the initial
particle layout changed according to how the particles encountered the sound waves. Testing
indicated ripple patterns grew denser as sound wave frequencies increased.

Figure 46. Analysis of frequency wave patterns with a single source [8].

Multiple Sound Sources
Tests with multiple sound sources examined the ability to physical particles to create more
complex patterns. The tests indicated particle sensitivity to the number of sound sources and
sound frequency. Changing system parameters such as the number of sound sources, amplitude of
sound, and distance and size of the particles could establish degrees of control (Figure 47).

Figure 47. Sound frequency patterns generated with multiple sources.
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Figure 48. Design tool evaluation, Cymatics, Criterion 2.

The patterns produced through parametric changes to the setup created results which were
logically similar to one another. Although specific outputs differed, the same principles remained
consistent.
Single Sound Source, Three-Dimensional
The next step in the development process explored particle movement in three dimensions. The
first three-dimensional setup was a box where beads were hung on strings in a three-dimensional
layout. A single sound source at the end of the box actuated the beads. Three-dimensional patterns
were created by adjusting the size and distance of the bead “particles” along with the frequency of
the vibration (Figure 49).
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Figure 49. Three-dimensional analog experiment, single sound source.

Multiple Sound Sources, Three-Dimensional
To further progress the three-dimensional experiments, in the second three-dimensional physical
setup, an analog parallel membrane box with multiple sound sources was created to produce more
control over particles (Figure 50, 51). This parallel membrane setup allowed particle mapping. To
conduct the experiment, a wooden frame was created with fishing line strung between stretched
latex surfaces on opposing sides. One “particle bead” was strung on each line. A frequency was
transposed to vibration via speakers directly attached to one of the latex surfaces, which moved
the strung beads. Sound frequencies were provided by computer software and were controlled by
an amplifier. Results were recorded over time (Figures 51 and 52).

Figure 50. Three-dimensional setup two. Particle beads influenced by vibrations move on strings between two
membranes.

Figure 51. Three-dimensional setup two.

Particle movements over time in the three-dimensional setup were mapped in a digital
environment (Figure 52).

Figure 52. Three-dimensional digital simulation of bead particle movement over a 45 minute time period.
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This initial material research illustrated the adaptive properties of particles in relation to sound
waves. Particles upon a surface adjust automatically to the sound wave frequency applied. Patterns
shift and change immediately in accordance with adjustments in sound wave frequency, a
principle exhibited in this three-dimensional application. The potential for adaptivity in the
resulting field conditions displayed potential for further architectural development, but required a
parametrically defined (and thus, more controlled) system.
(b) Research References
Background of Chosen Emergent Pattern
Cymatics, a term used to refer to the study of visible sound, has a history extending several
hundred years [7]. In the late 1700s, Ernst Chladni closely examined patterns and their
relationship to various vibrations [9]. Chladni’s experiments included setups where he would
place sand on metal plates and use a bow to produce vibrations (Figure 53) [9]. When actuated,
the sand particles move towards areas with the least amount of vibration, thus creating distinct
patterns depending on the level of sound frequency. This is the basic principle of particle
displacement; particles tend to settle in areas where the impact of sound waves is at a minimum
(the lowest point of waves produced by vibrations) [7].

Figure 53. Left, A visualization of one of Chladni’s sound visualization experiments [10]; Right, Patterns produced
by Chladni’s experiments [11].

Hans Jenny built upon the work of Chladni by continuing extensive visible sound experiments.
Jenny coined the term Cymatics, a word originating with the Greek kuma, meaning “wave.”
Cymatics refers to the study of the influence of vibration on a material [7]. To conduct
experiments, researchers typically place particles on a surface which is then actuated. The
behavior of the particles is observed, recorded, and analyzed in relation to the vibration applied
(Figure 54). Particles form differentiated patterns in accordance with parameters such as sound
wave frequency, particle material, and intensity of frequency. All particles move simultaneously
and independently to find a state of equilibrium. These movements result in the patterns recorded
by researchers such as Chladni and Jenny [7, 9].
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Figure 54. Particles distributed under the influence of sound frequencies [7].

Oscillating a surface exposed to a sound source will change the organization of the particles upon
that surface. Different sound waves will produce different particle distributions over surfaces [9].
The higher the frequency of the sound, the greater the intricacy of the produced patterns, which
can be illustrated by the adaptive, recalibrative abilities of the system. Particles accumulate
between these contours and form differentiated emergent patterns. Increasing the number of sound
sources can produce intricate pattern formations.
Precedent Uses of Chosen Emergent Pattern
Chladni patterns have relevant applications in resonance studies. A study by the University of
New South Wales examines Chladni patterns when applied to violin plates [12]. Violins, which
utilize vibration to produce sound, have many different modes of vibration at different
frequencies. Researchers examined some of the frequencies which are of particular use to violin
makers [13]. Through testing, violin makers can determine the properties of a given instrument.
Applying Chladni patterns highlights areas of symmetry and asymmetry on the body of an
instrument, information which can inform the quality of the finished product in relation to sound
(Figure 55) [13].

Figure 55. A mass-produced violin body [14] and a handmade violin body [15]. Chladni patterns are visualized
with black sand. Areas of symmetry and asymmetry are defined. [12]

The information obtained by a violin maker can then be used to make adjustments to the body of
the instrument by adjusting the shape and thickness of the panel [13].
Introduction to Architectural Potential of Chosen Emergent Pattern
The precedent example highlights the adaptive qualities of the Cymatics system; changes to the
makeup of the surface are reflected immediately in the behavior of the particles upon the surface.
These changes then produce differences in resonance, which affects the sound quality overall [13].
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The violin example indicates the use of Cymatic patterns for musical purposes, but also indicates
potential for development as an organizational design tool.
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Figure 56. Design tool evaluation, Cymatics, Criteria 3 and 4.

Cymatics patterns could be understood as a potential method of organizing spaces. The multiple
variations which can be produced by the patterns suggest a variety of different possible
organizations.
(c) Design Tool Development
Digital Experiments (two-dimensional)
The material research indicated architectural potential for Cymatic patterns as an organizational
tool for generating differentiated fields, but required a greater degree of control. To explore
methods of parametric control within the system, the patterns were analyzed in a digital
environment (Figure 57).

Figure 57. Diagram of cymatic patterns produced in a digital environment with a single sound source [8].

With this experiment, the research team began building a catalog of different patterns produced at
different sound frequencies. The generated patterns ranged in complexity from very simple to very
dense and intricate.
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Figure 58. Design tool evaluation, Cymatics, Criteria 5 and 6.
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Each of the patterns produced displayed the same consistent features and was created using the
same general principles. The conceptual model utilized throughout tool development also suggests
a variety of programs could potentially be accommodated.
Digital experimentation continued further by investigating multiple sound sources. By scripting a
set of relationships between forces and particle fields, the research team generated a series of
changing patterns. Particles began from a static position and moved continuously until all sound
frequencies ceased (Figure 59).

Figure 59. Multiple “sound” source particle vibration experiments.

These digital experiments created a series of patterns which varied depending on the number of
sources, sound frequency, and particle type. To further the experiments, these patterns were
explored in three dimensions.
Digital Experiments (three-dimensional)
Next, experiments examined the potential of the system for creation of three-dimensional outputs.
Beginning with a single sound source in the digital environment, three-dimensional patterns were
simulated. The simulation began with the introduction of a sound frequency and continued until
all sound ceased. The resulting wave patterns were recorded (Figure 60).
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Figure 60. Three-dimensional digital experiments with a single sound source.

To next explore the patterns produced three-dimensionally with multiple sound sources, a second
source was introduced to the three-dimensional digital environment. The patterns produced by the
sources changed in accordance with the sound frequency and position of the source (Figure 61).
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Figure 61. Digital simulation with multiple sound sources (sound sources designated by different colors).

From this experiment, the research team was able to observe the patterns produced in a threedimensional setup. Next was to consider how to move particles through a space without the use of
a string-like guide explored during the material experiments.
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Figure 62. Design tool evaluation, Cymatics, Criterion 7.

Choosing a spontaneous boundary as the conceptual model for the tool contributed to the
development of the design tool in that the design tool was able to progress from an organization
where beads were strung on wires to an organization where dust particles functioned as the
controlled boundary.
An analog prototype device was developed to move sound sources beneath a surface. Particles
upon the surface, when actuated, would rise into the air to produce a given pattern (Figure 63).
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Figure 63. A sound source moves below a surface and actuates the particles on the surface to produce particle
patterns in the air.

(d) Design Tool Application
Design Proposal (with context)
The findings from these experiments were then returned to the digital environment for a sample
application of the developed tool. The site, for purposes of sample application, was a connecting
zone between a train station and bus station. Particles were placed upon a surface composed of a
grid of holes. When the surface was actuated, the particles rose up from the surface and created
cloudlike formations with undefined boundaries (Figure 64). These spontaneous vertical
“curtains” had partition-like qualities.

Figure 64. In the digital prototype, boundaries are created by actuating particles on a grid-like surface.
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Figure 65. Design tool evaluation, Cymatics, Criterion 8.

The conceptual model (a spontaneous boundary) was maintained when the tool was applied to the
design brief.
An example application was created to address the design brief (an immersive environment with
spontaneous, adaptive boundaries). An inspiration for the development of this project was a street
fountain, a fixture found in major European city centers which uses similar techniques to organize
public spaces with sprays of water in the air (Figure 66). They both act as public spectacles and
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tools for managing the use of public spaces. Instead of water, which is not desirable for indoor
use, this proposal utilizes dry particles to achieve similar spatial effects with more elaborated
three-dimensional forms and organizational logic.

Figure 66. A girl playing in a fountain [16].

The determined site was a passage connecting a bus station with a train station. Trains arriving
and departing generate regular sound frequencies, which activated particles on the site and formed
“spontaneous” temporary boundaries to navigate users.

Figure 67. According to the frequency of sound, different patterns are produced in the station environment.

The boundary is meant to be both practical and to be public art; in addition to navigating users, the
system also has spatial qualities. A variety of different programs are required throughout the
course of a day. Busy, rush-hour times of day must accommodate greater numbers of individuals.
Comparatively low-traffic times must also be accommodated. Figure 68 indicates different
potential programs to accommodate different user numbers.

Figure 68. Different times of day are accommodated by different programmatic patterns.
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Figure 69. Design tool evaluation, Cymatics, Criteria 9 and 10.

The design brief chosen for application with this design tool included requirements for navigation,
circulation, and programmatic accommodation. The Cymatics design tool indicated an ability to
meet each of these requirements in some capacity.
Design Development (Architectural Subsystems)
The developed Cymatics design tool indicates a potential ability to intensify spatial qualities.
Local articulations are defined by particles, which shift in accordance with sound frequency and
number of sound sources in a bottom-up interaction. These generate the overall field conditions
and create emergent patterns. As particles organize, they produce differentiated zones and fluid
hierarchies of space.
To accommodate for periods where the particles are at rest and boundaries may be more difficult
to accurately discern, the research team proposed the use of an upper boundary implemented on
the ceiling of the space. Particles, actuated from the ground, move upward to form a boundary.
These particles meet with the ceiling space-produced boundary and combine to form a unique
spatial experience.

Figure 70. Perspective view of design example (station environment).

In this way, the interior of the designed space can include dynamic ceiling apparatus which
respond to particles’ pattern distributions. By responding to friction, the ceiling modules shift to
manage and control particles in the air. The modules adapt globally and produce a navigational
network uniquely defined by user and particle behavior. These may provide more opportunities
for effective navigation (Figure 71).

Figure 71. Ceiling modules in two positions.
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Figure 72. Design tool evaluation, Cymatics, Criteria 11 and 12

The parameters of the design tool can be adjusted to suit different requirements in the design brief,
including time of day, number of users, program, etc. These facts indicate evaluative criterion #11
is met. Additionally, through this process, the original conceptual model of a spontaneous
boundary remains consistent, thus indicating fulfillment of criteria #12.
The tool indicates an ability to create a spontaneous, temporary boundary. It is a highly adaptive
system that responds to inputs to create circulation and program zones. The design tool does not
produce a traditional structure, but generates a unique and highly differentiated spatial quality that
also serves as a navigational system.
A limited number of programs are practically possible within the scope of the tool. High-traffic
environments such as stations and shopping malls are not optimal areas for application of the
spontaneous boundary. Rather, non-time sensitive environments such as museums or art galleries
may be more appropriate for such a system.

2.3.5 Evaluation and Conclusion
The Cymatics design tool creates a highly adaptive boundary using an emergent pattern with a
minimum level of control. Through use of a limited number of sources, multiple variations
covering a large area of open space are possible through changes in vibration frequency
parameters. The Cymatics design tool works as both a dynamic spatial organization generator and
as a controller for making physically adaptive environments.
Patterns can be applied for use in contexts where a boundary of spontaneous order is appropriate.
The tool could find appropriate application in environments which are not as time-sensitive as
public transportation hubs (such as museums). Boundaries are created with the tool, but the results
may not be practical for high-traffic situations such as train stations.
The tool effectively produces an immersive spatial experience. Navigation is produced in an
experiential sense. The project laid groundwork for exploring the notion of a boundary as a
responsive, adaptive, interactive physical construct which designers can use to produce highly
ephemeral, interactive material properties (additional references for this tool are available in
Appendix A).
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Figure 73. Application of evaluation criteria to Cymatics design tool
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Criteria Type

Decision Making and Evaluative Criteria: Cymatics
1. Does the selected emergent logic produce a mathematically-driven generative process capable of
producing complex adaptive geometries and organizations?

Emergent
Logic

The material research phase indicates that complex patterns capable of accommodating a number of
different programs are possible. Patterns (and thus, potential organizations) can be differentiated
through parametric adjustments.
2. Does the design tool have the ability to make parameter-based changes while maintaining an
associative relationship between elements and producing results consistent with the original logic?
Parameters such as number of sound sources, intensity of sound sources, position of sound sources,
and frequency of sound sources are all capable of affecting the produced pattern. Despite inclusion
of parametric differentiations such as these, the resulting outputs remain consistent with the original
emergent Cymatic logic.
3. Does the design tool create a framework for the organization of spaces? Could the mathematical
logic also be understood as a spatial organizational logic?
The differentiated patterns produced by the cymatic logic suggest many potential spatial
organizations. The choice of pattern could determine or affect the program accommodated.
4. Is the design tool capable of creating variations? Can the tool address multiple design criteria
(structural, programmatic, organizational, etc.)?

Spatial
Organization

Design
Application

YES

YES

YES

The many different patterns produced by the cymatic logic indicate the potential for variation
embedded in the design tool. The tool is potentially suited for navigational, circulatory, atmospheric,
and programmatic uses.
5. Does the spatial organization produce a specific spatial type with a distinct characteristic?

YES

While the specific patterns themselves change, all patterns produced through the application of
cymatic logic indicate the same features.
6. Does the conceptual model create a range of potential optimized programmatic relationships?

YES

Due to the nature of the conceptual model (spontaneous boundary), there is great potential for a
number of programmatic relationships.
7. Does the choice of the conceptual model contribute to the development of the design tool?

YES

The spontaneous boundary as the conceptual model for the tool allows the tool to move from a twodimensional series of patterns to a three-dimensional boundary.
8. Is the conceptual model preserved when applied to a design proposal?

YES

The design proposal utilizes the spontaneous boundary to form programmatic zones.
9. Does the design brief include a range of specific design criteria?

YES

The train station design brief indicates requirements for circulation, navigation, and programmatic
boundaries.
10. Is the design proposal capable of creating associative relationships for a range of design criteria?

YES

The design proposal creates programmatic zones through the use of the spontaneous boundary and
also produces an atmosphere. Circulatory and navigational qualities are also suggested.
11. Can the design tool be adjusted to suit the design brief?

YES

Parametric adjustments to the design tool can be made to accommodate requirements in the design
brief.
12. Are the requirements for the design brief met when the conceptual model is applied?
In addition to making parametric adjustments to the developed design tool to produce variations, the
proposal can be supplemented with ceiling apparatus. It should be noted, however, that although
using fine powder as a spontaneous wall may work technically, it poses health concerns.
Figure 74. Evaluation of the Cymatics tool.
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2.4 Research Project: Voronoi

Figure 75. Voronoi research progression.

2.4.1 Project Introduction
Inspired by the naturally-occurring emergent “crack” pattern, the Voronoi research project seeks
to subdivide spaces heterogeneously in a manner different from top-down Cartesian grid systems.
Crack patterns occur in response to an external force acting upon a material. The movement of the
external force through the weakest points in a material creates a crack formation. Crack
formations subdivide materials into areas with differentiated qualities and significance. In this
research, crack patterns are examined and translated through the use of Voronoi logic to create
uniquely defined and adaptive lines of subdivision.
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Figure 76. Above, Standard evaluation setup; Below, Evaluation as applied to the Voronoi design tool.
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Project Aims
(by type)

Details

Emergent
Logic
Spatial Organizations
Design Application

1. Produce a design tool as an adaptive system, 2. Produce simulation
processes as a generative system, 3. Allow for speculation regarding how
the space could be configured, and 4. Provide formal variations and
programmatic integration capacities for the development of a design
proposal.
Produces a boundary condition; subdivides spaces.
Subdivides zones of significance in an urban setting with a bus terminal
as a hub.

Figure 77. Aims of the Voronoi design tool development with regard to decision making and evaluative criteria.

2.4.2 Project Credits
Professor and supervisor: Yusuke Obuchi
Design brief and design tool guidelines Provided by: Yusuke Obuchi
Research team members (2007-2009): Rafael Contreras, Matei Denes, Julian Jones, Diego Ricalde

2.4.3 Project Objective
The objective of this research design project was to apply Voronoi logic for the translation of
emergent crack patterns into a computational design tool. to the tool served to subdivide existing
spaces (such as urban sites consisting of heterogeneous conditions) while preserving qualitative
differentiations and areas of significance. In addition to exploring a method for subdividing
spaces, the research also examined the circulatory potential of emergent crack patterns.

Figure 78. A sample Voronoi configuration.

2.4.4 Design Experiments
Experiments: research team members
Supervisor: Yusuke Obuchi
(a) Material Research
Material research began with an examination of crack patterns (Figure 79). These patterns, which
occur in materials such as rocks and mud, create networks of intersecting paths. Crack patterns are
determined by unique points of weakness in a material. When subjected to an external force, the
crack paths indicate the weakest locations within a material.

Figure 79. Cracks in various materials (1) Glass, (2) Resin, (3) Ice.
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Experiments in cracking found that emergent crack patterns were not accurately reproducible with
the available laboratory setups.
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Figure 80. Design tool evaluation, Voronoi, Criterion 2.

The produced crack logic, while indicative of the desired space subdivision pattern, was highly
uncontrolled due to the complexity of the material behavior. The research team determined a
controllable method of crack production was required. The Voronoi diagram, a system capable of
producing an intersecting path network while defining areas of significance, was chosen for both
its similarity to emergent crack patterns and for its highly controllable properties.
(b) Research References
Background of Chosen Emergent Pattern
A Voronoi diagram (Figure 81, left) can be used to divide a space into a number of regions. A set
of points is specified, and for each point, a corresponding region is established which consists of
all points closest to the originally defined point than any other. These regions are called Voronoi
cells. Adding, removing, or moving points will change the layout of the zone [17]. Voronoi
diagrams are highly adaptive systems and can arrange to accommodate changes in point location.
The diagrams produce differentiated patterns which resemble cracks, an emergent pattern in
nature (Figure 81, right).

Figure 81. Left, A basic Voronoi diagram [18]; Right, Cracked mud patterns [19].

Emergent crack patterns such as these can be appropriated for more controlled application through
the use of a Voronoi diagram.
Sample Applications of Chosen Emergent Pattern
A notable historical example of the application of Voronoi diagrams is by John Snow, a physician
who studied the cholera outbreak in London in 1854 [20]. Snow utilized a Voronoi diagram to
pinpoint the source of contaminated water. The locations of each water pump were plotted to
create the diagram, and the locations where infections were reported were indicated on the same
diagram. Snow discovered the location of the infected water pump by analyzing correlations
among the infection locations (Figure 82) [21].
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Figure 82. A reproduction of Physician John Snow’s mapping of the cholera outbreak. The locations of water
pumps are indicated as red dots; Black square dots indicate the number of deaths. [22].

Voronoi diagrams have been used in a variety of different fields. In addition to the example of
John Snow’s cholera outbreak location analysis, Voronoi diagrams are used in pattern recognition
software to identify facial features. Key areas of significance are identified by computer software,
and the image is segmented into different zones of color based on a Voronoi algorithm (Figure
83).

Figure 83. Left, original image; Right, image with applied Voronoi diagram [23].

Introduction to Architectural Potential of Chosen Emergent Pattern
These examples indicate potential for the application of Voronoi logic in a variety of fields. The
versatility of the Voronoi diagram and the properties it shares with the desired naturally-occurring
emergent crack pattern suggest it may also have architectural potential.
(c) Design Tool Development
Digital Experiments with Voronoi logic (two-dimensional)
The initial digital setup was developed based on principles found in cracking, non-linear flows. To
simulate the emergent crack pattern, the research team applied a Voronoi algorithm to a given
field. Voronoi points were plotted at designated “strong” points of a material. The “crack” lines of
subdivision were then created to connect the points and represent the emergent crack behavior
(Figure 84). Manipulation of the distribution logic of points produced differentiation in the
resulting crack patterns.
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Figure 84. Point distribution logic can be manipulated to shift from regular patterns to more complex and
differentiated systems.
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Figure 85. Design tool evaluation, Voronoi, Criterion 2.

In contrast to the original cracking logic, the use of Voronoi logic to create crack-like patterns
indicated controllability. Differentiable organizations and potential geometric possibilities became
apparent.
Increasing the number of points in the Voronoi diagram produced complex differentiated patterns.
Figure 86 indicates the progression of a Voronoi diagram as additional points are included within
the field.

Figure 86. Voronoi diagram progression (clockwise from top left).
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Figure 87. Design tool evaluation, Voronoi, Criterion 6.
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A cellular boundary, the conceptual model for the development of the Voronoi tool, allows for
many potential optimized programmatic relationships. The arrangement of cells in the Voronoi
diagram, determined by the positioning of points, can accommodate a variety of potential
programs.
Rather than attempting to determine the “weak” points in a field to define crack patterns, this
research used a system that pinpointed the “strong” points. Points of significance were determined
within the Voronoi algorithm, and the crack lines (Voronoi cell boundaries) were created around
these points.
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Figure 88. Design tool evaluation, Voronoi, Criterion 7.

The approach allowed for systemization of the process and manipulation of the emergent crack
patterns. Each change to a determined Voronoi point resulted in a change in the overall crack
pattern, with each produced zone and path changing in relation to any point manipulations (Figure
89). This also produced changes in the overall field condition.

Figure 89. Digital cracking simulation.
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producing results consistent with the original
logic?

Figure 90. Design tool evaluation, Voronoi, Criterion 2.

Any changes made to the plotted points in the Voronoi diagram resulted in changes throughout the
produced cellular pattern. These patterns resembled the originally desired cracking logic
investigated in the material research phase of design tool development.
Digital Experiments (three-dimensional)
To translate the studies from two dimensions to three dimensions while maintaining mathematical
principles, points were offset and layered to attempt to create thickness from a two-dimensional
surface; instead of extruding the two-dimensional Voronoi patterns vertically to create volume,
points were layered vertically and then offset to produce three-dimensional differentiations and
geometries. (Figure 91).
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Figure 91. Three-dimensional Voronoi cells as possible structures and possible configurations of space.
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Criteria
3. Does the design tool create a framework for
the organization of spaces? Could the
mathematical logic also be understood as a
spatial organizational logic?
4. Is the design tool capable of creating
variations? Can the tool address multiple
design criteria (structural, programmatic,
organizational, etc.)?

Figure 92. Design tool evaluation, Voronoi, Criteria 3-4.

The Voronoi diagram indicated potential use as an organizational tool, particularly for circulation.
A variety of highly differentiated spaces were possible through manipulation of the Voronoi
diagram points. The resulting crack-like patterns could be utilized for circulatory, navigational, or
programmatic boundary purposes.
In the two-dimensional variation of the Voronoi pattern, the cells around each point created a
convex polygon and maintained a determined number of adjacent cells. In three-dimensional
formations, however, the Voronoi cells created convex polyhedrons with convex faces [24].
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Figure 93. Design tool evaluation, Voronoi, Criterion 5.

When combined with the Voronoi design tool, the cellular boundary produced a distinct and
consistent non-traditional grid formation. Increasing the number of layers of offset points allowed
for multiple layers of surfaces of a higher elevation to be achieved. Clustering Voronoi points
together produced tower-like topologies, as indicated by Figure 94.

Figure 94. Layered Voronoi points can create tower-like topologies.
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Figure 95. Design tool evaluation, Voronoi, Criterion 8.

Upon application to a design proposal, the cellular boundary formation remains in tact, despite
translation for use in three dimensions.
(d) Design Application
Design Proposal (with context)
The developed digital Voronoi-based design tool was applied to a design brief for the creation of
an infrastructure with respect to existing building elements on a site located in the city center of
Sao Paulo. The design was to be considered in terms of a bus terminal as a communal hub. The
developed design tool was applied to an architectural context by replacing designated points in the
two- and three-dimensional fields with urban points of significance such as stations, markets,
parks, etc. Using these urban points, Voronoi logic was applied to subdivide a region into areas of
predetermined importance (Figures 96 and 97).
The design brief chosen for utilization with the Voronoi tool includes requirements for circulation,
navigation, structural qualities, and programmatic boundaries.

Figure 96. Left, Initial point distribution, city block centroids; Right, Voronoi cells created as a result of point
distribution.

Voronoi diagrams were used to map the area using centroids of buildings and city blocks, which
could also influence program and density on the site. The researched concept of “strong points
within a material” was translated into the concept of “areas of significance” within the urban site.

Figure 97. Left, New points are determined from the intersections of the first Voronoi distribution; Middle, New
Voronoi subdivision from points of intersection; Right, Points are iterated a second time to create a denser
distribution.
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Figure 98. Design tool evaluation, Voronoi, Criterion 9.

The next step in the process was to collect density information from the areas surrounding the site.
Density was separated from program, and a particle system was set up to distribute density
throughout the site. Using points of attraction and repulsion on-site such as stations, shopping
centers, the river, and other programmatic areas, density was redistributed and a new Voronoi
distribution was plotted (Figures 99 and 100).

Figure 99. Left, Existing density and program information on site; Right, Density and program particles are
determined.

Figure 100. Left, Particles are grouped by density. New Voronoi points are created and height information is
extracted; Middle, Each circle indicates the determined height of the given Voronoi cell; Right, Implementation of
Voronoi.

The last stage of development applied the Voronoi method to create paths. The Voronoi
distribution established earlier in the design development process was used, and a short path script
was applied to find the best routes throughout the site (Figures 101 and 102).
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Figure 101. Left, Voronoi cells not included within the site are removed; Right, Final cell distribution on site.

Figure 102. Left, A path finding script is applied to the site; Middle, Flow of the particle path; Right, Final Urban
Proposal.

The subdividing lines between regions then served as a type of path system and provided
circulation to the zone. Application of three-dimensional Voronoi logic also allowed zones
suggesting structural qualities to emerge. The Voronoi distribution created differentiations of
larger and smaller cells because certain sections of sites were subdivided more than other areas.
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Figure 103. Design tool evaluation, Voronoi, Criterion 10.

The use of a three-dimensional Voronoi diagram allowed for the creation of a circulatory system,
navigational system, and structural system. Programmatic boundaries were defined by cellular
boundaries.

Figure 104. Final site proposal (massing applied).
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The result of the developed urban proposal indicated a need for further parametric modification to
create a fitness between programs and formal outputs generated by the Voronoi operations.
Design Development (Architectural Subsystems)
The design development process explored spatial and material continuity both in two dimensions
and three dimensions. The developed Voronoi cells created a non-Cartesian grid pattern which
served to explore both spatiality within buildings as a cluster of rooms and on the exterior of
structures (Figure 105).

Figure 105. Structural study of tower topology. From Left, modeled object with 20 distributed particles, boundary
structure of each cell, application of radial forces and elimination of face edges, Voronoi cell edge structure with
two solid units.

Slabs added to the interior of the structure created spatial integration within the building. Offset
vertical point distribution defined sections of higher and lower elevation. Openings within the
extrusions were defined by the structure of the generated cells (Figure 107).
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met when the conceptual model is applied?

Figure 106. Design tool evaluation, Voronoi, Criteria 11 and 12.

The placement of points on-site determined the output Voronoi diagram. Points of significance
within the urban context, therefore, have the ability to affect the overall diagram, and thus, the
overall pattern produced. The use of a three-dimensional cellular boundary indicates an ability to
successfully modify the conceptual model without losing the original logic.

Figure 107. Slabs for spatial integration within tower structures.

The bus terminal incorporated a number of different programs and was divided into two primary
zones. One zone contained public spaces such as commerce and offices. The second zone,
designated as the bus stop, was located beneath a large roof. The roof was created using a threedimensional Voronoi diagram as a frame-like structure to accommodate a large uninterrupted
space below. (Figure 108).
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Figure 108. Final application.

Challenges in the development of the Voronoi design tool included considering methods of
maintaining principles of Voronoi logic as a generative system while managing spatial hierarchy,
program distributions, and circulatory logic. The design proposal produced an output which
suffered from over-reliance on the Voronoi method. While the proposal resulted in a crack pattern
consistent with the aims of the research on emergent patterns, the lack of a cohesive relationship
between the existing landscape and structure indicated the need for further parametric
development.

2.4.5 Evaluation and Conclusion
The tool can be applied to subdivide a large area into small entities while reinforcing the existing
features (without use of a conventional grid system). The Voronoi pattern is particularly effective
for making differentiated subdivisions because each cell holds unique properties in relation to its
neighbor’s cells. A grid is the opposite; very neutral subdivisions do not reinforce the quality of
each bounded zone. In addition to creating articulated bounded areas, the subdividing patterns also
serve as a circulatory system. Further development and speculation could produce threedimensional patterns for structural frames or spatial organizations where a cluster of rooms of
differentiated sizes are desirable.
The project indicates an effective method of preserving contextual qualities found on a site. The
logic can then be expanded into structural and spatial distributions. A circulation system was
developed as a subsystem which creates a series of borderlines connecting and separating
differentiated Voronoi areas (additional references for this tool are available in Appendix A). The
Voronoi design tool demonstrates excellence as an organizational logic, however, the application
of the tool needs further development with practical criteria.
(a)Decision Making Criteria and Evaluation Criteria: Review
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Figure 109. Application of evaluation criteria to Voronoi design tool.
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Criteria Type

Decision Making and Evaluative Criteria: Voronoi
1. Does the selected emergent logic produce a mathematically-driven generative process
capable of producing complex adaptive geometries and organizations?

Emergent
Logic

The use of Voronoi logic allows for a controlled representation of emergent crack logic, and
creates differentiable, adaptive organizations.
2. Does the design tool have the ability to make parameter-based changes while maintaining an
associative relationship between elements and producing results consistent with the original
logic?
Changes made to the points in the Voronoi diagram result in changes throughout the overall
diagram output. The logic, however, remains unaffected by these changes.
3. Does the design tool create a framework for the organization of spaces? Could the
mathematical logic also be understood as a spatial organizational logic?
The Voronoi design tool suggests a capacity for circulation and creates a non-traditional grid for
use as a programmatic boundary.
4. Is the design tool capable of creating variations? Can the tool address multiple design criteria
(structural, programmatic, organizational, etc.)?

Spatial
Organization

Design
Application

YES

YES

YES

Variations are possible through differentiated positioning of the Voronoi points. The tool can
address programmatic and circulatory requirements.
5. Does the spatial organization produce a specific spatial type with a distinct characteristic?

YES

The tool consistently produces a Voronoi diagram organization. Cell areas are defined by point
fields. Each point corresponds to an area that is closer to that point than any other point.
6. Does the conceptual model create a range of potential optimized programmatic relationships?

YES

The use of the cellular boundary as a conceptual model allows a number of potential programs
to be accommodated.
7. Does the choice of the conceptual model contribute to the development of the design tool?

YES

The use of the cellular boundary as a conceptual model facilitates the use of the design tool as a
boundary-defining tool.
8. Is the conceptual model preserved when applied to a design proposal?

YES

When applied to the sample design proposal, the cellular boundary formation
consistent with the original logic.
9. Does the design brief include a range of specific design criteria?

YES

remains

The selected design brief includes requirements for programmatic boundaries, circulation,
navigation, and structural qualities.
10. Is the design proposal capable of creating associative relationships for a range of design
criteria?

YES

The design proposal is capable of defining zones in accordance with designated points of
significance. These defined zones then create circulatory systems with navigational potential.
Structural qualities are also created through layered Voronoi diagrams.
11. Can the design tool be adjusted to suit the design brief?

YES

Points of significance can be assigned in accordance with the unique requirements of the given
site.
12. Are the requirements for the design brief met when the conceptual model is applied?

YES

The cellular boundary model can successfully be modified for use in three dimensions without
losing the original logic.
Figure 110. Evaluation of the Voronoi tool.
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2.5 Field Chapter Conclusion
The three studies examined in this chapter present three different approaches to the creation of a
field organization through the use of emergent patterns. Each project exemplifies field
organization in that the systems are based on local interactions which integrate to produce a global
form [1]. The hierarchies established by the systems are all a result of these local interactions, and
the forms produced also have differentiated spatial qualities. Creation of spatial boundary
organizations without the use of a traditional grid is illustrated through each project in very
different ways.
Each project also displays different advantages and disadvantages. While one tool may not be
applicable to all situations a designer may be presented with, the tools indicate fitness for certain
situations (Figure 111).
Design Tool
Flux

Cymatics
Voronoi

Advantages
Circulatory properties,
navigational properties, spatial
intensity, polycentric
organization
Adaptive boundaries,
ephemeral spatial experience
Highly subdivided spaces,
suggests circulatory and
structural qualities.

Disadvantages
Programmatic and structural
qualities not embedded in tool
Application not suited to a
high-traffic environment,
potential environmental issues
Navigational system not
embedded in tool; requires
independent development

Figure 111. A table describing the advantages and disadvantages of each developed tool.
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Chapter 3
Interference Organization (Circulation)
3.1 Introduction
This chapter focuses on a set of tools developed with the intention of producing an interference
organization. The design tools presented in this chapter share the ability to produce a networking
path system as an output.

Figure 1. A diagram representing the fundamentals of interference organization. Spatial quality is articulated
through overlapping spaces [1].

Interference organization consists of multiple overlapping zones that create a condition which is
not part of any of the original zones. The new zone is inclusive and capable of adapting to all
overlapping spaces, but also becomes something new as a result of its interactive quality; the
space becomes something that is not part of the original condition. In A City is Not a Tree,
Christopher Alexander describes the architectural interest of interference patterns, stating, “we are
concerned with the difference between structures in which no overlap occurs, and those structures
in which overlap does occur” [2], thus advocating for an idea of overlapping conditions to
promote richer spatial experiences.
Interference organizations are classified by the following:
1. Connectivity and circulation are produced as primary functions.
2. The organization can accommodate overlapping programs.
3. The organization has fluid hierarchies of space.
Design tools exhibiting the interference type organization are capable of creating connections.
Unlike Cartesian grid systems, which use predetermined paths for circulation, the connections
produced through this adaptive type of organization are differentiated and produced through local
interactions between elements. The relationships between lines of circulation produce the overall
form of the space.
Interference organization is uniquely suited to programs which may be difficult to classify. It is
characterized by paths which overlap. These paths, which contain programs, overlap at certain
points throughout the system and create zones where programs mix, thus creating unique spaces.
The organization is therefore capable of arranging a series of programs in a fluid hierarchy.
This adaptive organization is capable of producing circulations which are unique to their given
contexts and can adapt to different programs and structural requirements. In each of the three
presented research projects, structural requirements must be developed separately from the
circulatory systems presented, but in each example, the developed circulatory system provides a
base upon which a structural system begins to be suggested. This method of connecting spaces
may prove to be better suited to Post-Fordist societal requirements than traditional circulation
methods because of the differentiable capacity of the circulations and the ability of the system to
adapt to unique on-site environments.
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3.1.1 Chapter Objective
The objective of this chapter is to apply and test the developed evaluative criteria for application
to an interference organization. The application of the criteria should indicate whether or not the
criteria is appropriate for use with tools which produce an interference organization and whether
the criteria aids in the development and classification of interference-organized spaces. The tools
all use systems unlike the traditional grid and create new, unique conditions as a result of their
overlapping zones, thus resulting in path systems which create synthesized spatial conditions. The
three studies included in this chapter examine the creation of hierarchies without the use of a
traditional boundary.

Figure 2. Simple visualization of the differences between a traditional Cartesian grid system and interference
organization.

Each design tool research project examines a different emergent pattern which produces a
circulatory system in an architectural context (Figure 3). The Attractor design project employs the
mathematical qualities of strange attractor equations to produce a three-dimensional series of
loops that accommodate highly repetitive programs. The Braid design tool analyzes urban speed
zones to create clusters of “knotted” points which serve as bases for a circulatory network. Lastly,
the Minimal Path design tool research project expands upon Frei Otto’s material experiments to
create a three-dimensional vertical path system.

Figure 3. Images representative of the three research projects presented in this chapter. Left to Right, Attractor,
Braid, Minimal Surface.
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3.2 Research Project: Attractor

Figure 4. Attractor research progression (Leftmost image [3]).

3.2.1 Project Introduction
The Attractor project creates a cyclically-organized overlapping space from a long, linear corridor
through the use of a mathematical algorithm. The Lorenz 84 attractor algorithm is a system that
uses a limited number of parameters to produce a complex behavior [4], resulting in an
intersecting loop-like path system (the primary formal principle explored in the project). A
strange attractor is a collection of points that are each a function of the previous point. Each
system’s state depends on the previous state [4]. This research utilizes digital simulations of such
behavior.
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Figure 5. Above, Standard evaluation setup; Below, Evaluation as applied to the Attractor design tool.
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Project Aims
(by type)
Emergent
Logic
Spatial Organizations
Design Application

Details
1. Produce a design tool as an adaptive system, 2. Produce simulation
processes as a generative system, 3. Allow for speculation regarding how
the event space could be configured, and 4. Provide formal variations and
programmatic integration capacities for the development of a design
proposal.
Produce connections between spaces; accommodate intersecting programs
2012 London Olympics International Broadcasting and Media Press
Center; suitable for Olympic and post-Olympic use (following
redevelopment)

Figure 6. Aims of the Attractor design tool development with regard to decision making and evaluative criteria.

The iterative process exhibited by an attractor provides a generative logic for emergent patterns
and dynamic parametric models, which can be interpreted at a variety of scales and through a
variety of material logics. As points are plotted using the attractor formula, higher densities of
points and information are created. Recursions define patterns clearly, make it possible for data
conclusions to be drawn, and allow for precise predictions of the system’s behavior, an ability
which could aid in the creation of desirable spatial organizations.

3.2.2 Project Credits
Professor and research supervisor: Yusuke Obuchi
Design brief and design tool guidelines provided by: Yusuke Obuchi
Research team members: Oznur Erboga, Lillie Liu, Theodora Ntatsopoulou, Victor Orive (20052007)

3.2.3 Project Objective
The Attractor research project aimed to develop a mixed-use program through the application of
an attractor-generated loop organization. The iterative process of the attractor defined a
continuous loop/path and created multiple overlaps which could be treated as intersections within
a single path. This project examined how an attractor system could be utilized to accommodate a
broadcasting center with very repetitive programs. The design research aimed to organize the
created space into a very linear loop-like circulation system with a series of intersections which
form “common lobby” hub areas. The produced output creates highly isolated linear spaces in
addition to overlapping spaces made purely from a series of periodic circulations. The system
grows with each iteration as it responds to its given conditions, suggesting a high level of
adaptivity.
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Figure 7. The growth logic of the Lorenz 84 strange attractor.

3.2.4 Design Experiments
(a) Material Research
Material research into the development of a system capable of further parametric translation began
with an examination of the forms produced through balancing a balloon element (elastic surface
material) with a wire (linear, flexible, compressive element). First, the research team inflated a
balloon. Next, a wire was wrapped around and fixed to the balloon. The balloon was then deflated.
The resulting shapes, as seen in Figure 8, were differentiated and dependent on parameters such as
the degree to which the balloon was inflated, the pattern used to wrap the wire, and the type of
wire used.
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Figure 8. Left, A wire-wrapped balloon is deflated; Right, Differentiated patterns are produced through the
application of tape, which acted as a supple compressive element.
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Figure 9. Design tool evaluation, Attractor, Criterion 1.

The experiments indicated potential for the material logic to produce a series of systematically
differentiated emergent formal outputs, but the balloon and wire system did not display scalable
capabilities beyond the immediate material properties.
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The high level of variability in the material logic produced intricate, loop-like, complex spatial
outputs. The research team, in a search for a parametrically-defined system which would produce
similar formal results with highly controllable outcomes, next investigated the mathematical
model of an attractor.

!
(b) Research References
Background of Chosen Emergent Pattern
Attractors are sets of properties that dynamic systems tend to evolve towards [5]. These sets may
be coordinates or other variables. Some attractors and strange attractors are visual manifestations
of chaos theory, where the result of the strange attractor is highly dependent upon its initial
starting conditions. Chaos theory and attractors are comparatively new scientific fields. The
advent of the computer and computing technologies made the iterative process of repetitive
mathematical formulas possible. Computers also made it possible to visualize the results with
images and video.
Edward Lorenz, a scientist studying weather patterns in the early 1960s, created a series of simple
equations in an effort to predict the weather [4]. Lorenz, through his research, created a simplified
weather simulation tool, and in doing so found that even miniscule variations in initial input data
could produce vastly different outputs. Errors due to rounding, for example, would result in
something completely new [6]. His discovery explains why certain patterns cannot be predicted
beyond a certain point in the future; weather systems, for example, can typically only indicate data
for one week into the future [7]. His findings became known as “The Butterfly Effect,” a principle
which suggests that small changes in an initial condition can produce large changes in a future
condition (Figure 10).

Figure 10. The Lorenz attractor [6].

Attractors suggest spatial qualities through the periodic loops generated. The produced loops are
highly sensitive to initial conditions. The “lines” generated to produce the loops overlap at certain
points and suggest potential for spatial and organizational logic. An attractor is defined by
Professor John Boccio as “the status that a dynamic system eventually ‘settles down to,’” [9] thus
further implying potential as a dynamic, generative design tool with balanced spatiality.
Sample Applications of Chosen Emergent Pattern
Loop-based models of interference organization can produce zones where uniquely defined
programs can overlap to produce a new zone which accommodates both programs. The Daimler
Museum in Germany illustrates an example of this organization (Figure 11).
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Figure 11. Axonometric and plan diagrams of the Daimler museum [10].

The museum incorporates two “loops” which each contain a different program; one loop is
composed of a chronological history museum while the other features rotating exhibits. The
spaces where the two programs meet (in the middle of the zone) produce an area that
accommodates both programs. Circulation for visitors is provided by the loop structure, which
also contributes to the distinct structural and spatial qualities of the space. The helical pattern
seems to borrow from similar mathematically-driven patterns to successfully produce a unique,
loop-based interference organization.
Introduction to Architectural Potential of Chosen Emergent Pattern
The research project in this subchapter examines the use of a strange attractor for form generating
tools as well spatial and organizational design tools. The proposal includes an attractor-based
design wherein multiple programs can be accommodated. In contrast with a traditional grid
organization, the Attractor project organizes space into loop formations with designated points of
intersection. This mixing of programs, combined with the use of the attractor system, creates a
looped, long, linear spatial formation where zones can overlap to produce new programmatic
regions. The project suggests new methods of circulation and program subdivision while also
producing unique spatial qualities and visual interest.
(c) Design Tool Development
Digital Experiments (two-dimensional)
Digital experiments were first set up in computational environments such as Mathematica, a
software developed by Stephen Wolfram. Although this software is not architectural in nature, it
allowed the design team to visualize a variety of attractor representations to determine suitability
for future development.
The research team examined a series of potential attractors. Throughout the experiments, the team
sought to find logic which indicated potential usability. Figure 12 illustrates the Lorenz 84
attractor. Changing certain variables and changing the initial parameters of a given attractor can
produce variation.
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Figure 12. The basic setup for the Lorenz 84 strange attractor in Mathematica (Top, three-dimensional
representation of Lorenz 84 attractor; Middle, two-dimensional representation; Bottom, equation set)

Three parameters can be manipulated to produce different results in the attractor visualization
software:
(1) The type of point cloud
(2) The number of iterations
(3) The type of initial component, which is used to represent spatial quality and organization while
translating from two dimensions to three dimensions.
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Figure 13. Design tool evaluation, Attractor, Criterion 2.

Manipulation of any of the above-mentioned parameters led to changes in the final output, but did
not impact the original attractor logic. These parameters were used to progress the experiment
from a purely mathematical exploration to a more architectural output.
Although the iterative process of a strange attractor appears to follow a consistent trajectory, the
coordinates of each point are unique, and the plotted points never precisely repeat in the process.
The system grows with each iteration as it responds to its given conditions. Each produced
attractor creates a unique and clearly defined path system. In particular, the research team sought
attractor patterns and parameters which resulted in a series of created overlaps in the final output.
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Figure 14. Design tool evaluation, Attractor, Criterion 1.

Through the use of the attractor logic, the system became capable of generating a series of
adaptive, complex geometries. These geometries began to suggest architectural organizations.
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Digital Experiments (three-dimensional)
The digital equations which produce strange attractors are the same equations which provide the
coordinates for each point within the point cloud. Managing a critical mass of points is a key
challenge which can only be addressed through scripting. Scripting processes allow for parametric
control of thousands of points at one time. Scripting processes in Visual Basic, Mel, and
Rhinoscript1 provide a wide range of possibilities. Figure 15 is a visualization of attractor growth
studies. Figure 16 illustrates how points within the point cloud were replaced by geometries of
different shapes and sizes to analyze potential spatial configurations.
The attractors produced by the equations began to suggest spatial logic (particularly for circulatory
purposes). The potential for variation with the attractor system is enormous; small changes in the
initial parameters can produce highly differentiated outputs. These outputs may be suited to a
variety of different design criteria.

Figure 15. Attractor growth studies. Attractor points are plotted as numbers so that each iteration can be read and
mapped.

Figure 16. Point clouds in which points are replaced by different geometries.

1

Examples of design software.
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mathematical logic also be understood as a
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4. Is the design tool capable of creating
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Figure 17. Design tool evaluation, Attractor, Criteria 3-4.

Following these point cloud experiments, the research team next examined the potential of the
attractor systems for extrusion and freeform curve generation. In Figure 18, the first row of images
examines the use of freeform edge curves to analyze pattern variations in the attractor points with
minimal extrusion. The second row of images illustrates lofted point cloud sections to create
surfaces. This process makes it possible to study growth and visualize methods for adding
information.
The last two rows of images in Figure 18 show how extrusion contributed to the analysis of
patterns in terms of point density and repetition, particularly in more complex patterns. In areas
where the trajectory moved vertically, the points became looser and less uniform.

Figure 18. Plotted point trajectory studies produced in Rhinoceros.
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Figure 19. Design tool evaluation, Attractor, Criterion 5.

The system consistently produces an overlapping coil circulatory organization. Regardless of the
attractor equation used or the output produced, this same logic persists.
The research team investigated a variety of different components, methods of aggregation, and
configurations generated by variations of these two parameters. Three different types of
components were designed to aggregate by matching their faces to one another (Figure 20, 21).
The aggregation studies were examined both physically and digitally to explore the different types
of spaces the components could create in linear, curved, and densely packed formations.
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Figure 20. Left, Aggregating component design. Right, Analog aggregation study.

Figure 21. Digital aggregation study.

The aggregation studies were then combined with the previous strange attractor studies. Points
within a given strange attractor point cloud were replaced with aggregation components.
Components were aggregated in the order in which they were plotted through the strange attractor
formula. The results produced outputs which were very different from the initial strange attractor
point cloud component replacement experiments. While maintaining the mathematical logic of a
strange attractor, a scripted code was created to replace points in the point cloud with aggregation
components, a process which created different outcomes each time the script was executed. A
series of digital geometrical experiments were conducted with the Lorenz 84 attractor after 240
iterations.
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Figure 22. Design tool evaluation, Attractor, Criterion 6.

The component aggregation studies indicate ways in which the coiled circulation organization
could potentially accommodate a number of different programs. Component choice could
potentially determine the designated program for a given zone.
Points were replaced with a series of different types of geometrical objects; planes, spheres,
dodecahedra, cylinders, etc. Aggregations varied from horizontal (2E) to vertical (3H) and from
highly complex (4E) to highly linear (4H) (Figure 23).
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Figure 23. Examples of variation in component aggregation studies.

Replacing points in the point cloud thus provided a structure for the form, and began to suggest
programmatic potential in addition to spatial qualities.
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Figure 24. Design tool evaluation, Attractor, Criterion 7.

The circulatory system chosen for the conceptual model in the design process aided in the further
development of the design tool through a new requirement for component aggregation. To create
structural qualities with the attractor logic, points in the attractor system were replaced with a
variety of different components.
(d) Design Tool Application
Design Proposal (with context)
For the purposes of the sample application of the tool, the site was determined as the International
Broadcasting Center for the 2012 London Olympics. The site required connectivity in a
transportation hub and circulation among shopping and sports areas.
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Figure 25. Design tool evaluation, Attractor, Criterion 9.

The design brief for the attractor project included requirements for highly repetitive program
management, circulation, navigation, and structure. To generate an attractor pattern suitable for
the site, a number of different patterns were first tested on the site to determine optimum fitness.
Next, a point distribution was generated.
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Figure 26. Design tool evaluation, Attractor, Criterion 8.

Upon application to the design proposal, the overlapping coil logic was consistent with the digital
experiments. Using the same attractor equation, a second attractor was generated for the enclosure,
which ensured the tool can create a spatial quality, circulatory system, and points of connection
which include regions of interfering spaces. Both independent and highly integrated spaces
(common lobby areas) were created.
The integration of the two attractors resulted in the creation of interior spaces (Figures 27 and 28)
which have highly circulatory qualities. A series of highly repetitive programs were
accommodated through the long, linear loops produced by the tool, suited for accommodation of
the series of repetitive programs required by a broadcasting center.

Figure 27. Final urban proposal.

Figure 28. Programs can be assigned according to time of use.

The design tool provides connectivity while maintaining programmatic separations both within the
building and outside the building. The use of the strange attractor for both building interior and
exterior helped the research team design both a circulation system and a program distribution
system. The building is a small scale urban network system.
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Figure 29. Design tool evaluation, Attractor, Criterion 10.
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The use of the developed component aggregation system allowed both structural requirements and
programmatic accommodation requirements to be met. Navigational and circulatory requirements
were addressed through the application of the attractor equations to the given site.

Figure 30. Final design proposal.

Each layer of the proposed building was subdivided into a series of spaces to serve different
programs. These spaces were connected by circulation tubes. Components placed on each layer of
the programmatic spaces deformed to create different kinds of space that varied in size and
porosity. Both the International Broadcasting Center and the Media Press Center can coexist
within the program spaces, operating independently but connecting at secure areas within a
common lobby zone between the two networks.

Figure 31. Programmatic distribution of layers (urban proposal).
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Figure 32. Design tool evaluation, Attractor, Criterion 11.

Through layering, the original design tool gained additional circulatory qualities, and common
lobby spaces were integrated within the overall organization. There were four layers in total
dedicated to the International Broadcasting Center, and two layers for the Media Press Center and
common lobby space. Inside each layer, layers were distributed in accordance with the time zones
of the countries expected to be using the zone. Each programmatic space on each layer was
designed to support a range of small to medium-size private-use spaces. The largest spaces were
in the voids between the circulation tubes and the program spaces.
Design Development (Architectural Subsystems)
Enclosure
The team focused primarily upon the use of strange attractor equations for the production of a
point distribution (in loop formation). The point distribution could then be populated with a series
of different geometries of different sizes to produce varied outputs for architectural applications.

Figure 33. Progression of attractor tool on-site.
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A method of distributing mass throughout the output was also developed, though circulation was
the primary spatial organizational principle of the proposal. The team created an “enclosure tool”;
a unique scripting code which aimed to meet these requirements. Using the tool allowed for each
point in the strange attractor to be attached to a “hub” point produced by the code. These
attachments then produced continuous faces among the connections. These faces could later be
changed to create voids or filled surfaces. Research determined that different types of strange
attractors produced different results. The team focused primarily on Polynomial A and C type
attractors due to the large amounts of information produced (Figure 34).

Figure 34. Enclosure tool experiments. Top, Polynomial A. Bottom, Polynomial C.

Components
Research also considered the formal quality of the developed strange attractor system. To further
develop the previously explored aggregation studies, a distance parameter was introduced between
components. The research team developed a script in which each component found the component
either nearest or farthest from itself by analyzing the distances between their vertices or faces. The
components then “stretched” to attach their vertices or faces by calculating the average distance
between the two.
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Figure 35. Design tool evaluation, Attractor, Criterion 12.

A variety of parameters can be manipulated for control, including type of initial component, type
of point cloud (determined by strange attractor equation), number of iterations (number of points
plotted), the maximum radius within which each component searches for the closest neighbor, and
the number of connected components. Variations in the number of connected components can
result in differentiated densities of connectivity between components (Figure 36).

Figure 36. Example interpretation of point cloud components (from left to right,).
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These component studies indicated volumetric components could function as spaces. Linear
components, however, were best suited for structural or circulatory use. To achieve further
variation in produced shapes and sizes, both faces and vertices of components could be stretched
at an even greater rate.
Slab Deformation
An additional step explored by the research team was the integration of the strange attractor point
distribution and interpretation logic at the local scale with the scripted enclosure tool, which
provides the layers of the building at a global scale. A script was created in which components
replaced points within the denser areas of the strange attractor creating the building’s enclosure.
Through this process, a second attractor was created which served to organize both the distribution
and connectivity of the interior spaces on the local scale (Figure 37).

Figure 37. Left, Components are placed within the existing attractor structure; Right, Components and slabs (first
attractor) stretch to reach one another.

By integrating a maximum radius around the connected components, the code ensures that both
the components and the given layer have stretched to reach their respective vertices.

Figure 38. Perspective view, design proposal.

3.2.5 Evaluation and Conclusion
The developed design tool distributes linear paths into a dense volumetric 3D pattern. The linear
path creates a repetitive, figure eight-shaped, loop-like vertical circulation which features some
loops which are non-sequential, creating overlaps at multiple locations within the overall loop
layers. The points of overlap create new conditions in which the repetitive nature of loop space,
often characterized by a mundane space, is enhanced with a series of vertical links, thus creating
unexpected connections.
The focus of the presented computational design tool is the development of spatial models based
on two formal logics: 1) cyclical loop-like spaces, and 2) geometry defined by a series of points
generated by the Lorenz Attractor. The parametric model allows the loop-like lines to be modified
into layers of floors while all distributed points can be replaced with geometrically articulated
components for programmatic and structural purposes. The geometry of the components also
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provides the base for the envelope system and window patterns. The fitness between basic
component type and programmatic application determines the practicality of design outputs
(additional references for this tool are available in Appendix B).
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Figure 39. Application of evaluation criteria to Attractor design tool.

Criteria Type

Decision Making and Evaluative Criteria: Attractor
1. Does the selected emergent logic produce a mathematically-driven generative
process capable of producing complex adaptive geometries and organizations?

Emergent
Logic

Attractor logic allows for the generation of a series of adaptive, complex geometries
which suggest potential for architectural organization.
2. Does the design tool have the ability to make parameter-based changes while
maintaining an associative relationship between elements and producing results
consistent with the original logic?
Manipulating parameters in the attractor equation produces changes in the output.
Regardless of the parametric manipulation, the outputs maintain the same logic.
3. Does the design tool create a framework for the organization of spaces? Could the
mathematical logic also be understood as a spatial organizational logic?
Circulatory qualities are suggested by the logic produced by output attractors.
4. Is the design tool capable of creating variations? Can the tool address multiple
design criteria (structural, programmatic, organizational, etc.)?
In addition to addressing circulatory requirements, the tool also suggests an ability
to accommodate repetitive programs.
5. Does the spatial organization produce a specific spatial type with a distinct
characteristic?

Spatial
Organization

Each output produced by the system creates an overlapping coil circulatory
organization.
6. Does the conceptual model create a range of potential optimized programmatic
relationships?
The selection of components for component aggregation can potentially determine
the type of program accommodated in a given zone.
7. Does the choice of the conceptual model contribute to the development of the
design tool?
The circulatory system chosen for the conceptual model requires the use of
component aggregation to meet structural requirements.
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Eval
YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

Design
Application

8. Is the conceptual model preserved when applied to a design proposal?

YES

The overlapping coil circulation is maintained when implemented in the design
proposal, and the circulatory logic is consistent with the digital experiments.
9. Does the design brief include a range of specific design criteria?

YES

The chosen design brief includes requirements for programmatic accommodation,
circulation, navigation, and structure.
10. Is the design proposal capable of creating associative relationships for a range of
design criteria?
The design proposal primarily addresses needs for programmatic accommodation
and circulation, but navigational and structural requirements are also indicated.
11. Can the design tool be adjusted to suit the design brief?
The design tool is adjusted by layering the determined attractor organization to
produce common lobby areas throughout the system.
12. Are the requirements for the design brief met when the conceptual model is
applied?
The conceptual model is modified by connecting components in the aggregation
process. This successfully modifies the model without losing the original logic.
Figure 40. Evaluation of the Attractor tool.
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3.3 Research Project: Braid

Figure 41. Braid research progression.

3.3.1 Project Introduction
The Braid research project utilizes lacing and knotting organizational principles to create multiple
three-dimensionally intertwined pathways which create highly systematized points of spatially
intersecting zones and an urban network. The intersecting points among the tightly woven
“strands” create adaptability in terms of connectivity to different “paths.” The design tool creates a
vertical network of connectivity to generate vertical circulation and produce a mixed-use tower
with a variety of commercial programs. Braiding is primarily a recursive procedure because a
differentiated formal outcome is generated through repetition of a single module. Like fractals in
mathematics, braiding is an “infinite” process where self-similar parts are organized within a
highly coherent whole. This research explores the organizational logic of braiding as a new kind
of urbanism that searches for diversity.
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Figure 42. Above, Standard evaluation setup; Below, Evaluation as applied to the Braid design tool.
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Project Aims
(by type)
Emergent
Logic
Spatial Organizations
Design Application

Details
1. Produce a design tool as an adaptive system, 2. Produce simulation
processes as a generative system, 3. Allow for speculation regarding how
the event space could be configured, and 4. Provide formal variations and
programmatic integration capacities for the development of a design
proposal.
Produce connections between spaces; programs intersect
Shanghai Expo 2010 event space

Figure 43. Aims of the Braid design tool development with regard to decision making and evaluative criteria.

3.3.2 Project Credits
Professor and research supervisor: Yusuke Obuchi
Design brief and design tool guidelines provided by: Yusuke Obuchi
Research team members: Julia Cano, Renata Santas, Irene Guerra, Anna Papachristoforou (20062008)

3.3.3 Project Objective
The Braid research project proposed an alternative to the traditional grid structure commonly
found in cities and suggested a new method of organization and circulation. It aimed to blur lines
between concepts of interior and exterior, and public and private. The aesthetic qualities of the
tool promote a unique spatial experience. The project allows for speculation upon a new type of
urbanism where traditional space can enhance urban life and potentially produce circumstances for
interaction between inhabitants through negotiation and communication.

Figure 44. Urban formations: the traditional grid organization and the proposed braided model.

3.3.4 Design Experiments
Research performed by: research team members
Supervisor: Yusuke Obuchi
(a) Material Research
Material research began with an interest in the self-organizing capabilities of lichen and slime
molds. Slime mold is an independent, small, single-celled organism capable of joining with other
cells to become a large, coherent organism. Initial interest in the organism lead to an examination
of controllable, parameter-driven patterns composed of a large number of cells which would
produce an intricate overall formation. Laced and knit patterns were indicative of this system; a
series of small changes, e.g. knots, in one string can produce a coherent, complex emergent pattern
(Figure 45).
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Figure 45. Sample laced patterns.

Knit patterns could suggest potential circulatory logic, but require spatial development. The
intricate nature of knit and laced patterns indicates potential suitability for the complex
networking capabilities and principles required for interference organization (where multiple paths
intersect). To facilitate development of this material behavior in a controllable system with
architectural potential, the research team considered the use of braids.
(b) Research References
Background of Chosen Emergent Pattern
Braids are produced by intertwining three or more strands of flexible material. Unlike woven
patterns, which are typically wide and flat, braids are often long and three-dimensional. Simple
braids are composed of three strands, but more complex patterns can be created by adding
additional threads. Braids have a long history of use, particularly for decoration. Simple braids are
commonplace in hairstyles, in traditional crafts, and in artwork (Figure 46). In terms of a spatial
concept, braid patterns produce linear path systems with areas where paths overlap each other. A
series of braids together, thus, can produce an intricate network of “path” systems where one path
may be intertwined with multiple other paths to create a complex network.

Figure 46. Left, Bread dough in a simple braided pattern [11]; Middle, Hair in a complex braided pattern [12].
Right, A traditional braided pattern [13].

Like fractals in mathematics, braiding is an “infinite” iterative process where self-similar parts are
organized within a highly coherent whole. In the generative procedure and organizational logic of
braiding, simple components are isolated. The points of overlap within the organization, however,
show spatial potential. Depending on how each part of the braided path system is connected,
different patterns can be produced to result in different zones capable of accommodating different
programs.
Sample Applications of Chosen Emergent Pattern
Principles of braiding are seen in contemporary works around the world. The example (Figure 47),
from Cities Without Ground: A Hong Kong Guide Book, a publication examining Hong Kong’s
extensive system of raised city walkways [14], indicates the potential for a braided circulation
system. These “maps” illustrate the various pathways connecting different regions of Hong Kong.
The paths intersect at certain points to provide connectivity for pedestrians.
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Figure 47. A visualization of the Central area of Hong Kong and its complex system of elevated pathways [14].

These pathways, which emerged as a result of evolving human requirements, indicate the complex
potential of braided patterns for circulation and navigation. The walkways also lend a unique
spatial quality to the area.
Introduction to Architectural Potential of Chosen Emergent Pattern
Complex braid patterns indicate potential as a method of organizing a space. The produced spaces
feature unique interconnections and an interwoven spatial quality, unlike that of traditional
orthogonal organizations. Braids intertwine regions to create newly defined zones which can
accommodate multiple programs.
(c) Design Tool Development
Digital Experiments (two-dimensional)
Digital experiments began with a basic “stitch” which defined node one. Node two was created by
combining two nodes in vertical array. Node three exhibited a greater level of complexity, and
consisted of eight different nodes. The properties of the nodes were analyzed with regard to their
internal behavior and their relationship with other nodes. The variable parameters in each node
were the number of lines, internal intersections, and connection points (Figures 48-50).

Figure 48. Legend, braided node charts.
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Figure 49. Iterative braiding nodes. Left, Node 1 (single node); Middle, Node 2 (second iteration); Right, Node 3
(third iteration).

Figure 50. Sample braided patterns.

Development of a coding system for these patterns became the basis for the reproduction of lacing
patterns within the computational logic.
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Figure 51. Design tool evaluation, Braid, Criterion 2.

Adjustments in these parameters create differentiated outputs. Additionally, the number of
recursions in the system can also produced further variation.
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1. Does the selected emergent logic produce a
mathematically-driven generative process
capable of producing complex adaptive
geometries and organizations?

Figure 52. Design tool evaluation, Braid, Criterion 1.

The recursive knotting procedure created a series of complex organizations. These organizations
varied depending on the number of recursions and the parameters of the original node.
Digital Experiments (three-dimensional)
Following determination of horizontally and vertically implied zones, the research team examined
methods for extruding topologies. Seifert surfaces (surfaces which have a link or knot as a
boundary [15]) were applied to address this issue. Stacking the surfaces while rotating them at
differentiated angles produced variations in output (Figure 53).

Figure 53. Interpretation of braid diagram as a Seifert surface.

Areas where vertical topologies were suggested were interpreted with Seifert surfaces. The
surfaces were assigned a path (direction of movement), an orientation, and were then layered to
create “floors” in a building. Rotations were also assigned to each level to produce variations in
extrusions (Figure 54).

Figure 54. Topologies created through rotation of Seifert surface layers (layers rotated in same direction).

(d) Design Tool Application
Design Proposal (with context)
The developed tool was applied to the sample design brief of the 2010 Shanghai Expo. First, the
urban fabric surrounding the proposed design site was analyzed. Speed was used as an input for
the digital tool to inform the design procedure in terms of both scale and quality. The research
assumed the infrastructural network of a city acts as a pattern of circuits of different speeds which
also contributes to the built environment, program distribution, and organization.
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The speed parameter refers to different types of circulation in urban environments. “High speed”
circuits were defined as areas where there is movement of private vehicles on roads, but with
relatively limited pedestrian movement. The level of pedestrian movement increases while the
level of vehicle traffic decreases in “medium speed” zones. Pedestrian movement is dominant in
“low speed” areas.
The city speed analysis began with infrastructural flows and their respective intensities. High
speed, medium speed, and low speed areas were defined, and an initial grid was created by
connecting streets of the same speed intensity (Figure 55). The intersections of these grids created
a setup for application of the braiding procedure.

Figure 55. Initial areas of speed are defined in the area around the Shanghai Expo 2010 space.

These speed lines, once defined, highlighted connections throughout the network. A point was
assigned to each intersection in the grid. Each of these points then acted as a “node” from which to
begin the iterative braiding process.
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Figure 56. Design tool evaluation, Braid, Criterion 9.

The chosen design brief included circulation and navigation as primary requirements. Structural
requirements were also included in addition to programmatic accommodation.
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Figure 57. Design tool evaluation, Braid, Criterion 5.

The produced spatial organization created a distinct woven pattern through recursions. The
number of “points” throughout the map grew through multiple iterations. These points indicated
new areas of connection and circulation. As each node was iterated, a greater number of “threads”
emerged which connected each point to other points. Regions with greater point density had a
greater number of threads, and regions where point density was low had fewer threads (Figure 58).
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Figure 58. Through iteration, the defined points on the map increase in number and are replaced by a
corresponding number of threads.

Each line in the city pattern was considered in terms of two parameters: the number of threads
composing each of the lines (determined by the number of iterations at a given point) and the
range in which the threads could spread. Manipulation of these two parameters can allow each line
to disperse, create pattern variations, and create differentiated densities.
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Figure 59. Design tool evaluation, Braid, Criterion 3.

The woven patterns of circulation created by the design tool suggest navigational potential. Each
thread “bundle” (or line in the pattern) was assigned in accordance with the speed and type of
movement occurring on a given thread. For high speed threads, path dispersion was very limited
because car movements and public transportation routes require straighter circuits. On low speed
(pedestrian) lines, however, threads were spread at a much greater rate. Spaces are created which
are capable of accommodating a variety of events along the circulation system (Figure 60).

Figure 60. Speed parameters and relation to dispersion parameters.
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Figure 61. Design tool evaluation, Braid, Criterion 4.

Circulatory and navigational requirements were addressed through the recursive woven pattern.
The addition of towers created through application of Seifert surface logic addressed structural
and programmatic requirements.
Distribution was defined by the proximity of the generated nodes of the infrastructural network on
the site. In locations where there was a small distance between nodes in the network (denser
areas), a vertical distribution of spaces was implied. Conversely, areas where there was a large
distance between nodes in the network suggested a horizontal organization of the spaces between
the nodes. If nodes were very far away from each other, the space was designated as un-built to
accommodate parks or open public spaces (Figure 62).

Figure 62. On-site massing distribution.
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Figure 63. Design tool evaluation, Braid, Criterion 8.

When applied to the design proposal, the woven circulation model continued throughout the
overall organization (as an envelope on the Seifert surface based towers). The pattern created
paths for navigation and circulation, and connected points of significance on the site.
Applying this massing distribution to the site generated a scenario where horizontal and vertical
typologies became apparent. Various levels of infrastructural flows connected normative areas and
voids. “Filling” the site with these typologies created new points of connectivity and relationships
between flows on the site. Spaces at a variety of scales were distributed both horizontally and
vertically (Figure 64).
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Figure 64. Site with massing distribution applied.
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contribute to the development of the design
tool?

Figure 65. Design tool evaluation, Braid, Criteria 6-7.

The woven circulation conceptual model created opportunities for a variety of programs to be
accommodated. Zones produced through the recursive logic could potentially suit a number of
programs of differentiated scale and significance. The conceptual model further developed the
design tool by creating path systems throughout the overall organization.
The research team experimented with Seifert surface layer rotations moving in the same direction
and layer rotations moving in opposite directions to explore potential forms and potential spatial
organizations. The slab experiments were combined with other tower structures to examine how
the rotated layers could be combined and integrated. These integrations suggested an ability to
move from public spaces to private spaces. Locations where slab layers were integrated indicated
publicly accessible areas. Layers where there were no integrations were more isolated, private
locations (Figure 66).

Figure 66. Tower-like structures are integrated to explore public/private relationships.
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Figure 67. Design tool evaluation, Braid, Criterion 11.

The integrated Seifert surfaces in the design tool could be adjusted to produce changes in the
layout overall.
Intersections between towers and layers suggested meeting points. As the forms grew higher,
points of intersection became fewer, and the spaces themselves became more private. The greater
the degree of rotation, the greater the integration between layers and in the building as a whole.
Design Development (Architectural Subsystems)
The braided patterns on the surface corresponded to patterns coded based on the UV coordinates
of the surface combined with other parameters (visual, spatial). The braided patterns provided
continuity throughout the developed structure. These same braided patterns could be extended as
slab layers within the interior of the structure for added support and to provide an additional
spatial quality (Figure 68).

Figure 68. Braided facade pattern and slab layers extending into structure interior.
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Figure 69. Design tool evaluation, Braid, Criterion 10.

The design proposal integrated circulation and navigation through the use of the woven conceptual
model. Additionally, the integration of interior slab pieces to the organization aided in the
development of structural qualities and assisted in programmatic differentiation.
The slabs were organized as part of the braided network. Portions of the braided envelope pattern
were extended into the interior of the building to create a slab within the structure. These patterns,
repeated throughout the envelope, lent interior structure and organization to the overall form.
The structure integrated the speed of the local activities, considered public/private relationships,
and provided unique spatial qualities to the site while creating visual interest and continuity.
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Figure 70. Design tool evaluation, Braid, Criterion 12.

The slab formations created for the interior of the tower structures function as extensions of the
developed woven circulation. This indicates an ability to modify the conceptual model without
losing the original logic.

Figure 71. Final Braid design example

3.3.5 Evaluation and Conclusion
The Braid design tool research project sought to create a complex nonlinear grid-like organization
where connections could be organized into a circulation network. The places of overlap within the
system created new zones and accommodated different programs. Through tool application, the
initial grid organization became a series of complex knot-like intersections. The tool iterated
nodes from simple braids to complex braided patterns while maintaining clarity of intersections.
The tool has applications as a circulatory system both horizontally and vertically. It also indicates
potential for organizing programmatic hierarchies (additional references for this tool are available
in Appendix B).
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Figure 72. Application of evaluation criteria to Braid design tool.
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STRATEGIES

Criteria Type

Decision Making and Evaluative Criteria: Braid
1. Does the selected emergent logic produce a mathematically-driven generative process
capable of producing complex adaptive geometries and organizations?

Emergent
Logic

A number of complex organizations can be created through use of the recursive knotting
procedure.
2. Does the design tool have the ability to make parameter-based changes while maintaining an
associative relationship between elements and producing results consistent with the original
logic?

YES

Variations can be produced by altering knotting parameters.
3. Does the design tool create a framework for the organization of spaces? Could the
mathematical logic also be understood as a spatial organizational logic?

YES

The woven patterns produced by the recursive logic suggest circulatory and navigational
organizations may be possible.
4. Is the design tool capable of creating variations? Can the tool address multiple design
criteria (structural, programmatic, organizational, etc.)?
The design tool indicates potential circulatory and navigational qualities as primary criteria.
Programmatic and structural requirements may also be addressed through further development.
5. Does the spatial organization produce a specific spatial type with a distinct characteristic?
Spatial
Organization

Design
Application

Woven patterns are created through the application of recursive knotting logic.
6. Does the conceptual model create a range of potential optimized programmatic
relationships?

Eval
YES

YES

YES
YES

A variety of programs can be accommodated in the differentiated zones created by the woven
organization.
7. Does the choice of the conceptual model contribute to the development of the design tool?

YES

The conceptual model creates path systems through the overall organization.
8. Is the conceptual model preserved when applied to a design proposal?

YES

When applied to the design proposal (including the implemented Seifert surface towers) the
conceptual model is maintained. Woven circulation creates paths and connects significant
zones.
9. Does the design brief include a range of specific design criteria?

YES

The design brief primarily requires circulation and navigation. Tower structural requirements
are also suggested.
10. Is the design proposal capable of creating associative relationships for a range of design
criteria?

YES

The use of the woven conceptual model allows for circulation and navigation to be integrated
in the design proposal. Additionally, including Seifert surfaces to form tower structures
addresses structural requirements.
11. Can the design tool be adjusted to suit the design brief?

YES

Adding Seifert surfaces as slab layers indicate how the design tool can be adjusted to meet
design requirements (structural).
12. Are the requirements for the design brief met when the conceptual model is applied?

YES

The woven circulation conceptual model provides the required circulatory and navigational
qualities.
Figure 73. Evaluation of the Braid tool.
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3.4 Research Project: Minimal Path

Figure 74. Minimal Path research progression (Leftmost image [16]).

3.4.1 Project Introduction
The Minimal Path research project uses Frei Otto’s form-finding research experiments as a basis
to research production of a circulation pattern within the urban field. The patterns are intended not
only for circulatory purposes, but also to create public, private, and intermediate spaces. This logic
is applied both horizontally and vertically to an existing office tower to create vertical connections
which allow multiple floor levels to be spatially connected.
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Figure 75. Above, Standard evaluation setup; Below, Evaluation as applied to the Minimal Path design tool.
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Project Aims
(by type)
Emergent
Logic
Spatial Organizations
Design Application

Details
1. Produce a design tool as an adaptive system, 2. Produce simulation
processes as a generative system, 3. Allow for speculation regarding how
the event space could be configured, and 4. Provide formal variations and
programmatic integration capacities for the development of a design
proposal.
Produces connections between spaces; programs intersect
Connecting zone between an existing office tower and a subway station.

Figure 76. Aims of the Minimal Path design tool development with regard to decision making and evaluative
criteria.

The research project examines the use of the minimal path principle to create a connectivity
network capable of integrating with an existing structure. Otto’s research focused on the use of the
principle for horizontal path networks where a series of threads were grouped to create a series of
connections linking all nodes together in two dimensions [16]. The research presented in this
document develops this idea further by translating the same principles into a three-dimensional
network and an interference organization.

3.4.2 Project Credits
Professor and research supervisors: Yusuke Obuchi, Patrik Schumacher
Design brief and design tool guidelines provided by: Yusuke Obuchi, Patrik Schumacher
Research team members: Melike Altinisik, Samer Chamoun, Daniel Widrig (2004-2006)

3.4.3 Project Objective
This system aimed to explore the three-dimensional application of the minimal path principles
examined by Frei Otto. The research sought to create a path system and a series of spatial
boundaries which were based on bundled threads. Computational capabilities allowed the research
to progress in ways which were not feasible with the analog form-finding method developed by
Otto, and thus, greater potential within the system could be examined. Strategies for organization
and circulation were developed.

Figure 77. Sample minimal path systems.
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Design Experiments
(a) Material Research
The investigations for the research project began with an interest in Frei Otto’s work in minimal
path systems. The research team sought to create a system like Otto’s, but with a solid form (and
thus, structural capabilities). Initial material experiments were carried out by stringing piano wire
through a box frame in a manner similar to Otto’s wet-grid experiment with threads and water
[16]. After inserting multiple strands which crossed one another in various positions, the box
frame was removed. The wires bundled together to create a self-organized form (Figure 78).

Figure 78. Left, Piano wire is inserted through a box; Right, The box is removed and the wires bundle together.

The results from the experiment displayed a circulatory behavior similar to that of the aggregation
of nodal systems exhibited in Otto’s work, but also suggested structural and spatial potential for
the system, particularly due to the three-dimensional nature of the produced output. The research
team then applied the principles to a model in an attempt to create a three-dimensional system
with a capacity for interference organization (Figures 79 and 80).

Figure 79. Minimal path material experiment in three dimensions.

Figure 80. Minimal path material experiment in three dimensions.
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(b) Research References
Background of Chosen Emergent Pattern
The phrase “minimal path” refers to the most efficient series of connections between a series of
points and is a principle illustrated in Frei Otto’s form-finding research. The principle is also
related to the Steiner Tree Problem, a mathematical problem wherein the shortest method of
interconnection must be defined when given a series of set points (Figure 81).

Figure 81. Sample Steiner trees. The shortest method of interconnection is determined for a set of points [17, 18].

New points of connection can be generated within the tree by adding additional points. Because
there is only one solution to each problem, the system suggests architectural potential.
Precedent Uses of Chosen Emergent Pattern
The potentials of the minimal path system were explored in Otto’s form finding research. A series
of points connected with lines are subjected to an external force such as water or static cling.
These external forces serve as a method for grouping the lines together to create a minimal path
system with no redundant connections. The flexibility of the acting element has the potential to
generate differentiated patterns (Figure 82).

Figure 82. Frei Otto’s minimal path experiments with a hair network. Left, All points connected; Right, Threads
bundled after application of external force [19].

Otto’s experiments indicated an alternative to the Steiner Tree minimal path generation method.
There is a great deal of variability inherent in the system Otto utilized. Due to the nature of the
materials used, each experiment results in a highly differentiated output. Outcomes are extremely
difficult to predict with accuracy, and the system does not suggest structural stability. Developing
Otto’s system into a controlled three-dimensional model, however, indicates greater architectural
potential.
Introduction to Architectural Potential of Chosen Emergent Pattern
The minimal path principle is applied in the context of this research to develop a tool for
expanding upon an existing high rise tower. Similar to the precedent examples, the developed tool
is highly adaptive. In contrast to the presented examples, however, the tool explores the use of
Otto’s principles for circulation, program, and structure. The developed system creates a minimal
path while also defining points of connection and circulation routes. Outputs are much more
controlled than the outputs of Otto’s experiments, and a three-dimensional approach to the system
provides structural stability while also creating unique spatial and visual qualities.
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(c) Design Tool Development
Digital Experiments (two-dimensional)

Figure 83. Two dimensional clustering experiment.

Research began with a digital system of lines. The lines were produced in a Maya-based physics
engine tool which simulated the dynamic behavior of hairs. The primary behavior necessary for
replication in the digital environment was hairs’ ability to attract one another when subjected to
external forces such as static cling or water. When attracted, the lines grouped together to form
bundles. At this point, the soft system did not have structural capacities, but could absorb
movement (Figure 84).

Figure 84. Digital two-dimensional hair system setup.
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Figure 85. Design tool evaluation, Minimal Path, Criterion 1.

The bundling behavior exhibited by hair forms optimal paths uniquely suited to the given
conditions. These paths suggest application for circulation and are highly complex.
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This digital process of “hair” bundling involved hundreds of iterations. Iterations only concluded
at a point where the system became stable, i.e. when the hairs bundled with a specified number of
neighboring hairs. Upon achieving this stability, a two-dimensional pattern was formed.
Parameters of control including length of the hair, the strength of the external force affecting the
hair, and the position of the hair “end” points (the points at which the hairs were fixed in place).
Through a recursive process of trial and error, multiple variations of the hair system were
generated. The produced patterns differed in terms of their levels of interaction and densification
at specific but unpredictable areas of the system (Figure 86).

Figure 86. A series of variations produced by the two-dimensional hair system.
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Figure 87. Design tool evaluation, Minimal Path, Criteria 2 and 4.

The design tool indicated an ability to make changes based on the number of hair lines in the
system, the relationship of the hair lines to one another, and the forces affecting the hair lines. The
design tool consistently produced the same bundling logic. These parametric variations, in
addition to suggesting circulatory qualities, also indicated a capacity for navigational qualities and
structural qualities (following further development).
Digital Experiments (three-dimensional)

Figure 88. Three-dimensional digital experiments.
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To develop the system in three dimensions, the same hair dynamic principles were applied to
additional attachment points above and below the initial two-dimensional hair system. Application
of the two-dimensional principles to the three-dimensional setup resulted in a three-dimensional
deformed path network. This final setup reached stability after numerous iterations.
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Figure 89. Design tool evaluation, Minimal Path, Criteria 3 and 5.

The design tool, through the exhibited bundling behavior, suggested potential application as a
circulatory system. The chosen logic consistently produced this bundling behavior, regardless of
the parameters introduced to the system.
(d) Design Tool Application
Design Proposal (with context)
For the purposes of the sample application of the tool, the site was determined as the Center Point
Business Tower located at the intersection of Oxford Street and Totenham Court Road, London’s
major shopping streets, where local busses, subways, and a regional train station converge. Due to
the narrow footprint of the tower, only small-scale businesses occupy the building. The design
brief required an adaptive spatial organization for a tower typology capable of accommodating
various tenants (some requiring multiple floors) for the tower while redeveloping the
transportation network on the ground and underground levels.
The developed computational design tool was used to organize spaces by first designating
entrance points to a site. These entrances were both internal entrances (entrances on the site itself)
and external (entrances on neighboring sites). These points generated the horizontal twodimensional minimal path system. (Figure 90).

Figure 90. Two-dimensional horizontal minimal path example. All entrances onsite and on neighboring sites are
designated as points for the minimal path network.
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The hair lines bundled together and created a minimal path that could later become the
infrastructural path on the design site. In post-production, paths were actualized and a scale was
assigned for maximum connectivity among various programs.

Figure 91. Two-dimensional layout of hair system on-site.

When applying the system to the site, hair lines which connected urban points to one another were
added (Figure 92). All elements (subway entrances, access points, entrance points to the site) were
connected with straight lines which were embedded with the dynamic properties of hair.

Figure 92. Three-dimensional layout of lines on-site.
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Figure 93. Design tool evaluation, Minimal Path, Criterion 6.

The optimized path system accommodated a series of programs via lines of connection. Points of
significance on-site could be connected using the bundled lines, and the system self-organized to
find the optimal path. Any determined points of significance (and thus, programs) could be
connected to the system.
Repeating the process undertaken for the horizontal layout on-site, the lines were next bundled
three-dimensionally (Figure 94). Vertical points were determined by choosing sections of
relevance on the face of a building. Points were assigned to these areas, and the minimal path
system adapted to integrate an internal connectivity for the tower with a horizontal network on the
ground and an underground transportation network. The resulting web-like pattern served to
connect all the points of significance and accommodated a high volume of pedestrian flows.

Figure 94. Dynamic properties of hair system applied.

When dynamic properties were applied to the line, the line behaved similar to threads utilized in
Otto’s experiments. This bent the line into an optimized path system where all urban points were
connected with the minimum amount of connections and the minimum amount of distance
between each node. With both horizontal and vertical lines in place, the dynamic properties of the
hair system were applied to the layout. This produces the frame.
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Figure 95. Design tool evaluation, Minimal Path, Criterion 7.
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The bundled circulation conceptual model contributed to the further development of the minimal
path system. Using the tool in three dimensions created vertical opportunities for programmatic
distribution, circulation, and navigation.
The research team applied these principles to a design proposal nicknamed “Urban Lobby,” a term
which indicated the functions of the space (as both a reception area and as part of the public space).
The goal of the proposal was to improve:
1) the number of common spaces shared by floors throughout a high rise building where
vertical connections were limited only to elevators and emergency stairwells, and
2) the movement of people (by connecting the subway station, bus terminal, train station,
and commercial and office spaces).
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Figure 96. Design tool evaluation, Minimal Path, Criterion 9.

The chosen design brief included requirements for circulation and programmatic distribution.
Consideration for structural requirements and navigational requirements was also required.
These connections served to increase potential tenant occupancy. The design proposal addressed
the issue of small floor plans and the building’s location (next to a major transportation hub). The
proposed solutions addressed these challenges by creating new zones. Additional vertical
circulations were implemented throughout the area to connect floors and provide spaces for
creative public use (as an “Urban Lobby”) (Figure 92).
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Figure 97. Design tool evaluation, Minimal Path, Criterion 8.

The optimized path system is maintained upon application to a design proposal. The bundling
logic is exhibited in three dimensions and acts as a circulatory system for the site.

Figure 98. Urban Lobby is an extension of an existing building which creates a transition between public and
private space.
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Design Development (Architectural Subsystems)
Circulation within the proposal did not only serve to connect all entrances. The circulatory paths
also created a hybrid connectivity which generated a series of zones with programmatic potential.
These horizontal networks were also connected to various locations along the sides of the existing
tower structure to create a series of columns which could accommodate vertical networks for
alternative circulatory systems (different from the existing network of the high rise system).
Although these vertical systems also utilized Frei Otto’s minimal path system [16] for path
generation, the paths were not used for their circulatory logic (Figure 99).

Figure 99. Exterior perspective view of Urban Lobby design proposal example.

The project suggested the properties of hair dynamic bundling could be carried over into a
proposal via building materials to produce a spatial logic. The structure indicated an ability to
adapt to the hair system organization and potentially generate either performance differentiations
in terms of program or in terms of organizational complexity.
Hair lines were densified to concretize the idea of a space. The densified hairs began to suggest a
structure composed of bundles of small diameter tubes. These bundles generated larger tubular
forms to which a skin could be applied where necessary to improve structural properties. (Figure
100). ]

Figure 100. Densified hair bundles in a digital three-dimensional environment.
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Figure 101. Design tool evaluation, Minimal Path, Criteria 11 and 12.

The output of the design tool was densified to provide the system with structural qualities. This
served to modify both the design tool and the conceptual model simultaneously (without
damaging the original logic of either).
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The internal organization of the space was arranged in accordance with the circulatory paths.
Paths formed tunnel-like circulation routes for users as densification was applied (Figure 102).

Figure 102. Circulation paths are formed as the structure densifies.

Programmatic zones were generated by intensifying certain points within the circulation which
connected multiple ends into a single area. This allowed lines to intersect in a non-traditional,
hierarchical way. The hair system’s “grouping” behavior generated differentiated zones in relation
to the path(s) it was adjacent to. Boundaries between newly generated zones were not defined,
meaning program overlaps were possible. New programs could also be created as a result of this
overlapping (Figure 103).

Figure 103. A pattern generated through the hair dynamic system indicates program potentials (shown in grey).
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Figure 104. Design tool evaluation, Minimal Path, Criterion 10.

The design proposal was capable of addressing structural requirements through densification of
the bundling logic. Circulatory principles were also exhibited through the implementation of the
original optimized path logic, and this lent to the navigational potential of the system overall.
Programs were connected to the system via the bundled lines.

3.4.5 Evaluation and Conclusion
The Minimal Path computational design tool aimed to continuously connect vertical and
horizontal circulation systems with minimal path spatial logic to create multiple points of
connectivity in a high rise building network. The system was then developed into a mixed-use
programmatic distribution system and structural system. The research is an expansion on and an
amplification of the form-finding work performed by Frei Otto.
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Bundling paths can connect points of significance via the shortest route possible. This strategy
could be utilized to organize highly independent path systems into integrated “bundle” grids
where the conventional hierarchy of public and private is blurred.
The tool finds its application in an environment with multiple entrances and exits that need to be
synchronized into a less fragmented circulatory logic. It creates regions where programs overlap to
create new, uniquely defined zones (additional references for this tool are available in Appendix
B).
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(a) Decision Making Criteria and Evaluation Criteria: Review

Figure 105. Application of the developed evaluation criteria to the Minimal Path design tool.

Criteria Type

Decision Making and Evaluative Criteria: Minimal Path
1. Does the selected emergent logic produce a mathematically-driven generative
process capable of producing complex adaptive geometries and organizations?

Emergent
Logic

The emergent logic produced bundled hair forms which indicate potential for
circulatory paths.
2. Does the design tool have the ability to make parameter-based changes while
maintaining an associative relationship between elements and producing results
consistent with the original logic?
Changes within the hair system are made by altering the relationship between the
lines and the forces affecting the lines. Results maintain the original logic,
regardless of parametric changes.
3. Does the design tool create a framework for the organization of spaces? Could
the mathematical logic also be understood as a spatial organizational logic?
The bundling behavior exhibited by the system suggests circulatory properties. This
spatial organizational logic indicates architectural potential.
4. Is the design tool capable of creating variations? Can the tool address multiple
design criteria (structural, programmatic, organizational, etc.)?
The design tool indicates an ability to address circulatory requirements in addition
to navigational and structural requirements (after additional design developments).
5. Does the spatial organization produce a specific spatial type with a distinct
characteristic?

Spatial
Organization

Regardless of the parameters utilized to produce the output, the resulting
organization maintains the same distinct bundled characteristics.
6. Does the conceptual model create a range of potential optimized programmatic
relationships?

Eval
YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

The optimized path system allows for a number of programmatic zones to be
connected.
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7. Does the choice of the conceptual model contribute to the development of the
design tool?

Design
Application

Use of the bundling logic in three dimensions contributes to the further
development of the design tool.
8. Is the conceptual model preserved when applied to a design proposal?

YES

The optimized path logic is exhibited in three dimensions upon application to the
design proposal.
9. Does the design brief include a range of specific design criteria?

YES

The selected design brief includes requirements for circulation, navigation,
programmatic accommodation, and structure.
10. Is the design proposal capable of creating associative relationships for a range
of design criteria?
The design proposal addresses structural requirements through densifying the
applied optimized path system. Circulatory principles are embedded in the system.
11. Can the design tool be adjusted to suit the design brief?
Densifying the minimal path provides structural qualities without damaging the
original logic.
12. Are the requirements for the design brief met when the conceptual model is
applied?
The original conceptual model is preserved, despite densification to provide
structural qualities.
Figure 106. Evaluation of the Minimal Path tool.

3.5 Interference Chapter Conclusion
The three studies examined in this chapter present three different approaches to the creation of an
interference organization. The projects indicate different methods for the integration of spaces, the
creation of non-conventional programmatic hierarchies, and the inclusion of spaces with
overlapping conditions. Each design process is highly adaptive; each design system responds to
changes within design development. Highly differentiated outputs with the ability to integrate a
variety of conditions are possible with these tools.
Design Tool
Attractor
Braid
Minimal Path

Advantages
Circulatory
properties,
Programmatic organization
Circulatory
properties,
navigational properties
Circulatory properties, spatial
qualities,

Disadvantages
Structural qualities require
development
Structural qualities require
development
Navigational qualities require
development

Figure 107. Advantages and disadvantages of computational design tools presented in chapter three.
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Chapter 4
Nested Organization (Hierarchy)
4.1 Introduction
This chapter focuses on a set of tools developed with the intention of producing a nested
organization (Figure 1). The tools presented in this chapter all seek to create zones with complex
public and private relationships.

Figure 1. A diagram representing the fundamentals of nested organization. Complex inside and outside
relationships can be created.

Nested organization demonstrates the principle of one element/area always being inclusive of
another. Branching systems exhibit this concept through repetition. Benoit Mandelbrot describes
one of the key principles of nested organization explored throughout this chapter, stating, “When
each piece of a shape is geometrically similar to the whole, both the shape and the cascade that
generate it are called self-similar” [1], advocating the idea of a parts-to-whole relationship
through a bottom up order.
Nested organizations are classified by the following:
1. Complex public/private relationships are created.
2. Design elements are all of similar shape, but different scales.
3. Elements are inclusive of other elements.
4. A hierarchy of very public to very private spaces is created.
Design tools exhibiting the nested type organization create spaces with complex public and private
relationships. In a nested organization, the most private zone is located at the center of the space,
and the least private zone is at the outer edges of the space. Between these two extremes may be
multiple “layers” of space which vary in degrees of accessibility. The organization allows for the
production of a determined hierarchy of space without the use of a Cartesian grid and is suitable
for creating organizations which require a variety of levels of access.
One of the key features of nested organization is scalability. Each of the elements composing the
system is scalable; every element in the system is made of a similar shape, but at a different scale.
Each element in the system is also inclusive of another element. This scaling and nesting produces
potential for complex hierarchies of accessibility.
Architectural requirements such as circulation may be embedded in the system (depending on the
type of nested pattern chosen). The chosen pattern may, in some cases, also suggest structural and
spatial qualities. The organization suits Post-Fordist societal requirements for adaptive
architecture more appropriately than a Cartesian grid system because of the ability to create
complex inside and outside relationships. Cartesian grids lack this capability.
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4.1.1 Chapter Objective
The objective of this chapter is to apply and test the developed evaluative criteria for application
to a nested organization. The application of the criteria should indicate whether or not the criteria
is appropriate for use with tools which produce a nested organization and whether the criteria aids
in the development and classification of nested spaces. The nested forms of organization presented
in this chapter explore concepts of the spatial organization in terms of a much more integrated and
adaptive approach. Both the Circle Packing and L-System design tools examine the use of
emergent patterns as computational design tools to create complex hierarchical relationships and
examine alternative notions of spatial hierarchy.

Figure 2. Simple visualization of chapter objective.

The two design tools presented in this chapter explore different patterns capable of producing a
nested organization (Figure 3). The Circle Pack design tool research project shows how a series of
differently scaled circles can be packed together in a formation to produce complex programmatic
hierarchies. The L-System project highlights the use of branching logic and applies it in three
dimensions to create a nested system embedded with circulatory qualities.

Figure 3. Images representative of the two research projects presented in this chapter. Left, Circle Pack; Right, LSystem.
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4.2 Research Project: Circle Pack

Figure 4. Circle Pack research progression.

4.2.1 Project Introduction
The Circle Pack research project explores the use of circle packing as a method of creating a
fractal organization. The organization produces complex hierarchical relationships. The research
project focuses upon the use of circles within circles to create a coherent parts-to-whole
relationship where an overall geometry (a circle) is made of recursively nested smaller circles.
This creates highly ambiguous inside and outside relationships in which smaller circles are always
contained within larger circles. This complex relationship could be understood as private and
public spatial relationships.
The more “levels”, or circles, to pass through in the nested organization, the more private the
zone. Zones which are difficult to access are inherently the most intimate, private spaces.
Conversely, zones which are very easy to access are the most public spaces. These relationships
are examined to produce an organization capable of accommodating multiple programs at one
time.
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Figure 5. Above, Standard evaluation setup; Below, Evaluation as applied to the Circle Pack design tool.
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Project Aims
(by type)

Details

Emergent
Logic
Spatial Organizations
Design Application

1. Produce a design tool as an adaptive system, 2. Produce simulation
processes as a generative system, 3. Allow for speculation regarding how
the event space could be configured, and 4. Provide formal variations and
programmatic integration capacities for the development of a design
proposal.
Produces complex public and private hierarchies
Shanghai Expo 2010 event space

Figure 6. Aims of the Circle Pack design tool development with regard to decision making and evaluative criteria.

4.2.2 Project Credits
Professor and research supervisor: Yusuke Obuchi
Design brief and design tool guidelines provided by: Yusuke Obuchi
Research team members: Thibaut Claessens, Yan Guo, Hee Kyoung Moon, Shuo-Jiong Zhang
(2006-2008)

4.2.3 Project Objective
The objective of the project was to create less deterministic inside and outside relationships
through the use of fractal patterns. The research explored how a series of isolated, nested
boundaries could be effective for multi-scale programmatic hierarchical logic.

Figure 7. An example of a pattern produced by packing circles together.

4.2.4 Design Experiments
(a) Material Research
The research team first investigated the interconnection of circular elements and varieties in
iterations. CATIA-based experiments explored principles of reconfiguration; a “driving” circle
was established within the system setup, and the system was populated with a number of
additional circles, the sizes of which were determined by the driving circle. Adjusting the radius of
the driving circle produced adaptive changes in the dependent circles (Figure 8).
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Figure 8 All circles adapt to adjustments in the radius of the driving circle (top circle in these images).

Design Phase

Criterion

Emergent Logic Phase
1. Does the selected emergent logic produce a
mathematically-driven generative process
capable of producing complex adaptive
geometries and organizations?
Figure 9. Design tool evaluation, Circle Pack, Criterion 1.

The emergent circle packing logic displayed an ability to produce complex fractal geometries
which suggested architectural potential. These geometries could be entirely mathematically
controlled and parametrically manipulated.
Experiments also included studies of behavioral relationships within a circle packed zone. When
adjusting the radius of just one circle within the zone, the other circles adjusted to adapt to the
change (Figure 10).

Figure 10. Behavioral relationship circle pack study.
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Making adjustments to circles at the boundary of the zone also produced resultant changes
throughout the pattern, as seen in Figure 11. Altering the radii of boundary circles produced
differentiated patterns throughout the global form.

Figure 11. Circle pack boundary relationship study.

These studies indicated the intricate global relationships throughout the packed circle pattern. The
position and size of each circle was connected to the whole and produced a fluid system of
tangency. The fractal circle pattern also indicated both scaling and recursive potential.
Design Phase

Criterion

Emergent Logic Phase

2. Does the design tool have the ability to make
parameter-based changes while maintaining an
associative relationship between elements and
producing results consistent with the original
logic?

Figure 12. Design tool evaluation, Circle Pack, Criterion 2.

Each parametric change to the system resulted in an output which maintained the original
emergent logic. Changes to the size or positioning of a single circle (the driving circle) created
changes throughout the entire organization.
(b) Research References
Background of Chosen Emergent Pattern
Fractals are mathematical sets that typically display self-similar patterns [1]. Fractals can be
understood as structures that grow by replicating the shape of a single “seed.” This replication is
called recursion, and each phase of recursions is called an iteration. One feature of fractals that
distinguishes them from “regular” shapes is the amount their spatial content scales, a concept
known as fractal dimension (Figure 13) [1].
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Figure 13. An example of an iterative fractal pattern [2] (Koch Snowflake) [3].

Precedent Uses of Chosen Emergent Pattern
Outside of mathematical studies and computer graphics, fractals have been used historically for a
variety of applications in architecture. The images in Figure 14 and Figure 15 indicate the use of
fractal patterns for community organization in a Bai-la tribal settlement in Africa [4]. A basic
circle pattern is scaled and repeated to create simple inside and outside relationships.

Figure 14. Aerial view of Bai-la settlement, Africa [4].

Figure 15. Fractal model of Figure 14, Bai-la village settlement [5].
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Researchers at Yale note:
Each extended family’s home is a ring-shaped livestock pen, with a gate on one end
(call this the front of the pen). Near the gate are small storage buildings. Moving
around the ring, the buildings become progressively larger dwellings, until the
largest, the father’s house, is opposite the gate (hence at the back of the pen). Thus
front to back measures a status gradient for the home [6].
Fractal patterns can be used for structural stability in addition to programmatic organization, as
indicated by the example of the Eiffel tower (Figure 16).

Figure 16. The Eiffel Tower, an example of fractals used for structural stability. Triangulation is repeated from the
smallest module throughout the entire geometry (Left,[7]; Right, [8]).

Richard Taylor, Director of the Materials Science Institute at the University of Oregon, explains,
“the Eiffel Tower (1889) serves as a demonstration of the practical implications of fractal
architecture…Eiffel exploited the structural rigidity of a triangle at many different size scales. The
result is a sturdy and cost-effective design.” Fractals are embedded with an ability to repeat to
produce strength without adding excessive mass [7]. Within fractal organizations, the position of
each element is determined by the rule of tangency to its neighbor. These principles allow for a
multitude of scales capable of producing various effects in a continuous, accumulative logic.
(c) Design Tool Development
Digital Experiments (two-dimensional)
In initial digital experiments, a number of “driving” circles were defined to form the base of the
parametric system. Additional circles were then added to the system so that all circles within the
system were constrained either directly or indirectly to the driving circles through tangency. This
property is illustrated in Figure 17. Basic components could only achieve complex and variable
organizational characteristics through a large number of iterations.

Figure 17. Two-dimensional adaptivity experiments.
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Global readjustments of formations occurred with shifts in the intricate relationships between
circles in the system. Three main parameters affected the outputs: iteration, nesting, and scaling.
Figure 18 shows how the geometrical properties of the starting conditions influence the output to
create networks of circular and differentiated nested formations.

Figure 18. Fractal formations are parametrically integrated by filling in the gaps between driving circles with
additional circles.

Self-similar geometries could be repeated in the form of circle packing. This created areas of
nested circles within circles, a fractal logic repeated throughout the organization to create
hierarchies of multi-dimensional inside and outside relationships (Figure 19). Other types of
potential connectivity were also produced.

Figure 19. A series of circle packed patterns. Groups from Left, packing, recursion steps, networking, nesting.

Design Phase

Criterion

Emergent Logic Phase
3. Does the design tool create a framework for
the organization of spaces? Could the
mathematical logic also be understood as a
spatial organizational logic?
Figure 20. Design tool evaluation, Circle Pack, Criterion 3.

The packed circle pattern suggested use as a method of spatial organization. In particular, the
system indicated potential for differentiated program distribution.
Multiple hierarchies of inside/outside relationships were produced, and areas which were not
contained within circles created contrasting regions in a manner different from traditional grid
patterns (Figure 21).

Figure 21. Patterns of nested circle packs can be interpreted as organizational logic for circulation and
differentiated program distribution.
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Design Phase

Criterion

Spatial Organization Phase
5. Does the spatial organization produce a
specific spatial type with a distinct
characteristic?
Figure 22. Design tool evaluation, Circle Pack, Criterion 5.

The circle pack logic consistently produces a nested spatial type. Smaller zones are contained
within larger zones of similar shape but of larger scale.
The more recursions of the circle pack pattern there are, the higher the level of complex order and
organization that can be produced. Inside and outside relationships can accommodate different
programs.
Design Phase
Emergent Logic Phase,
Spatial Organization Phase

Criteria
4. Is the design tool capable of creating
variations? Can the tool address multiple
design criteria (structural, programmatic,
organizational, etc.)?
6. Does the conceptual model create a range of
potential
optimized
programmatic
relationships?

Figure 23. Design tool evaluation, Circle Pack, Criteria 4 and 6.

Variations are possible through manipulations of the size and number of circles in the packed unit.
In addition to programmatic distribution potential, the system also indicates possible use as a
circulatory system by creating paths of connection through the circular zones. The chosen
conceptual model is suited to the design tool, and allows for programs to be nested within one
another to create varying levels of public/private accessibility.
Digital Experiments (three-dimensional)
Four strategies for translating the two-dimensional parametric circle packing pattern to a threedimensional space were tested: cylinder extrusion (Figure 24), sphere packing (Figure 25), cone
packing (Figure 26), and finally, a subdivision procedure (Figure 27). Based on the information
gathered, the research team determined cylinder extrusions did not offer any additional spatial
potential. In cone packing experiments, adjusting the angle of the cone allowed for manipulation
of the curvature of the global form, but lacked in terms of spatial connectivity. Sphere packing
combined with a subdivision procedure indicated the greatest potential. The recursive steps
produced large clusters of packed circles with highly connected internal organizations.

Figure 24. Cylinder extrusion experiments.
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Figure 25. Translation of circle packing to sphere packing.

Figure 26. Cone packing. Two-dimensional circles are replaced with cones to translate the circle packing pattern to
a three-dimensional cone pattern. The parameters of control were the height of the cone, the dimensions of the
bases of the cones, and the connective possibilities.

Figure 27. Subdivision procedure, three-dimensional.

Using the subdivision method (Figure 27), spheres created in three dimensions were split into
smaller and smaller spheres. Choosing specific spheres as solids and specific spheres as voids
produced differentiated patterns.
Design Phase

Criterion

Spatial Organization Phase
7. Does the choice of the conceptual model
contribute to the development of the design
tool?
Figure 28. Design tool evaluation, Circle Pack, Criterion 7.

The use of spheres instead of circles to create an access hierarchy further develops the design tool.
The three-dimensional transformation begins to suggest structural potential for the tool overall.
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(d) Design Tool Application
Design Proposal (with context)

Figure 29. Urban interior spaces where masses and voids are intricately intertwined. Left, Nolli plan of Rome;
Right, Nested circle pack

The design tool was applied to create a proposal for Shanghai Expo 2010 which offers an
alternative to the regular street grid and creates a logic which accommodates multiple scales of
urban interiors. The proposal, meant for a large-scale urban event, considered methods of
integrating existing city and large event spaces without isolation of the event space.
Design Phase

Criterion

Design Application Phase
9. Does the design brief include a range of
specific design criteria?

Figure 30. Design tool evaluation, Circle Pack, Criterion 9.

The design brief includes requirements for programmatic distribution, structural qualities, and
spatial hierarchies. Conventionally, urban development at this scale was conducted by subdividing
the site and extruding the three-dimensional plan. This proposal, however, integrated inside and
outside relationships in which the fractal logic of intertwined public and private relationships are
organized from the local to the global scale. Newly created spaces were highly integrated, but
clear separation was maintained.
Design Phase

Criterion

Spatial Organization Phase
8. Is the conceptual model preserved when
applied to a design proposal?

Figure 31. Design tool evaluation, Circle Pack, Criterion 8.

When the design tool was applied to a proposal, the inside and outside hierarchy of spaces was
maintained. Zones at the outside of the organization were more accessible than zones inside the
organization.
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Figure 32. Urban proposal.

The conventional way of dealing with a large-scale urban project is to subdivide the site and fill it
with “building blocks” which are arranged according to the road network layout. In contrast, the
proposed application of the circle pack research is as a thick horizontal slab in which a series of
urban interiors are carved out. These interiors are generated through packed circles as shown in
Figure 34. The design system produces a complex, massive, interrelated urbanism with different
layers of open spaces nested into each other. The inside and outside relationships within this urban
interior become highly intricate.
Design Phase

Criterion

Design Application Phase
10. Is the design proposal capable of creating
associative relationships for a range of design
criteria?
Figure 33. Design tool evaluation, Circle Pack, Criterion 10.

Application of the design tool to the proposal created a public/private access hierarchy and lines of
circulation capable of connecting to desired zones.

Figure 34. Recursive generation of example proposal from city to building scale.
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Figure 35. Spatial organization study of recursive processes in three dimensions.

The urban topology proposed in this project offers an alternative to the regular street grid.
Radically different from the figure-ground strategy of grid organization, this proposal produces a
three-dimensionally networked formation that absorbs circulation flows and intensifies
programmatic relationships.

Figure 36. Interior view of design example.

Using the previously explained subdivision procedure, a branchlike circulatory system can be
created within the three-dimensional translation by connecting gaps between the circles, as shown
abstractly in Figure 37. In comparison to grids, which work exclusively with a top-down
hierarchy, packed circles work within a hierarchy that is not simply nested in scale, but within an
organizing principle that accommodates communication across these scales as well. The local
scale is able to affect the global and vice versa.

Figure 37. Branching system. This series shows the relationships between circle packing and branching patterns,
(which could accommodate a circulation system).
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Design Phase

Criterion

Design Application Phase
11. Can the design tool be adjusted to suit the
design brief?

Figure 38. Design tool evaluation, Circle Pack, Criterion 11.

The original circle packing logic is modified by adding lines of circulation between key circles.
These lines act as a path system for the organization overall. The lines of circulation can be
differentiated in accordance with program, desired level of accessibility, etc.

Figure 39. Circulation applied to the site. A network abstractly links major points according to site entrances and
creates hierarchies that translate across scales.

Differentiation can be achieved according to parameters such as the number of nested elements
and the size of the initial shell of the structure in contrast with the structure voids in a given space.
The spaces flow seamlessly within the massing to form multiple levels and scales of nested
spaces.
Nesting logic permits the establishment of territories and sub-territories; locations where certain
programs are emphasized or de-emphasized. Figure 37 shows how this is accomplished through
the recursive process, which creates more intimate spaces as recursions progress. Because fractals
have a variety of appearances at different scales according to the number of iterations, it is
possible to select a pattern resolution by choosing the number of nested levels. Fewer iterations
produce larger units while a greater number of iterations produce smaller units.
Design Development (Architectural Subsystems)
The developed tool is employed by designating areas within a zone to be more accessible or less
accessible. More accessible zones are placed in less subdivided areas while more private zones are
in areas of greater subdivision. This creates different levels of access for each area and develops a
hierarchy where the outermost zones in the system are the most accessible. The converse is also
true; the innermost zones are the least accessible.
Slab System
Figure 40 shows the relationship between slabs, outer shells, and negative shell space. A simple
slab system was implemented for normative spaces while a shell system created networks of
different nested spaces at different scales. This produced differentiation. Outer shells acted as
exterior envelopes and were perforated with circular openings.
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Figure 40. Slabs system implemented within shell volumes .

Vertical Circulation
Vertical circulation potential was also examined; a circulation flow established in continuity with
circulatory patterns on the ground created treelike formations which connected to each other. The
structures occurred internally within the massing and embedded circulation. The size of the
structures throughout the organization varied to accommodate programs (Figures 41 and 42).

Figure 41. Top, Slab System. Middle, Slabs and inner shells with vertical circulation. Bottom, Slabs, inner shells,
and outer shells combined.

Figure 42. Vertical circulation established through internal branching formations.

Design Phase

Criterion

Design Application Phase
12. Are the requirements for the design brief
met when the conceptual model is applied?

Figure 43. Design tool evaluation, Circle Pack, Criterion 12.
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This modification to the original conceptual model allowed the organization to accommodate
programs vertically as well as horizontally. This was achieved without modification of the original
hierarchical logic.

Figure 44. Physical model of example design proposal.

3.2.5 Evaluation and Conclusion
The Circle Pack design research project produces a tool which exhibits the key features of nested
organization. The tool is capable of creating spaces with ambiguous spatial relationships between
inside and outside which translates into private and public relationships. The tool demonstrates a
clear hierarchy of accessibility; the center of the organization is the least accessible while the outer
areas of the zone are the most accessible. When this logic is repeated in nested order, the hierarchy
becomes less obvious. A pair of inside/outside circle modules are contained within a larger pair of
inside/outside circle modules.
The tool allows adaptive logic; changes within one level of the system, i.e. the size of the circles,
affect all other levels of the system, and the global form changes on the local level to adjust to any
alterations. None of the spaces in the organization overlap. The system also displays self-similar
geometry, but at varying scales. The tool indicates applicability for determining program on a site,
has developed structural qualities, and also displays potential for circulation (additional references
for this tool are available in Appendix C).
(a) Decision Making Criteria and Evaluation Criteria: Review

Figure 45. Application of evaluation criteria to Circle Pack design tool.
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Criteria Type

Decision Making and Evaluative Criteria: Circle Pack
1. Does the selected emergent logic produce a mathematically-driven generative process
capable of producing complex adaptive geometries and organizations?

Emergent
Logic

Complex fractal geometries with architectural potential are created through the use of the
circle packing logic.
2. Does the design tool have the ability to make parameter-based changes while maintaining
an associative relationship between elements and producing results consistent with the
original logic?
Changing the size or positioning of a key driving circle can result in changes throughout the
entire circle packed organization.
3. Does the design tool create a framework for the organization of spaces? Could the
mathematical logic also be understood as a spatial organizational logic?
The pattern produced by the logic suggests potential as an access hierarchy.
4. Is the design tool capable of creating variations? Can the tool address multiple design
criteria (structural, programmatic, organizational, etc.)?
Variations produced by manipulating the size and positioning of key circles can produce
changes throughout the overall organization. These variations can suggest programmatic
zones, and the spaces between the circles suggest use for circulation.
5. Does the spatial organization produce a specific spatial type with a distinct characteristic?

Spatial
Organization

Design
Application

The circle pack logic creates nested zones which can be organized hierarchically.
6. Does the conceptual model create a range of potential optimized programmatic
relationships?

YES

YES

YES

YES
YES

The nesting of the zones allows for a variety of potential programmatic relationships.
7. Does the choice of the conceptual model contribute to the development of the design tool?

YES

Transformation of the organization from two dimensions to three dimensions through the use
of spheres indicates that the conceptual model contributes to the development of the design
tool.
8. Is the conceptual model preserved when applied to a design proposal?

YES

Inside/outside hierarchies are maintained as access hierarchies where public and private
relationships can be complex.
9. Does the design brief include a range of specific design criteria?

YES

The design brief requires hierarchies of access, complex programmatic distribution,
circulatory qualities, and structural qualities.
10. Is the design proposal capable of creating associative relationships for a range of design
criteria?

YES

In addition to creating a hierarchy of access, the design proposal also indicates circulatory
qualities. Structural developments are suggested through vertical hierarchical additions.
11. Can the design tool be adjusted to suit the design brief?

YES

The original fractal logic is modified by adding lines of circulation between nested circular
zones. These lines act as connecting routes between points of significance.
12. Are the requirements for the design brief met when the conceptual model is applied?

YES

The original conceptual model can be modified so that it is not merely applied horizontally;
creating a vertical access hierarchy further expands the potentials of the system.
Figure 46. Evaluation of the Circle Pack tool.
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4.3 Research Project: L-System

Figure 47. L-System research progression.

4.3.1 Project Introduction
This research project examines the use of an L-System to create a multi-hierarchal circulatory
logic. L-systems, which produce branching logic, are excellent distribution systems capable of
recursively multiplying an original element into multiple destinations without the elements ever
intersecting. This design tool development, however, explores the potentials of intersecting LSystem recursions to produce an organization where notions of public and private shift in
accordance with the location of a given space and its relationships to the whole.
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Figure 48. Above, Standard evaluation setup; Below, Evaluation as applied to the L-System design tool.
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Project Aims
(by type)

Details
1. Produce a design tool as an adaptive system, 2. Produce simulation
processes as a generative system, 3. Allow for speculation regarding how
the event space could be configured, and 4. Provide formal variations and
programmatic integration capacities for the development of a design
proposal.
Produces complex public and private hierarchies.
2012 London Olympics International Broadcasting and Media Press
Center; suitable for Olympic and post-Olympic use (following
redevelopment)

Emergent
Logic
Spatial Organizations
Design Application

Figure 49. Aims of the L-System design tool development with regard to decision making and evaluative criteria.

4.3.2 Project Credit
Professor and research supervisor: Yusuke Obuchi
Design brief and design tool guidelines provided by: Yusuke Obuchi
Research team members: Shih-Chin Wu, Shiqi Li, Chrysostomos Tsimourdagkas (2005-2007).

4.3.3 Research Project Objective
This research project seeks to utilize a tree-like hierarchical system to modify local relationships
for increased connectivity. The project examines how spatial logic can be created through the use
of branching logic.

Figure 50. A catalog of primitive L-System branch elements.

4.3.4 Design Experiments
(a) Material Research
Initial material research to explore a form-finding system with parametric logic began with an
interest in the output of a cooked mixture of flour and water. By varying the ratio of flour to water
and the temperature at which the mixture was cooked, results of varying porosity and malleability
could be produced (Figure 51).
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Figure 52. Flour and water are mixed and cooked to produce differentiated outputs.

A variety of outputs resulted in a spatially interesting porous surface (Figure 53).

Figure 53. Porous output produced by dough and water mixture.

These produced forms, while parametrically generated, were difficult to accurately control.
Parameters such as the ratio of water to flour, the cooking temperature, stirring methods, and total
amount of cooking time varied, but the outputs were not consistent, despite systematic generation,
of each experiment. The research team next considered methods of control for the system, and
looked to other systems whose outputs were determined through similar parametric variation.
In search of a parametric material system guided by form-finding processes, the research team
discovered that snowflakes exhibited many of the same characteristics as the water and flour
mixture. Snowflakes, which create different forms at different temperatures and humidity levels,
are also affected by the passage of time and by external forces (Figure 54). A variety of snowflake
forms can be differentiated through adjustment of different parameters.
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Figure 54. A variety of snowflakes, each parametrically differentiated.

Snowflakes also exhibit a parameter not observed in the flour and water experiment: branching
logic. This logic, illustrated throughout the snowflake examples, suggests highly adaptive
properties and potential for architectural application as a circulatory logic. To further experiment
with this branching logic, the research team investigated the L-System, a parametrically defined
branching system.
(b) Research References
Background of Chosen Emergent Pattern
L-System logic occurs through a recursive branching process. The organization moves from a
large scale to a small scale in a geometrical transformation that allows for a nested hierarchy.
While the system models biological growth, to develop the system into architectural design tools,
the emergent patterns of L-Systems were utilized with the intention of constructing horizontallydeveloped branches and a network of bridges and tunnels. This hierarchical distribution
accommodates programs and circulatory requirements.
An L-System is a type of fractal branching logic which can be found in nature or generated
mathematically with a recursive function. A simple, well-designed algorithm can create a rule that
will lead to a complex pattern [10, 11]. The systems were first developed in 1968 by Aristid
Lindemeyer [12]. Each L-System is composed of a series of symbols which define rules and an
initial “axiom” point from which to begin construction. In accordance with the defined rules of a
given system, L-Systems build from the initial axiom point to generate recursive patterns (Figure
55) [10].

Figure 55. Left, L-System, 12 recursions. Setup: Axiom: A; Rule: A-F-F^F+F; Angle: 1 degree. Right, L-System,
12 recursions. Setup: Axiom: A; Rule: A=F-F^F+F; Angle: 45 degrees.

L-Systems are generated through the use of a series of parameters [10, 11, 13]:
G = (V, S, w, P)
Where
V is a set of symbols containing elements that can be replaced (variables)
S is a set of symbols containing elements that remain fixed (constants)
W (axiom) is a string of symbols from “V” defining the initial state of the system.
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P is a set of rules or productions defining the way variables can be replaced with combinations of
constants and other variables. A production consists of two strings – the predecessor and the
successor [14].
If, for example, the following simple grammar is applied:
Variables: A, B
Constants: none
Axiom: A
Rules: (A B), (B AB)
The L-System produces the following sequence:
n=0 : A
n=1 : B
n=2 : AB
n=3 : BAB
n=4 : ABBAB
n=5 : BABABBAB
n=6 : ABBABBABABBAB
n=7 : BABABBABABBABBABABBAB
The sequence of these strings produces the famous Fibonacci sequence (Figure 56) [14].

Figure 56. Fibonacci sequence [15].

Manipulating L-Systems can create fractal-like surfaces. The systems form fragmented spaces
which recursively nest self-similar, increasingly small voids to create different levels of density
[10, 12]. In terms of a computational design tool, this quality provides an opportunity to
hierarchically distribute an intricate network.
Existing Examples of Chosen Emergent Pattern
The L-System is seen in many examples throughout nature; many systems share the branching
logic the L-System seeks to exhibit [11]. A simple tree, for example, utilizes principles of the LSystem to grow in a way such that adequate parts of the tree are exposed to sunlight. This
produces the familiar branching patterns seen in trees throughout the world (Figure 57).

Figure 57. An example of simple tree branching logic [16].
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Introduction to Architectural Potential of Chosen Emergent Pattern
This is indicative of the greater potential use of the L-System; it is a pattern that suggests
applications across disciplines. Both organic and inorganic materials may display the behavior. In
terms of a computational design tool for architecture, it also suggests different programmatic
hierarchies and implies private and public spaces can be accommodated through larger and
smaller spaces in the produced branching logic.
(c) Design Tool Experiments
Digital Experiments (two-dimensional)
Experimentation began with a thorough exploration of the digital tool setup. A series of
parameters were defined within the Maya software to produce a given L-System in accordance
with the determined rules for production (Figure 58).

Figure 58. L-System setup in Maya and its syntax (list on the Right,).

This digital tool was used to create a series of different L-Systems for examination. Recursions
were generated after defining the axiom and the production rules (Figures 60 and 61). The two
most important factors affecting the output of the system were the number and angle of the
recursions.
Design Phase
Emergent Logic Phase

Criteria
1. Does the selected emergent logic produce a
mathematically-driven generative process
capable of producing complex adaptive
geometries and organizations?
2. Does the design tool have the ability to make
parameter-based changes while maintaining an
associative relationship between elements and
producing results consistent with the original
logic?

Figure 59. Design tool evaluation, L-System, Criteria 1 and 2.

L-Systems, mathematical in nature, are capable of producing highly complex organizations which
suggest architectural potential. Through changes to the L-System equation, differentiated LSystem patterns could be produced. Each pattern maintained the original parameter-based logic.
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Figure 60. 1, 2, and 3 recursions of a given L-System.

Figure 61. Left, L-System of 75 degree branching angle. Right, L-System of 90 degree branching angle.

Digital Experiments (three-dimensional)
Figures 63 and 64 illustrate the chosen strategy for populating the generated lines with surfaces;
lines were lofted and connected. This process translated the system from three-dimensional frames
to three-dimensional volumes.
Transforming the system into a three-dimensional surface setup created a framework for research
and scripting techniques crucial for defining the generative rules that evolved throughout the
project.

Figure 63. A study of creating surfaces; translating lines to surfaces. Axiom: A. Rule: A= [ +&F +&A][ +&+&F
+&A][ +&+&+&F +&A] Recursions: 3. Angle: 30° degrees

Figure 64. A study of creating surfaces; translating lines to surfaces. Axiom: A. Rule: A=[ +&f+&A][
+&+&f+&A][ +&+&+&f+&A] Recursions: 3. Angle: 45 degrees
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Design Phase

Criterion

Spatial Organization Phase

3. Does the design tool create a framework for
the organization of spaces? Could the
mathematical logic also be understood as a
spatial organizational logic?

Figure 62. Design tool evaluation, L-System, Criterion 3.

The L-System organization suggested architectural application for its hierarchical qualities. It
suggested circulatory properties in addition to highly configurable public and private
relationships.
(d) Design Tool Application
Design Proposal (with context)
The developed tool was used to generate a system with a clear distributional hierarchy that could
be translated into public and private spaces. It was applied to a design proposal for the 2012
London Olympics International Broadcasting and Media Press Center.
Design Phase

Criterion

Design Application Phase
9. Does the design brief include a range of
specific design criteria?

Figure 65. Design tool evaluation, L-System, Criterion 9.

The design brief included requirements for a complex access hierarchy, circulatory qualities, and
structural qualities. Navigational requirements were also assumed.
Adding a function to the system to differentiate the branches’ thickness as it repeated the recursive
process allows the designer to visualize a branching logic and delineate areas of spatial hierarchy
as it relates to accessibility.
Design Phase

Criterion

Spatial Organization Phase

4. Is the design tool capable of creating
variations? Can the tool address multiple
design criteria (structural, programmatic,
organizational, etc.)?

Figure 66. Design tool evaluation, L-System, Criterion 4.

The design tool created variations by differentiating each component and by differentiating the
number of recursions in the system. Changing the angles of the branching organization could also
produce differentiated results. These lent to the circulatory and programmatic capabilities of the
system.
Programs were assigned to zones, and the system also naturally suggests circulation through the
branching lines. (Figure 67).
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Figure 67. Sample recursive branching logic for the L-System design tool: Recursion 1 creates public circulations
and Recursion 3 creates private spaces as zones in the International Broadcasting and Media Press Center.

Design Phase

Criterion

Spatial Organization Phase
6. Does the conceptual model create a range of
potential
optimized
programmatic
relationships?
Figure 68. Design tool evaluation, L-System, Criterion 6.

The branched hierarchy embedded in the L-System model suggested the ability to accommodate
programs which are highly differentiated in terms of the level of access required.
The envelope for the system consisted of discrete surfaces that wrapped around the branches,
creating multiple scales of volumes that could accommodate programs according to their
hierarchical relationships. The system maintained clarity, and the organizational logic remained
visible. Smaller spaces within the larger structure could be created (Figure 69).

Figure 69. Top, Large scale cells: 2, medium scale cells: 0, small scale cells: 0, total cells: 6; Middle, Large scale
cells: 2, medium scale cells: 8, small scale cells: 32, total cells: 42; Bottom, Large scale cells: 2; medium scale
cells: 10; small scale cells: 50; total cells: 62.

Design Phase

Criterion

Spatial Organization Phase
5. Does the spatial organization produce a
specific spatial type with a distinct
characteristic?
Figure 70. Design tool evaluation, L-System, Criterion 5.

Regardless of the parametric changes (line thickness, angle) made to the system, the resulting
output remained consistent with the original logic.
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Once distributed horizontally, a series of vertical rotations were performed on selected branches to
stabilize the structure and simultaneously provide a secondary circulation system that would
amplify the main branching circulatory system of connections.
Design Phase

Criterion

Spatial Organization Phase
7. Does the choice of the conceptual model
contribute to the development of the design
tool?
Figure 71. Design tool evaluation, L-System, Criterion 7.

The branching hierarchy chosen as the conceptual model in the design process contributed to the
development of the L-System by creating points of connection within the organization.
Each branch unit was transformed into a compound surface geometry for the development of a
structure without the use of an orthogonal framework to create a three-dimensional network
(Figures 72 and 73).
Upon application to the design proposal, the conceptual branching model remained evident.
Although an envelope was applied to the organization to allow for structural development, the
connections between elements were preserved in accordance with the original branching logic.

Figure 72. Elevation view of distribution components.

Figure 73. Perspective view of distribution components.
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Design Phase

Criteria

Spatial Organization Phase
8. Is the conceptual model preserved when
applied to a design proposal?

Figure 74. Design tool evaluation, L-System, Criterion 8.

Figure 75. Development sequence on-site.

Figure 76. Plan view, main lobby and programs.

Although traditionally boundary logic produced within branching systems does not intersect,
making the circulation logic a one-way system with no alternative route, the production rules were
manipulated so that a branching organization with increased connectivity was produced.
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Figure 77. Structure of cells.

This modification of branching logic provided more opportunities within the design process.
Branching systems by nature act as basic circulatory systems, and thus the larger branches in the
system were designated for more public flows while the smaller branches accommodated
circulation within more private spaces.
Design Development (Architectural Subsystems)
A hierarchy of repeated branching patterns was included. As branching progressed through the
recursive process, the scale became smaller and smaller. Subsequent branches occurred within
existing elements and repeated over and over. This provided differentiated scales appropriate for
use in various programs, both public and private (Figure 77).

Figure 78. Hierarchy of program distribution. Larger scale units are more suitable for public functions while
smaller units are more suited to private functions.

While the distribution logic of branching patterns was organized horizontally in order to maximize
the occupiable spaces, the system was manipulated to distribute vertical branching patterns for the
development of structural cores and vertical circulations. (Figure 79).
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Figure 79. Diagrammatic cross section of cellular unit.

Design Phase

Criterion

Design Application Phase
10. Is the design proposal capable of creating
associative relationships for a range of design
criteria?
Figure 80. Design tool evaluation, L-System, Criterion 10.

The design proposal used the L-System design tool to create a system embedded with hierarchical
organizational qualities, and implemented structural and circulatory qualities as secondary
features. Navigational properties were also suggested.
Each unit within the design was composed of a series of ramps and cells. Ramps were folded to
create corridors connecting cells. Cells were comprised of interlocking nested rings. The number
of rings determined the size of cells (Figure 81).

Figure 81. Structure of each shell.
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Design Phase

Criterion

Design Application Phase
11. Can the design tool be adjusted to suit the
design brief?

Figure 82. Design tool evaluation, L-System, Criterion 11.

The branches in the L-System organization were arranged to suit the requirements of the design
brief. Areas requiring more public or private access could be configured as necessary, as could the
structural qualities of each section.
To integrate the Olympics International Broadcasting and Media Press Center into public flows,
the main branches were designated as the primary connections between a local train station and
the Olympics site. Smaller cells accessible from the main branch provided a series of rooms for
the International Broadcasting and Media Press Center which were visible to Olympics goers
(Figure 83).

Figure 83. Research proposal design example, final stage.

Design Phase

Criterion

Design Application Phase
12. Are the requirements for the design brief
met when the conceptual model is applied?

Figure 84. Design tool evaluation, L-System, Criterion 12.

The branching logic was modified by creating points of interconnection throughout the
organization. A traditional branching organization does not include points of intersection, but the
logic introduced in this proposal included points where branching sections overlapped to create
even greater potential for connectivity.
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4.4.5 Evaluation and Conclusion
The L-System research project sought to create nested public/private relationships in a
hierarchical, tree-like system. The goal of the system was to modify local relationships to increase
connectivity within the spatial hierarchy organization from public to very private. The system was
also designed to accommodate customization without losing the global logic.
The system exemplifies features of nested organization. Each space is inclusive of at least one
other self-similar space, and each recursion scales in size. Changes in one level of the system
produce responsive changes throughout the rest of the system while maintaining a clear hierarchy
of accessibility. The end points of the branching logic are the least accessible points in the system,
while the “root” points of the branches are the most accessible, and thus the most public.
The tool is embedded with a circulatory logic which can be found in nature. Thus, it produces a
desirable distribution logic when applied appropriately. Through the development of the described
shell-shaped envelope, the system also displays structural potential. Programmatic uses are
determined in accordance with the level of accessibility of a zone. Navigational potential is also
suggested (additional references for this tool are available in Appendix C).
(a) Decision Making Criteria and Evaluation Criteria: Review

Figure 85. Application of evaluation criteria to L-System design tool.

Criteria Type

Decision Making and Evaluative Criteria: L-System
1. Does the selected emergent logic produce a mathematically-driven generative process
capable of producing complex adaptive geometries and organizations?

Emergent
Logic

The chosen branching logic creates a pattern capable of creating complex branched hierarchical
patterns with architectural potential.
2. Does the design tool have the ability to make parameter-based changes while maintaining an
associative relationship between elements and producing results consistent with the original
logic?
Making changes to the original L-System equations can produce components with
differentiated properties, but the original logic is maintained.
3. Does the design tool create a framework for the organization of spaces? Could the
mathematical logic also be understood as a spatial organizational logic?
The L-System design tool indicates potential for a system of complex public/private hierarchies
which is embedded with circulatory qualities.
4. Is the design tool capable of creating variations? Can the tool address multiple design criteria
(structural, programmatic, organizational, etc.)?
The design tool has potential to address accessibility requirements and circulatory requirements
as primary functions. Secondary functions may include structural and navigational
requirements.
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Eval
YES

YES

YES

YES

5. Does the spatial organization produce a specific spatial type with a distinct characteristic?
Spatial
Organization

Design
Application

The nested organization produced by the branching logic consistently creates a hierarchical
organization of spaces.
6. Does the conceptual model create a range of potential optimized programmatic
relationships?

YES

YES

The hierarchical nature of the branching logic creates a series of regions which vary in
accessibility from very public to very private. This indicates potential for a variety of
programmatic relationships.
7. Does the choice of the conceptual model contribute to the development of the design tool?

YES

The conceptual model allows the L-System logic to create points of connection within the
organization.
8. Is the conceptual model preserved when applied to a design proposal?

YES

The conceptual model of a branched hierarchy is maintained when implemented in the chosen
design proposal. Branching logic is evident throughout the proposed organization.
9. Does the design brief include a range of specific design criteria?

YES

The Olympic media center design brief includes requirements for an access hierarchy and
circulation. Structural requirements are also included along with navigational requirements.
10. Is the design proposal capable of creating associative relationships for a range of design
criteria?

YES

The design proposal creates relationships between the hierarchy and the circulation of the
organization. Additionally, the proposal is capable of emphasizing public and private spaces
through structural decisions.
11. Can the design tool be adjusted to suit the design brief?

YES

The design tool can be applied to the design proposal to suit specific accessibility requirements.
Zones which must be more or less private can be determined throughout the organization.
12. Are the requirements for the design brief met when the conceptual model is applied?

YES

The conceptual model can be modified to create points of interconnection within the
organization without losing the original branching logic. This creates more circulatory
potential.
Figure 85. Evaluation of the L-System tool.

4.4 Nested Chapter Conclusion
The two studies examined in this chapter present two different approaches to the creation of a
nested organization. Both projects illustrate key features of the organization. In both systems,
spaces display clear hierarchies of accessibility and integration; any changes to zones result in
responsive changes throughout the global form on the local level to adapt. None of the produced
spaces overlap, and each level of the system scales with self-similarity. The objective of the
chapter, to achieve nested organizations using a bottom-up approach without use of a grid, is
illustrated in both projects in different ways.
Design Tool
Circle Pack
L-System

Advantages
Programmatic properties, circulatory properties,
structural potential, adaptive zones
Adaptive zones, highly circulatory, programs
suggested through public/private relationships

Disadvantages
Navigational
properties
not
embedded in tool
Structural properties require
independent development of an
envelope

Figure 86. Table indicating the advantages and disadvantages of the computational design tools in chapter three.
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Chapter 5
Topological Organization (Atmosphere)
5.1 Introduction
This chapter examines a series of design tools capable of producing a topological organization
through the application of an emergent pattern or principle (Figure 1). In the context of this
research, topological organizations produce spatial hierarchies which serve to accommodate
specific programs in an indirect manner; spaces and zones are suggested rather than clearly
delineated with traditional boundaries such as walls.

Figure 1. An image representing a topological organization.

Topological organization focuses on the quality of spaces produced by deforming geometrical
constructs instead of focusing on the quantitative definition of dimensions and shapes. In
mathematics, topology is “concerned with the properties of space that are preserved under
continuous deformations including stretching and bending, but not tearing or gluing” [1]. Alicia
Imperiale explains topology as “…the study of the behavior of a structure of surfaces subjected to
deformation. The surfaces register the changes of the shifting space-time differences in a
continuous deformation…This causes latent potentialities for architectural deformation” [2]. In
this document, topological surfaces are described as spaces articulated by the overhead or
horizontal surfaces of a ceiling while maintaining a visual continuity. Spaces are not defined by
walls, but by height articulation. There is no clear separation between roof and wall. Both are
accommodated through the transformational process of geometrical deformation of a twodimensional surface to produce qualitative variations.
Topological organizations are classified with the following criteria:
1. Spaces are defined through height articulations
2. There is no clear separation between roof and wall
3. The organization creates a continuous surface.
4. Zones are experientially perceived.
Design tools exhibiting the topological type organization are capable of creating an atmosphere
through topological transformations of a surface. In an adaptive system, these topological changes
are produced through the accumulation of manipulated elements on the local level. The orientation
of elements, density of elements, shape, and material properties of each element are capable of
affecting these changes. Due to the number of variable factors in a topological organization, a
number of highly differentiable atmospheres may be possible.
Topologically defined spaces are suited to producing spaces where zones are suggested rather than
defined. While spaces, zones, circulations, and programs are often determined through the use of
walls or paths, topological organizations define such spaces through more atmospheric changes.
Differentiated roof heights indicate more or less private areas. Column-like formations can
suggest boundaries for programs. Shapes of accumulating elements can suggest circulation when
oriented in certain directions. These qualities all contribute to global form and imply functions for
users of the space.
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The adaptive organization has particular architectural relevance because of the potential for
evolution and reorganization within a topologically defined space. As architectural requirements
change, a topological organization can adapt to create an atmosphere suited to the context. The
organization cannot be produced in a Cartesian grid system. Utilizing a topological surface for
architectural purposes can create a uniquely defined zone and a space with a capacity to evolve.

5.1.1 Chapter Objective
The objective of this chapter is to apply and test the developed evaluative criteria for application
to a topological organization. The application of the criteria should indicate whether or not the
criteria is appropriate for use with tools which produce a topological organization and whether the
criteria aids in the development and classification of topologically-organized spaces. Instead of
creating vertical structures, topological organizations offer qualitative differentiations of close,
intimate spaces and large, public spaces as areas for designated activities through the use of
variables such as size, ceiling height, and light.

Figure 2. Visualization of chapter objective.

This chapter presents three methods of producing a topological organization. The Membrane
Tensegrity design tool explores principles of tensegrity to produce a local differentiated
topological surface through the combination of tensile and compressive elements. The Angle of
Repose project, in expanding on material studies begun by Frei Otto, examines methods of
organizing millions of granular elements to create dome-like undulating roof structures. Finally,
the Weave design tool implements a woven system wherein pulling and pushing local elements on
the local level produce streamlined atmospheres globally.

Figure 3. Images representative of the three research projects presented in this chapter: Left to Right, Membrane
Tensegrity, Angle of Repose, Weave.
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5.2 Research Project: Membrane Tensegrity

Figure 4. Membrane Tensegrity research progression.

5.2.1 Project Introduction
The Membrane Tensegrity research project explores part to whole relationships through the use of
local stresses applied to a homogeneous surface to create a continuously deformed surface
organization. Recursions of local stresses create forms which respond to pre-existing local
stresses. Embedding compressive stick components in a flexible latex membrane can produce
differentiated patterns that can shift in form globally to adjust to changes made on the local level.
The final forms which emerge are based on patterns of accumulated local stresses across the
topological surface and have potential to produce differentiated, large-scale, self-supporting
structures.
EMERGENT LOGIC
① DESIGN TOOL
④

SIMULATION

⑦ EMERGENT
PATTERN SELECTION

CAPACITY
VARIATIONS

⑪
⑩

SUBSYSTEM
DEVELOPMENT

CRITERIA,
PARAMETER
ADJUSTMENT

⑧

⑨ DESIGN PROPOSAL

DESIGN APPLICATION
LEGEND

②

⑫

③

IDEALISM

PRACTICALITY

Design Framework

SPATIAL
DIAGRAM

⑥

⑤ CONCEPTUAL MODEL

PROGRAMMATIC
STRATEGIES

SPATIAL ORGANIZATION
Design Vehicle

Figure 5. Above, Standard evaluation setup; Below, Evaluation as applied to the Membrane Tensegrity design tool.
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Project Aims
(by type)
Emergent
Logic
Spatial Organizations
Design Application

Details
1. Produce a design tool as an adaptive system, 2. Produce simulation
processes as a generative system, 3. Allow for speculation regarding how
the space could be configured, and 4. Provide formal variations and
programmatic integration capacities for the development of a design
proposal.
Produces an atmosphere through qualitative changes in a continuous
surface
Tsukiji Fish Market, Tokyo

Figure 6. Aims of the Membrane Tensegrity design tool development with regard to decision making and
evaluative criteria.

5.2.2 Project Credits
Professor and research supervisor: Yusuke Obuchi
Design brief and design tool guidelines provided by: Yusuke Obuchi
Research team members: Kanop Mangklapruk, Michalis Roidis, Ning Duo, Roland Jarosz (20082010)

5.2.3 Project Objective
The objective of the Membrane Tensegrity research project was to explore the use of tensile and
compressive components together to create an adaptive tensegrity form. This form could then be
applied as an organizational tool. Local changes in terms of arrangement of components affected
the global structure of the form, and differentiated outputs thus provided great potential for a wide
variety of programmatic requirements.

Figure 7. Compressive elements deform a tensile membrane.

!
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5.2.4 Research Project: Experiments
Experiments: research team members
Supervisor: Yusuke Obuchi
(a) Material Research
Material research began with an examination of differentiated geometric logic to produce
variation. The produced components (Figures 8 and 9) aimed to create a continuous
transformation of truss-like three-dimensional frames via differentiated local relationships. Initial
models consisted of a series of components made from piano wire. Changing the length of the
individual elements allowed for changes in local stress (the shorter the wire used, the stiffer the
given element became), which affected the generation of the overall geometry.

Figure 8. Truss frame components assembled.

The overall curvature of global form was influenced by differentiating the size of components.

Figure 9. Components can assemble into differentiated geometries.

The material research produced a parametric model capable of generating a global geometry that
could be modified through articulating local relationships. The outcomes, however, were not
consistent due to inaccuracies in the way piano wires were connected. It was also extremely labor
intensive to make models which were did not produce intuitive design methods from form-finding
processes. The research team continued exploring the same parametric logic of parts-to-whole
relationships with a stretchable surface material as a substrate to allow the system to self-adjust
tension forces. Latex, a material capable of modifying local stresses to affect the overall geometry,
was researched along with principles of tensegrity to produce a design tool suited to the design
development requirements.
(b) Research References
Background of Chosen Emergent Pattern
Tensegrity is a portmanteau of “tensional integrity” and is also referred to as “floating
compression” [3]. Tensegrity is defined as “a structural principle based on the use of isolated
components in compression inside a net of continuous tension in such a way that the compressed
elements do not touch each other, and the pre-stressed tensioned members delineate the system
spatially”(Figure 10) [4].
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Figure 10. Tensegrity Dome, Buckminster Fuller [5].

The conventional tensegrity model (displayed in Figure 10 fixes all compressive elements and
tension cables in their positions to maintain perfect balance in terms of force and geometry. The
individual elements in the system do not shift or move to accommodate changes in environment or
in input, but rather maintain precise alignment.
In contrast to this model, the research at hand presents a different, self-organizing tensegrity
system; a membrane acts as a flexible non-directional tensile network capable of producing an
adaptive, responsive design tool. Compressive linear elements are the only controlling elements
guiding the overall form with respect to local forces, their direction, and geometry. The system is
based on synergy; the interactions of forces among multiple elements in the system produce an
overall geometry greater than the sum of the individual parts. This differs from the conventional
tensegrity model in that no local relationship is fixed in its position; the system accommodates
constant shifts and updates to changes in the positioning of the elements to produce a
differentiated output.
While tensegrity systems are structural systems due to their logic (tension and compression
relationships), they also indicate potential for use as a tool to produce topological surfaces to
manipulate spatial organizations.
Precedent Uses of Chosen Emergent Pattern
Kenneth Snelson, using the term “floating compression,” began integrating compressive and
tensile elements in his sculptures to produce pure expressions of tension and compression in
dynamic form. Snelson’s sculptures and their appearance depend on the individual elements used
to produce the sculpture; a bottom-up approach to the design of each piece [6] (Figure 11).

Figure 11. Kenneth Snelson’s Soft Landing sculpture [7].

Snelson first discovered the principles of “floating compression” and began using them
throughout his artworks. Buckminster Fuller, an instructor of Snelson’s, then created the term
“tensegrity” to refer to the unique principles of integrated tension and compression throughout
these structures [6].
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Conventional tensegrity structures throughout architecture and design appear in a variety of forms.
A particularly notable example is a tensegrity bridge in Brisbane, Australia by Cox Rayner
architecture and Arup Engineering. The Kurilpa Bridge project created a pedestrian and cycle
bridge across a river (Figure 12) [8].

Figure 12. Kurilpa tensegrity bridge by Cox Rayner and Arup [9].

Use of a tensegrity system for the structure meant that the slab could be independent from the
main structure and could be thin and lightweight. The structural strength is contained within the
series of masts and cables above the slab. This project utilizes the principle of tensegrity and was
intended to integrate infrastructure, public space, art, and engineering [8].
Introduction to Architectural Potential of Chosen Emergent Pattern
The research team explored the use of membrane tensegrity principles both for structural purposes
and for navigational purposes. The Membrane Tensegrity project examined how membrane
tensegrity could be applied to define programmatic zones, public and private relationships,
navigation, and could create spatial qualities.
The research examined several primary design factors:
1. The organization of compressive elements to suggest visual directionality
2. Different levels of density among compressive elements to produce differentiated lighting
qualities
3. The system’s ability to self-organize and define and manipulate programmatic zones
through application of a tensile membrane.
(c) Design Tool development
Digital Experiments (two-dimensional)
Experiments for the Membrane Tensegrity tool began with an examination of a series of analog
models. Beginning with a simple latex sheet, specific points on the sheet were held in place with
pins while other areas of the sheet were manipulated to produce wrinkles which represented forms
registering external forces acting upon the membrane. The formations produced varied according
to the locations held with pins, the amount of force required to produce the wrinkles, and the
number of “touchdown” points (locations where the latex sheet touched the surface upon which it
rested) (Figure 13). These experiments explored the latex material’s inherent ability to generate
forms while adjusting to the external forces.

Figure 13. Latex sheet deformations with pins.
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The experiments progressed by examining the deformations produced upon implementation of a
single compressive element. A single linear stick applied to the latex surface produced complex
wrinkle formations (Figure 14).

Figure 14. Left, A compressive stick placed on a latex surface; Right, A compressive stick is applied to a latex
surface.

Curvatures could be produced through addition of multiple compressive stick elements.
Deformations in the curvature were the result of uneven distributions of stick elements throughout
the latex sheet. Repeated stick placement on the same side of the sheet produced a threedimensional curvature and a global geometry that was highly responsive to local relationships
(Figure 15).

Figure 15. A latex sheet containing multiple compressive sticks in a designated pattern becomes a threedimensional structure with a distinct, curved pattern. Greater or smaller amounts of stretch are introduced to the
membrane surface.

Figure 16. Compressive sticks organized in various patterns suggest different structural formations.
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Figure 17. Positioning of stick components. Sticks are placed perpendicular to one another.

The research team systematically examined a variety of different two-dimensional patterns for the
generation of three-dimensional geometries and structural performance. The component placement
patterns were analyzed with respect to three-dimensional outcomes and were compiled and
compared (Figure 18).

Figure 18. Different two-dimensional patterns produce different three-dimensional outputs shown in sectional
profile.

Design Phase
Emergent Logic Phase

Criterion
1. Does the selected emergent logic produce a
mathematically-driven generative process
capable of producing complex adaptive
geometries and organizations?

Figure 19. Design tool evaluation, Membrane Tensegrity, Criteria 1.
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The tensegrity logic chosen for the design tool was capable of producing a number of patterns
which suggested geometries and circulatory qualities.
Radial arrangements, such as the patterns produced by magnetic field lines, resulted in cone
shapes and began to suggest circulatory qualities (Figure 20).

Figure 20. Top, Two-dimensional magnetic field line patterns examined in a digital environment; Bottom,
Compressive sticks applied to the latex material in magnetic field line patterns display unique qualities.

Design Phase
Emergent Logic Phase

Criteria
3. Does the design tool create a framework for
the organization of spaces? Could the
mathematical logic also be understood as a
spatial organizational logic?
4. Is the design tool capable of creating
variations? Can the tool address multiple
design criteria (structural, programmatic,
organizational, etc.)?

Figure 21. Design tool evaluation, Membrane Tensegrity, Criteria 3 and 4.

The design tool indicates potential for spatial organization through the number of circulatory
patterns that were suggested. Positioning components throughout the membrane surface in
different patterns created a wide variety of potential circulatory organizations. These variations,
when applied in three dimensions, also began to suggest structural qualities, an ability to
accommodate programs, and an ability to create an atmosphere.
Making a transformation from two-dimensional form to three-dimensional form was
accomplished by arranging the compressive stick components. The arrangement of the sticks
directly informed the global geometry of the structure. As the number of compressive elements
moved from single element to multiple elements, the produced output became more complex
(Figure 22).
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Figure 22. Profile and plan view of outputs produced through application of magnetic field line component
placement patterns.

Figure 23. Sample section view of pattern application to membrane surface.
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Figure 24. Application of pattern to membrane surface.

The intricate relationship between tensile and compressive elements suggested potential for the
properties of tensegrity in an architectural application.
Research then moved into the digital realm to test different pattern formations for their potentials.
The Maya software with Mel scripting was used to simulate membrane material behavior in
response to stick distribution patterns. The analog material research was used as a starting point
for the digital explorations. The basic parameters of control for manipulation in the digital
environment were the number of compressive elements, the distribution of the two-dimensional
patterns of the compressive elements, and the elasticity of the sheet (Figure 26).
Design Phase
Emergent Logic Phase

Criterion
2. Does the design tool have the ability to make
parameter-based changes while maintaining an
associative relationship between elements and
producing results consistent with the original
logic?

Figure 25. Design tool evaluation, Membrane Tensegrity, Criterion 2.

The Membrane Tensegrity tool, while integrating parametric changes such as component shape,
component position, and component density, maintains the original logic and produces an
organization in which the relationships between elements are consistent.
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Figure 26. Membrane tensegrity experiments in the digital environment with a digitally simulated latex sheet.

Figure 27. To simulate latex digitally in Maya, each grid is composed of “spring” components.

To simulate behavior of a latex sheet, springs in Maya’s function tool were used to create a
network of springs in a gridded form. Each spring responded to a deformation of adjacent springs
when compression sticks were embedded into the surface.
(d) Design Tool Application
Design Application (with context)
The developed tool was applied to meet architectural requirements for a highly programmatically
specific zone (Tsukiji fish market in Tokyo). A circulatory system and consideration for public
and private regions were also necessary.
Design Phase

Criterion

Design Application Phase
9. Does the design brief include a range of
specific design criteria?

Figure 28. Design tool evaluation, Membrane Tensegrity, Criterion 9.

The Tsukiji Fish Market design brief included requirements for programmatic accommodation and
navigation. The site, which serves both businesses, tourists, and shoppers, requires clear zones and
pathways, thus implying circulatory requirements as well.
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Programs on the site were tessellated and the produced patterns were used to place the points on
the ceiling (Figure 29).

Figure 29. On-site programs are determined and tessellated.

Figure 30. Tessellation of programmatic distribution.

Rather than replacing the existing activities on the site entirely, the proposed programmatic
distribution instead rearranged and expanded the existing zones to create a more enhanced area.
Also of importance, in addition to the interior of the fish market, was the boundary within the city
grid. Once these parameters were determined, the center points of each tessellated “cell” were
used as points for placement of the researched magnetic field pattern. Implementing this pattern
with the tensegrity membrane creates zones uniquely differentiated by the tessellated patterns
beneath them (Figure 32).
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Figure 32. A series of potential patterns produced for application to membrane surface.

Design Phase

Criterion

Design Application Phase
10. Is the design proposal capable of creating
associative relationships for a range of design
criteria?
Figure 33. Design tool evaluation, Membrane Tensegrity, Criterion 10.

The design proposal created programmatic zones which were differentiated by ceiling height.
These zones also aided in the designation of circulatory pathways, and served to help users
navigate the organization. The distribution of the compressive sticks directly informed the
structural properties of the system.
Design Phase

Criterion

Spatial Organization Phase
5. Does the spatial organization produce a
specific spatial type with a distinct
characteristic?
Figure 34. Design tool evaluation, Membrane Tensegrity, Criterion 5.

The Membrane Tensegrity tool consistently produced undulating, atmospheric organizations.
Changes in the patterns chosen for the tensile components did not modify the original logic of the
tool. Rather, the global form of the organization changed to adapt to differentiated tensile
configurations.
Different two-dimensional stick pattern layouts produced conventional structural elements (such
as cones or vaults) which performed as columns and slabs. Although the elements were
conventional, the spatial quality produced was unique and visually interesting (Figure 35).
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Figure 35. Different lines and radial two-dimensional stick patterns produce different three-dimensional outputs
shown in sectional profile.

Design Phase

Criterion

Design Application Phase
11. Can the design tool be adjusted to suit the
design brief?

Figure 36. Design tool evaluation, Membrane Tensegrity, Criterion 11.

The design tool was adjusted by choosing patterns for the tensile components which suited the
design brief. Regions where programs required clear differentiation, establishment of circulatory
paths, etc. could all be determined by the configuration of components in the ceiling organization.
The navigational system produced through the vector fields of stick components became an
important part of the design. The sticks throughout the roof articulation introduced architectural
choreography as a means of navigating the circulatory patterns and functions of the program
beneath. Areas where sticks were densely arranged created highly influential areas while regions
where sticks were more dispersed suggested larger, more neutral zones. Light control was also an
important part of the research. Light penetration in each zone was controlled by the density of the
compressive sticks; areas with higher densities of stick elements allowed for less light penetration.
The converse was also true: areas where sticks were less densely populated allowed for greater
light penetration.
Design Phase

Criterion

Spatial Organization Phase
6. Does the conceptual model create a range of
potential
optimized
programmatic
relationships?
Figure 37. Design tool evaluation, Membrane Tensegrity, Criterion 6.

The chosen conceptual model, a directional spatial effect, allowed the organization to
accommodate a number of potential programs. The use of non-traditional boundaries to define
programmatic zones contributed to the topological nature of the tool. Zones moved fluidly from
one region to another, and the nature of the program contained within a given zone could be
suggested by factors such as ceiling height, light density, or boundary region.
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Figure 38. Diagrams indicating light penetration potential.

The developed system created ceiling and roof structures that enclosed and defined spaces without
the use of vertical barriers (walls). Spaces were differentiated by the height and quality of the
ceiling. Organizing the compressive stick elements in a very directional way (i.e., all the elements
were oriented in a certain direction) creates a visual movement (Figure 39). The alignment of the
sticks served to guide users, like a navigational system.

Figure 39. Compressive elements are organized in a directional way to create visual movement.
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Design Phase

Criterion

Spatial Organization Phase
7. Does the choice of the conceptual model
contribute to the development of the design
tool?
Figure 40. Design tool evaluation, Membrane Tensegrity, Criterion 7.

The conceptual model chosen for this design process furthered the development of the design tool
by exploring parameters such as component density, which affected light penetration in a given
area. Using the tensegrity principles to create three-dimensional spaces capable of suggesting
walls and columns also advanced the tool’s potential.
Design Development (Architectural Subsystems)
The system did not organize circulation in a conventional, traditional manner (like a tunnel or a
passage). Instead, the system suggests where users should move within the space while allowing
the covered area to be as open as possible. The sticks were an important element in terms of formmaking (acting as a structural device) and in terms of navigational capabilities, as seen in the
example design application.
Design Phase

Criterion

Spatial Organization Phase
8. Is the conceptual model preserved when
applied to a design proposal?

Figure 41. Design tool evaluation, Membrane Tensegrity, Criterion 8.

When applied to the bazaar design proposal, the conceptual model of a directional spatial effect
was maintained. The tensile components in the ceiling organization served to differentiate
programs, aid in creating circulatory paths, and also suggested zone boundaries.

Figure 42. Exploded axonometric diagram of structure, circulation, and program distribution to example site at
Tsukiji Fish Market in Tokyo, Japan.
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The pattern suggested a potential program in accordance with the visual movement it generated,
but spatial differentiations were also created through defining ceiling heights. A hierarchy of
program was created by manipulating the height (and thus, intimacy level) of each zone. The
higher the ceiling, the more public the program that occupied the space, and vice versa. Most
importantly, all spaces were organized without the use of traditional vertical walls (Figure 43).

Figure 43. Parametric logic integrates various criteria concerning spatial organization with programmatic
distribution

Design Phase

Criterion

Design Application Phase
12. Are the requirements for the design brief
met when the conceptual model is applied?

Figure 44. Design tool evaluation, Membrane Tensegrity, Criterion 12.

The directional spatial effect was preserved when applied to the design proposal. Threedimensional forms were created by modifying the original conceptual logic, and this resulted in
formations capable of suggesting zone boundaries.
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Figure 45. Different structural elements indicate different programs which occupy the spaces under the roof
structure.

The design example integrated circulatory, programmatic, navigational, and structural qualities in
a highly adaptive continuous roof structure for a market (Figure 46).

Figure 46. Perspective view of Tsukiji Market design example.

5.2.5 Evaluation and Conclusion
The objective of the research project was to explore the uses of a membrane tensegrity form to
create a highly adaptive structure capable of meeting multiple architectural requirements. The
produced tool takes advantage of the properties of an elastic sheet with applied tension to create
differentiated structural forms for use as large envelopes or roof structures.
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The tool is able to produce differentiated continuous surfaces and is capable of creating a
structural logic. The generated outputs were successful in terms of creating spatial definition and
in terms of organizing these spatial conditions.
The design tool integrates structural concepts with architectural ideas as a means for developing
an adaptive solution. The tool also suggests potential for use in navigational terms; linear stick
organizations help create visual movement which can be translated into directional guidelines
(additional references for this tool are available in Appendix D).
(a) Decision Making Criteria and Evaluation Criteria: Review

Figure 47. Application of evaluation criteria to Membrane Tensegrity design tool.

Criteria Type

Emergent
Logic

Decision Making and Evaluative Criteria: Membrane Tensegrity
1. Does the selected emergent logic produce a mathematically-driven
generative process capable of producing complex adaptive geometries and
organizations?

The chosen tensegrity logic indicates an ability to produce a wide variety of
patterns which can be understood as geometries in both two and three
dimensions.
2. Does the design tool have the ability to make parameter-based changes
while maintaining an associative relationship between elements and
producing results consistent with the original logic?
Parameters such as tensile component density, component shape, and
component position can all affect the global output. Regardless of the
organization of elements, the results all maintain the original logic.
3. Does the design tool create a framework for the organization of spaces?
Could the mathematical logic also be understood as a spatial organizational
logic?
The patterns produced through application of the tensile components suggest
potential for spatial organizations. The patterns could be used to circulate
crowds, designate programmatic zones, or create atmospheres.
4. Is the design tool capable of creating variations? Can the tool address
multiple design criteria (structural, programmatic, organizational, etc.)?
Variations are possible through the manipulation of parameters such as
component positioning, density, and number. Three-dimensional patterns are
also possible.
5. Does the spatial organization produce a specific spatial type with a distinct
characteristic?

Spatial
Organization

Eval
YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

The organization consistently produces an undulating tensegrity surface,
regardless of the tensile component pattern or configuration of components.
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6. Does the conceptual model create a range of potential optimized
programmatic relationships?
The use of a directional spatial effect as a conceptual model allows for
accommodation of a variety of potential programs. Organizing the
components in specific patterns can suggest suitability for different
programs.
7. Does the choice of the conceptual model contribute to the development of
the design tool?

Design
Application

YES

The directional spatial effect, the conceptual model, progresses the design
tool by accommodating three-dimensional pattern formations rather than
merely two-dimensional formations.
8. Is the conceptual model preserved when applied to a design proposal?

YES

The three-dimensional design proposal maintains the logic of the original
conceptual model, and uses it to create zones which suggest programmatic
use.
9. Does the design brief include a range of specific design criteria?

YES

The Tsukiji fish market design brief includes requirements for programmatic
distribution, circulation, and navigation. It includes atmospheric qualities,
and structural qualities are suggested through the use of an undulating roof.
10. Is the design proposal capable of creating associative relationships for a
range of design criteria?
The developed design proposal is capable of creating a roof structure which
incorporates navigational, structural, programmatic, circulatory, and
atmospheric qualities.
11. Can the design tool be adjusted to suit the design brief?
The patterns chosen for the tensile components can be manipulated into a
configuration appropriate for the design brief. The patterns can accommodate
points of significance and alter light penetration while also creating structural
patterns.
12. Are the requirements for the design brief met when the conceptual model
is applied?
The directional spatial effect can be changed to create three-dimensional
configurations without changing the original tensegrity logic. This allows
structures such as columns and walls to be suggested.
Figure 48. Evaluation of the Membrane Tensegrity tool.
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YES

YES

YES

YES

5.3 Research Project: Weave

Figure 49. Weave research progression.

5.3.1 Project Introduction
The Weave design tool research project utilizes a material embedded with directionality. Like the
Membrane Tensegrity project, Weave applies local stress to a flexible surface material, and the
stress is repeated to create a structure and geometry. Any changes in local stress change the global
structure. In contrast to Membrane Tensegrity, however, the structure produced is a woven
structure with gaps that allow for air and light to be manipulated as parameters depending on how
the openings are organized.
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Figure 50. Above, Standard evaluation setup; Below, Evaluation as applied to the Weave design tool.
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Project Aims
(by type)
Emergent
Logic
Spatial Organizations
Design Application

Details
1. Produce a design tool as an adaptive system, 2. Produce simulation
processes as a generative system, 3. Allow for speculation regarding how
the space could be configured, and 4. Provide formal variations and
programmatic integration capacities for the development of a design
proposal.
Produces an atmosphere through qualitative changes in a continuous
surface
Roof structure, Tsukiji Fish Market, Tokyo

Figure 51. Aims of the Weave design tool development with regard to decision making and evaluative criteria.

5.3.2 Project Credit
Professor and research supervisor: Yusuke Obuchi
Design brief and design tool guidelines provided by: Yusuke Obuchi
Research team members: Soomeen Hahm, Zin Wang, Denis Lacej, Denis Vlighe (2008-2010)

5.3.3 Project Objective
The objective of this research project is to create and manipulate a differentiated woven surface
and to effect global changes to a geometry through application of stress to a local condition.

Figure 52. A sample woven pattern.

5.3.4 Design Experiments
Experiments: research team members
Supervisor: Yusuke Obuchi
(a) Material Research
Material research for the project began with an investigation of deformations in local points in a
material. The research team examined highly malleable materials, including a burlap sack. A
needle threaded with a piece of string was used to stitch parts of the bag together, and the string
was then pulled and manipulated to produce differentiated patterns in the surface of the bag
(Figure 53).

Figure 53. A burlap sack is pulled and stretched with string to produce deformations.
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The same material was deformed using a second method; individual threads which made up the
fabric were pulled apart, pushed together, and stretched away from the rest of the fabric to further
produce deformations (Figure 54).

Figure 54. Deformations created by pulling threads in a material produce formations which suggest spatial
potential.

These material experiments suggested spatial and structural potentials for a deformed material, but
also indicated a requirement for a material with more controllability and stability. A parametric
system capable of managing these factors while also allowing for design flexibility was required.
The research team chose to investigate woven patterns to suit these needs.
(b) Research References
Background of Chosen Emergent Pattern
Weaving is an ancient invention. Only two fundamental fabric weave structures exist: a standard
two-way weave (which forms squares), and a three-way weave (which forms triangles and
hexagons) (Figure 55). Though many variations exist, these are the only two primary forms [10].

Figure 55. Fundamental weave structures. Left, two-way weave. Right, three-way weave [11].

A woven structure consists of a series of local points of friction which give a form stability. This
indicates adaptability; friction between elements can be manipulated to produce differentiated
relationships. Local frictions can be controlled to produce differentiated global geometries.
Precedent Uses of Chosen Emergent Pattern
Gridshell structures are existing examples of the various applications of weaving in architecture.
Strips of a material (typically wood) are assembled in layers, loosely connected, and then
deformed to create doubly curved surfaces (Figure 56). Frei Otto used the gridshell structure to
create large spanning spaces produced through manipulation of local connections to form global
geometries [12].
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Figure 56. Frei Otto’s Multihalle gridshell structure [12].

There is a reciprocal relationship between local stress and structural integrity. As the weave starts
to curve, opportunities to generate an overall geometry stronger than a flat weave arise. Gaps
between the strips allow for air and light to be transmitted through the structure. Woven strips
produce topological surfaces which gently morph.
The gridshell example by Otto does not self-adjust; the positions of the intersections are generated
via a gravity based form-finding process and they are fixed in place. The accumulation of local
relationships form global relationships in the structure, but do not continuously self-adjust. These
local relationships allow a doubly curved surface to be produced [12].
Introduction to Architectural Potential of Chosen Emergent Pattern
In this document, the research explores the use of weaving for creation of a topological
organization. The produced structures aim to create differential ceiling heights to create unique
spatial qualities, to suggest circulation, and to define programs in addition to lending a
navigational sense to a given region.
(c) Design Tool Development
Digital Experiments (two-dimensional)
Digital experiments explored the deformations produced in the initial material research. The
positioning of an element and the direction of the deformation produced different outputs (Figure
57).

Figure 57. Digital deformation experiments.
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To progress to weaving experiments using more rigid material to examine potential structural
application and identify key parameters for translation to a digital environment, analog models
were composed of a series of elastic strips which were woven together to produce geometries.
Differentiation among models was achieved by pulling certain points in the strip to increase the
amount of local stress which deformed the overall geometry (Figure 58).

Figure 58. Analog models of woven geometries.

Three parameters were identified as most relevant in terms of produced curves: local amplitude of
the strip, the length of the unwoven portion of the strip, and the number of passive threads in the
weave. Altering these three parameters produced variations in the output curvature. Mathematical
relationships were then calculated based on measurements determined through parameter
manipulation experiments (Figure 59).

Figure 59. Measuring variations in curvature by altering three key parameters.

Design Phase
Emergent Logic Phase

Criteria
1. Does the selected emergent logic produce a
mathematically-driven generative process
capable of producing complex adaptive
geometries and organizations?
2. Does the design tool have the ability to make
parameter-based changes while maintaining an
associative relationship between elements and
producing results consistent with the original
logic?

Figure 60. Design tool evaluation, Weave, Criteria 1-2.
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The weave logic was capable of creating a series of different patterns which could be manipulated
parametrically. Strips within the weave formation were subjected to varying degrees of stress
which affected the global formation. These same parametric changes were also used to control
degrees of light penetration.
Various overall curvatures were achieved through different combinations of strip amplitude (by
pulling either up or down). Changing local pulling force affected the overall curvature of the
geometry as well as the points at which the structure touched the ground (Figure 61). The form
was determined through local relationships of each strip unit, meaning that adding strips to the
geometry deformed the global geometry and altered the quality of the produced space.

Figure 61. A sample exploration of a woven pattern in two dimensions.

Because the woven pattern distributed forces, the directionality of the deformations was dependent
on the directions of the strips in the base weave. It was important to ensure that units were pulled
from the surface, but it was also important to adjust angles within the weaving pattern.
Digital Experiments (three-dimensional)
In three-dimensional digital explorations, the research team considered the spatial and structural
qualities of the design system. With considerations for span and ceiling height, the weave pattern
was applied to create a variety of different forms suitable for a series of different programs (Figure
62).

Figure 62. Individual strips are deformed based on differentiated lengths

To translate the developed form-generating logic into a larger scale assembly system, smaller
components were joined together and used. To create perpendicular connections, elements were
linked together via an adjacent bracing method (Figure 64) and variations in curvature were
produced. This created a small scale unit which could be assembled to produce a larger
architectural output.
Design Phase
Emergent Logic Phase

Criteria
3. Does the design tool create a framework for
the organization of spaces? Could the
mathematical logic also be understood as a
spatial organizational logic?
4. Is the design tool capable of creating
variations? Can the tool address multiple
design criteria (structural, programmatic,
organizational, etc.)?

Figure 63. Design tool evaluation, Weave, Criteria 3-4.
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The woven pattern suggested potential architectural use as a roof structure for a space requiring
navigational indicators. Variations in light penetration could also be managed to suggest
programmatic use or circulatory purposes.

Figure 64. Components attached with joints.

Figure 65. Various patterns produced by pulling strips up and down at different degrees. Local relationships are
mapped in accordance with generated geometries.

Through these patterns, the scale of the overall architecture could be controlled without relying on
the original length of the wood. Through this system of aggregation, variations in form were
possible as well as larger scale outputs.
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Figure 66. Three-dimensional experiments to accommodate a variety of programs.

Three-dimensional experimentation also considered the aesthetic and spatial quality of the created
spaces. Figure 67 illustrates the progression of the woven roof structure.

Figure 67. Progression of woven roof structure development.

The result of the exploration is a topological roof structure which displays woven spatial and
structural properties and can accommodate various programs.
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Design Phase

Criteria

Spatial Organization Phase

5. Does the spatial organization produce a
specific spatial type with a distinct
characteristic?
6. Does the conceptual model create a range of
potential
optimized
programmatic
relationships?

Figure 68. Design tool evaluation, Weave, Criteria 5 and 6.

The woven pattern produced by the logic is consistent across all outputs. It indicated suitability as
a ceiling structure capable of covering a number of programs.
(d) Design Tool Application
Design Proposal (with context)
The system produced a topological surface which gently morphed from wall to roof to wall. Both
vertical and horizontal structures were embedded in the form. The produced geometry creates a
spatial type without distinct boundaries. Instead, zones were articulated by differentiated spatial
qualities such as light condition, height, and directionality. The system was applied to the site of
Tsukiji Fish Market in Tokyo, an area with requirements for multiple programs and circulatory
routes must be accommodated.
Design Phase

Criterion

Design Application Phase
9. Does the design brief include a range of
specific design criteria?

Figure 69. Design tool evaluation, Weave, Criterion 9.

The chosen design brief for application to the design tool included requirements for programmatic
distribution, navigation, and circulation. A circulatory system directed public flow to areas where
spatial types met. This was accomplished by tweaking parameters so spaces along main
circulation paths were higher and brighter than the spaces between the paths. Patterns of light on
the ceiling served as a navigational system and direct pedestrian flows in an intuitive way rather
than using signs to indicate patterns. Desired flow patterns were translated into geometries with a
digital wrinkling tool (Figure 70).

Figure 70. Wrinkle to circulation. Left to Right, The surface morphs according to desired circulation direction.
Criteria are translated into the geometry of the roof structure.

Design Phase

Criteria

Emergent Logic Phase

7. Does the choice of the conceptual model
contribute to the development of the design
tool?
8. Is the conceptual model preserved when
applied to a design proposal?

Figure 71. Design tool evaluation, Weave, Criteria 7-8.
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The choice of an ambient spatial effect for the conceptual model furthered design tool
development by accommodating differentiations in light penetration throughout the output. When
applied to the design proposal, this conceptual model was maintained and could be manipulated to
designate zones.

Figure 72. Urban proposal diagram.

The woven surface created a roof structure that provided shelter without completely enclosing the
space it covered. Users could enter from any direction, and the gradient differences in the quality
of the envelope suggested uses. Because the envelope was made up of discrete strips rather than a
closed sheet, there were physical openings which could let through light and air. These openings
were intensified to differentiate lighting conditions in accordance with program and circulation
requirements. Figure 73 shows how spatial qualities were mapped and integrated with other
criteria. More private, intimate functions were located in places where conditions were darker and
the roof was lower. More public, circulation-oriented spaces were located in lighter, more
spacious areas.

Figure 73. Space qualities are mapped with overlapping patterns of roof boundaries, ground topologies, roof
topologies, and light conditions.

Design Phase

Criteria

Emergent Logic Phase

11. Can the design tool be adjusted to suit the
design brief?
12. Are the requirements for the design brief
met when the conceptual model is applied?

Figure 74. Design tool evaluation, Weave, Criteria 11 and 12.
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The Weave design tool could be altered to suit the design brief as necessary. Strips throughout the
organization were configured to suggest navigation in desired directions, light penetration was
organized to define zones, and the topological nature of the output overall lent a distinct
atmosphere to the space.
Structure and fabrication strategies assumed fundamental roles in the design process because they
informed parameters such as scale, materiality, and interconnections between parts.

Figure 75. Interior of example proposal.

Design Development (Architectural Subsystems)
The design system indicated some inherent structural advantages. Adding local stress by pulling
out strips not only initiated the form, it also intensified the rigidity of the weave. As illustrated in
Figure 76, the structural strategy was to deform the woven surface to optimize the global form and
increase the height of the section rather than thickening it by adding material. The local weakness
of the structure was concentrated in the bar connecting units. For this reason, every other bar in
the organization was shifted.

Figure 76. Structural advantages to design system.

Program was highly integrated with circulation. Rather than defining sharp boundaries, the quality
of the space underneath the roof structure was designed to suggest programmatic use. Zones were
indicated rather than defined, which is the nature of a topological spatial organization.
Gradient differentiations of space were articulated through sectional differences of height and
light filtration through the weave of the ceiling.
Design Phase

Criterion

Design Application Phase
10. Is the design proposal capable of creating
associative relationships for a range of design
criteria?
Figure 77. Design tool evaluation, Weave, Criterion 10.

The design proposal produced a roof structure capable of suggesting navigational qualities while
also creating a distinct spatial atmosphere.
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Public, circulatory space was taller and lighter than more intimate zones for semi-public use,
which were created by lowering the topological surface and densifying the weave. An example
diagram visualizes hypothetical programmatic distributions on a site in Figure 78.

Figure 78. Concentrated zones without strict boundaries are created where differentiations in scale and ambience
indicate use rather than strict enclosures.

Figure 79. Design application example, perspective view.

5.4.5 Evaluation and Conclusion
The objective of this project was to explore the uses of the emergent weaving pattern to produce a
differentiated topological surface. This application of local stress to a local condition translated
into the generation of a global geometry. Repetition of this stress produced a differentiated and
highly articulated woven surface. The tool has navigational, spatial, and programmatic capacities.
The transformational quality of the topological surface, produced through manipulation of local
components, provides variations in terms of a height differentiation and the natural light
penetration, which allows public and private spaces to be articulated in a gradient order.
Practically, the structure serves as an idea without capacity for translation into a structural model;
however, the research presented here can drive future developments by acting as a proto-structure
in an appropriate scale upon which future research can be based (additional references for this tool
are available in Appendix D).
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(a) Decision Making Criteria and Evaluation Criteria: Review

Figure 80. Application of evaluation criteria to Weave design tool.

Criteria Type

Decision Making and Evaluative Criteria: Weave
1. Does the selected emergent logic produce a mathematically-driven generative process
capable of producing complex adaptive geometries and organizations?

Emergent
Logic

The woven logic indicates an ability to create topological surfaces with architectural
potential.
2. Does the design tool have the ability to make parameter-based changes while maintaining
an associative relationship between elements and producing results consistent with the
original logic?
Changing parameters such as the amount of stress applied to an element in the weave or the
number of strips in the organization can result in changes to the output. These outputs
maintain the original logic.
3. Does the design tool create a framework for the organization of spaces? Could the
mathematical logic also be understood as a spatial organizational logic?
The woven logic indicates architectural potential as a topologically defined roof structure. It
could serve to organize the spaces it covers.
4. Is the design tool capable of creating variations? Can the tool address multiple design
criteria (structural, programmatic, organizational, etc.)?
The design tool can create variations by altering parameters such as stress, light penetration,
and number of elements. The tool is capable of addressing navigational and ambient spatial
qualities as primary design focuses.
5. Does the spatial organization produce a specific spatial type with a distinct characteristic?

Spatial
Organization

Each of the outputs produced via application of the design tool maintain an ambient spatial
effect.
6. Does the conceptual model create a range of potential optimized programmatic
relationships?
Due to the ambient nature of the conceptual model, a number of programs may potentially be
accommodated by the structure; zones may also be fluidly defined rather than with definite
boundaries.
7. Does the choice of the conceptual model contribute to the development of the design tool?
The design tool is further developed through the conceptual model by including light
penetration parameters in the design decision making process.
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Eval
YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

!

Design
Application

8. Is the conceptual model preserved when applied to a design proposal?

YES

Ambient spatial effects are evident throughout the example design proposal. The undulating
woven pattern with varying degrees of light is capable of producing differentiated ambient
spatial qualities.
9. Does the design brief include a range of specific design criteria?

YES

The design brief includes requirements for circulation, structure, navigation, and
programmatic distribution.
10. Is the design proposal capable of creating associative relationships for a range of design
criteria?
The design proposal addresses a range of design criteria. Navigation and atmospheric
qualities are the primary issues addressed. Programmatic and structural concerns are also
implemented.
11. Can the design tool be adjusted to suit the design brief?

YES

The design tool can be manipulated to suit requirements in the design brief by altering the
parameters in the design tool.
12. Are the requirements for the design brief met when the conceptual model is applied?

YES

The requirements for navigation, programmatic distribution, and circulation are all met
through application of the conceptual model to the design proposal.
Figure 81. Evaluation of the Weave tool.
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5.4 Research Project: Angle of Repose

Figure 82. Angle of Repose research progression.

5.4.1 Project Introduction
The Angle of Repose design tool research project builds upon Frei Otto’s explorations of sand
formations [12]. The project is material based design research that proposes a self-organizational
model for the generation of a temporal architecture with a designed life-cycle. The design
promotes a zero-waste formative process where the architecture reorganizes materials naturally
available on-site and redistributes the materials back into the environment at the end of the
structure’s life.
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Figure 83. Above, Standard evaluation setup; Below, Evaluation as applied to the Angle of Repose design tool.
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Project Aims
(by type)
Emergent
Logic
Spatial Organizations
Design Application

Details
1. Produce a design tool as an adaptive system, 2. Produce simulation
processes as a generative system, 3. Allow for speculation regarding how
the event space could be configured, and 4. Provide formal variations and
programmatic integration capacities for the development of a design
proposal.
Produce an atmosphere through qualitative changes in a continuous
surface
Tourist accommodations in a desert region

Figure 84. Aims of the Angle of Repose design tool development with regard to decision making and evaluative
criteria.

5.4.2 Project Credits
Professor and research supervisor: Yusuke Obuchi
Design brief and design tool guidelines provided by: Yusuke Obuchi
Research team members: Ahmed Abouelkheir, Behdad Shahi, Jiah Lee, Junyi Wang (2009-2011)

5.4.3 Research Objective
The objective of this design tool research was to explore the potentials of the Angle of Repose for
use as a differentiated structure composed of clusters of domes. The research examined how a
rule-based sand distribution could be used to create differentiated dome structures to
accommodate diverse programmatic requirements, suggest circulation, create structures, and
provide unique spatial qualities on a given site.

Figure 85. .Voronoi patterns generated by multiple sand distributing outlets.

5.4.4 Design Experiments
Experiments: research team members
Supervisor: Yusuke Obuchi
(a) Material Research
Material research for the project began with an interest in abundant resources. The research team,
taking an interest in salt, investigated methods of solidifying the material to produce forms with
structural potential. As indicated in Figure 86, salt displays an ability to gather and form rocklike
geometries.
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Figure 86. Salt crystals are grown around wire mesh.

Although the salt produces crystal formations, which are visually interesting and highly
differentiated outputs, the formations are parametrically difficult to control and do not display an
ability to scale up.
Design Phase

Criterion

Emergent Logic Phase
1. Does the selected emergent logic produce a
mathematically-driven generative process
capable of producing complex adaptive
geometries and organizations?
Figure 87. Design tool evaluation, Angle of Repose, Criterion 1.

The salt formations did not exhibit the desired amount of controllability, despite indicating
potential as highly complex geometries.
The team next turned to a different abundant resource previously explored by Frei Otto: sand.
Sand, a substance found in many different climates around the world, indicated architectural
potential. Sand (and other particulate materials) piles at uniquely defined angles, a property known
as the angle of repose.
(b) Research References
Background of Chosen Emergent Pattern
The angle of repose of a granular material is the steepest angle of descent or dip relative to the
horizontal plane to which a material can be piled without slumping. At the angle, the material on
the slope face is on the verge of sliding. This angle can be anywhere from 0 degrees to 90 degrees,
depending on the material. The angle of repose is related to the density, surface area, and shape of
the particles, and as such, each material has a distinct angle of repose. Additionally, the coefficient
of the friction of the material also affects the angle determination [13].

Figure 88. A visualization of the angle of repose principle [14].
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Precedent Uses of Chosen Emergent Pattern
The angle of repose is sometimes used in the design of equipment for the processing of particulate
solids. For example, it may be used to design an appropriate hopper or silo to store a given
material, or to size a conveyor belt for transporting a material. It can also be used in determining
whether or not a slope will likely collapse; talus slopes (which represent the steepest slope of a
pile of granular material) are derived from the angle of repose of a material[13]. The angle of
repose is also crucial for correctly calculating stability in vessels, particularly for the transport of
granular material such as grain (Figure 89) [15].

Figure 89. Granular material loaded on to a shipping vessel [16].

The principle of the angle of repose shows potential for architecture because of the material’s
ability to self-organize its geometry at a structurally stable angle. Differentiated angles of repose
can create adaptive systems which produce emergent three-dimensional patterns. Context and
setups can then be analyzed.
Frei Otto indicated the material follows its natural 34 degree angle of repose. In experiments
where sand fell from a hole in a sand-filled box, Otto’s studies showed that the cone produced
beneath the box and the concave area within the box both exhibited the same 34 degree angle
(Figure 90) [12].

Figure 90. Discharge funnels and spoil cones in dry sand, experiment by Frei Otto [12].

Otto concluded, “experimental results from this apparatus are among the essential bases for design
in earth, foundation and hydraulic engineering. As sand piles are also used in large-scale art (Land
Art) the apparatus can also be used for artistic design” [12]. Otto did not indicate potential
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architectural uses of the angle of repose. The research at hand, however, seeks to explore the
architectural potential of the pattern.
The aesthetic qualities illustrated by the angle of repose appear in the Yokohama Port Terminal, a
project which extends the ground of the local environment into a non-traditional pier formation.
The topology of the structure changes gradually in elevation throughout circulation routes, which
are defined by program (Figure 91).

Figure 92. Yokohama Port Terminal [17].

Introduction to Architectural Potential of Chosen Emergent Pattern
The research presented in this chapter aims to create continuous surfaces which may be defined by
program or by circulation requirements, but through the use of a material with a limited life cycle.
(c) Design Tool Development
Three-dimensional experiments
Design tool research began with a box setup filled with dry sand. A specified number of open
holes were prepared on the bottom of the box (Figure 93).

Figure 93. A simple box setup with one hole on the bottom.

Design Phase

Criterion

Emergent Logic Phase

2. Does the design tool have the ability to make
parameter-based changes while maintaining an
associative relationship between elements and
producing results consistent with the original
logic?

Figure 94. Design tool evaluation, Angle of Repose, Criterion 2.

The parameters for manipulation in this setup were the size of the hole, the shape of the hole, the
total number of holes, and the distance between each hole. The dry sand flowed through the holes
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in the box and determined the size of the funnel (the space left in the box above the hole) and the
cone (the sand pile beneath a given hole) produced. The aforementioned parameters determined
the specific emergent pattern.
The hole sizes and the total area of holes in the setup box control the amount of sand release (and
thus the remaining sand in the box). As hole area increases, the amount of material remaining in
the box decreases. Experiments determined that larger holes create surfaces with reduced height
while smaller holes created taller piles. Hole locations were considered control points on the
surface. The location of the hole (or holes) generated an emergent pattern (Figure 95).

Figure 95. Different hole sizes produce different results.

Puncturing many holes in a box enclosure filled with sand produced intersecting cones with
complex conical circles in a pattern that followed Voronoi logic. Altering the parameter of hole
height, however, began to change the boundaries between the created Voronoi “cells.” Instead of
straight lines, the Voronoi cell areas became more curved, and the complexity of the pattern
changed in respect to variations between the heights of the holes in the setup box (Figure 96).

Figure 96. Different hole heights produces Voronoi “cells” with curved boundaries instead of straight lines.

Design Phase

Criterion

Emergent Logic Phase
1. Does the selected emergent logic produce a
mathematically-driven generative process
capable of producing complex adaptive
geometries and organizations?
Figure 97. Design tool evaluation, Angle of Repose, Criterion 1.

The angle of repose logic produces conical forms which indicate a high level of adaptability and
architectural potential.
Geometric examples displayed how various hole arrangements generated different types of
surfaces. Different distances between holes produced diverse heights in the surfaces, and
alignment of holes on trajectories created a directionality for the conical surfaces (Figure 98).
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Figure 98. Hole arrangement controls the generated form.

Design Phase

Criterion

Emergent Logic Phase

3. Does the design tool create a framework for
the organization of spaces? Could the
mathematical logic also be understood as a
spatial organizational logic?

Figure 99. Design tool evaluation, Angle of Repose, Criterion 3.

The conical shapes produced by the design tool suggested potential for spatial organization,
particularly as a roof structure. The dome-like structures could be used to accommodate a variety
of programs.
Sand has unique phase changing properties. When dry, sand “pours” like a liquid. In mixtures
where there is much more liquid than sand, the material also behaves like a liquid. Between these
two states, however, sand is structurally stable, similar to a solid. This knowledge suggested a
material that could be formed, solidified, and reformed again to use as a medium for designing a
building life cycle.
To transform the form-finding process to a material production process, the research team used a
spraying technique, a method chosen for its ability to maintain surface geometry. Inspired by the
natural process of soil crystallization, different kinds of salt were tested as bonding materials
capable of hardening in dry conditions and dissolving when wet. Sodium thiosulphate salt was
mixed with water and chosen as a strong adhesive for sand particles.

Figure 100. Adhesive solution applied to sand to create solid surfaces.

The adhesive was applied to a generated sand form. A saturated salt solution was sprayed on the
surface of the generated sand pattern. Within a few minutes, the adhesive began to crystallize with
the sand particles to form a solid surface. Adding additional layers of both sand and salt solution
produced solid panels varying in thickness between one and two centimeters (Figure 101).
Repetition of this process produced a series of sand panels that suggested structural qualities.
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Design Phase

Criterion

Spatial Organization Phase
5. Does the spatial organization produce a
specific spatial type with a distinct
characteristic?
Figure 101. Design tool evaluation, Angle of Repose, Criterion 5.

The organization created regions with a unique spatial effect. The sloping surfaces of the produced
domes indicated an ability to accommodate programs or aided in navigation.

Figure 102. Different types of Voronoi surfaces are produced with different patterns for holes.

To assemble the components for a larger surface, various tiling techniques were explored. One of
the tested solutions was to overlap part of the component with another component to connect two
surfaces. The challenge was to produce the same geometry; one on the top, the other on the
bottom of the surface such that both pieces fit each other. Holes used to release sand provided
openings for bolts to connect two layers (Figure 103).

Figure 103. Points of connection between produced domes.

Various hole patterns were explored to increase the scale of outputs by tiling the surfaces. An
identical pattern of surfaces was repeated by mirroring symmetry, which created continuous,
rhythmic three-dimensional patterns where seams were examined for their continuity. Use of
gradually differentiated surface patterns was also tested for fitness at seam conditions (Figure
104).
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Figure 104. Hole position and resulting pattern formations.

While the material experiments were conducted with a desktop size model, the behavior of sand
distribution was meant to be translatable to a large architectural scale. The orientation of cones
suggested potential architectural application.
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Figure 105. Design tool evaluation, Angle of Repose, Criterion 4.

When the hole of the cone was at a lower position, the cone acted as a border to divide the space.
When the hole of the cone was at a higher position, it created a zone where programs could be
accommodated. This also indicated structural potential. Sizes and patterns of cones and
combinations of multiple cones with three-dimensional Voronoi surfaces provides various
programs and circulatory logic (Figure 106).

.
Figure 106. Various types of spatial boundaries and architectural spaces can be generated by manipulating hole
pattern formations.

To set up the design strategy, criteria for producing differentiated outputs for the development of
adaptive organizations were explored as a parametric system. Varying two-dimensional hole
patterns were interfaced with potential programmatic criteria for spatial organization as well as
circulation logic. Lighting conditions were also explored with respect to hole patterns.
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Figure 107. Design tool evaluation, Angle of Repose, Criterion 6.

The ambient organization was capable of accommodating a number of different programs. With
differentiated sizes in dome structures, a variety of different programs indicated suitability for use.

Figure 108. Different hole patterns produce different results.

Figure 109. Sample hole patterns.

The system organized different networks by altering the ways basic control parameters were
manipulated. Circulatory paths appeared throughout these organizational networks. For example,
if holes were distributed relatively closely to one another in a rather continuous manner, the cones
generated were smaller in size intersected closely. This produced a rather linear direction
characterizable as a circulation zone (Figure 110).

Figure 110. When hole points are arranged in a linear fashion, the produced curve generates directionality and
suggests a circulatory path.
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Figure 111. Design tool evaluation, Angle of Repose, Criterion 7.

The ambient spatial qualities of the spaces produced were further enhanced by positioning holes at
varying heights and in patterns suggesting circulation.
(d) Design Tool Application
Design Proposal (with context)
The principles were applied to the design brief of a temporary, remote vacation accommodation.
The research team explored the idea of the creation of a temporal architectural proposal based on
the life cycle of a material.
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Figure 112. Design tool evaluation, Angle of Repose, Criterion 9.

The selected design brief for application to the tool included requirements for structural, ambient,
circulatory, and programmatic qualities.
Large or small cones, produced by manipulation of the distribution of holes, could be used to
create roof structures. Smaller cones suggested private spaces while larger cones produced more
public, open spaces (Figure 113).

Figure 113. Generated sand cones merge into a self-supported roof structure.
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Figure 114. Design tool evaluation, Angle of Repose, Criterion 8.
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Upon application to the design proposal, the ambient spatial effect was maintained. The dome-like
spaces created allowed differentiable amounts of light to penetrate regions below the ceiling
organization.
A series of touchdown points were produced to add structural stability and to assist in
differentiating one program from another. These touchdown points also provided additional
guidance for circulatory purposes (Figure 115).

Figure 115. Touchdown points add stability to the structure.
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Figure 116. Design tool evaluation, Angle of Repose, Criterion 10.

The presented design proposal created an output with structural and ambient qualities. Programs
were suggested by the size of the dome structure created, and navigational qualities were also
suggested by the positioning holes in the ceiling, which produced path like formations.
Design Development (Architectural Subsystems)
The quality of spaces generated could be differentiated by altering the Voronoi domes’ heights,
hole openings, and hole distribution patterns. Each dome maintained its own function. For
instance, domes composed of larger circles defined locations of main spaces while domes with
higher densities of circles represented main circulation paths between spaces. Circulation
pathways could be completely covered, or, in some areas, could be semi-open spaces that
functioned as courtyards among closed spaces (Figure 117).

Figure 117. Different dome heights indicate different programs.
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Figure 118. Design tool evaluation, Angle of Repose, Criterion 11.

The design tool was capable of adapting to design briefs by positioning holes throughout the
ceiling structure. Key points of significance were assigned larger holes (thereby creating more
public spaces), and spaces requiring more privacy were assigned smaller holes. Circulation paths
were assigned in accordance with desired pathways.
Smaller “guest” rooms were accommodated by producing smaller, more intimate zones with lower
ceilings. Public areas, like lobbies and gathering spaces, were created with higher ceilings.
Circulation pathways featured linear arrangements of domes to navigate users from one location to
another (Figure 119).

Figure 119. Plan view of design example composed of differentiated units/cones.
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Figure 120. Design tool evaluation, Angle of Repose, Criterion 12.

The ambient spatial logic could be altered by creating differentiated ceiling heights. Lower ceiling
levels suggested more private, intimate spaces while higher ceiling levels suggested more public
zones. Regardless of the determined height of the ceiling in a given region, the original logic was
preserved.
The site explored for application of the design was a desert region (Figure 121). The design tool
suggested a temporal structure with a determined life span. The building’s life cycle began in a
dry desert area where it was constructed in early spring. Following fabrication, the material was
available for use until autumn. Winter rains caused the structure to dissolve, at which point the
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material returns to the desert. The building’s life cycle in this scenario was estimated at
approximately seven months. Materials used would return to the environment to be reused for the
next touristic season.

Figure 121. Perspective view, example design application.

5.4.5 Evaluation and Conclusion
The objective of this project was to create structurally optimized shell clusters through the use of
adaptive formworks. These shell clusters can be used to arrange structures in symmetrical forms to
organize spatial requirements regarding multiplicity and diversity. The emergent patterns are
structurally optimized and integrate dome-like formations naturally, though visually the form is
unstable (asymmetrical). This design tool can be used to organize spatial hierarchy; larger shells
can accommodate public qualities while smaller shells can produce intimate, private zones. Some
patterns produced effectively articulated zones while other patterns made zones less clear. Some
patterns did not strengthen structural integrity as a whole.
The design tool has potential application as a roof structure and is suitable for any articulated,
component-based wall or ceiling surface. Each cell can be produced independently while
maintaining a geometrical relationship with the adjacent cells for an effective production system
(additional references for this tool are available in Appendix D).
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Figure 123. Application of evaluation criteria to Angle of Repose design tool.

Criteria Type

Decision Making and Evaluative Criteria: Angle of Repose
1. Does the selected emergent logic produce a mathematically-driven generative process
capable of producing complex adaptive geometries and organizations?

Emergent
Logic

The adaptive conical shapes produced by the emergent logic suggest potential for use in
complex organizations.
2. Does the design tool have the ability to make parameter-based changes while
maintaining an associative relationship between elements and producing results
consistent with the original logic?
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Eval
YES

YES

!
Hole height, hole size, and hole positioning are all parameters which affect the design
output. Relationships between holes are also capable of affecting the overall output.
3. Does the design tool create a framework for the organization of spaces? Could the
mathematical logic also be understood as a spatial organizational logic?
The domelike structures created through application of the logic suggest architectural
potential as structures, and the positioning of holes implies navigational potential.
4. Is the design tool capable of creating variations? Can the tool address multiple design
criteria (structural, programmatic, organizational, etc.)?
The tool can create variations through parametric adjustment, and indicates an ability to
address design requirements for structure, programmatic distribution, ambience, and
navigation.
5. Does the spatial organization produce a specific spatial type with a distinct
characteristic?
Spatial
Organization

The organization creates an ambient quality which allows for light penetration in each
dome. This distinct characteristic is evident throughout the organization.
6. Does the conceptual model create a range of potential optimized programmatic
relationships?
Programs suitable for a given zone can be suggested by both the size of the dome created
and the height of the ceiling. A variety of potential programs may be accommodated by
differentiating the dome size and ceiling height.
7. Does the choice of the conceptual model contribute to the development of the design
tool?

Design
Application

YES

YES

YES

YES

An ambient spatial effect as the conceptual model for the tool motivates exploration into
methods of altering the tool to further manipulate spatial qualities. This is achieved by
implementing varying ceiling heights to create more public or more private spaces.
8. Is the conceptual model preserved when applied to a design proposal?

YES

Ambient spatial effects are maintained in the design proposal, as evidenced by light
penetration, varied ceiling heights, and differentiated dome sizes.
9. Does the design brief include a range of specific design criteria?

YES

The selected design brief for the tool includes requirements for structure, programmatic
distribution, navigation, and circulation.
10. Is the design proposal capable of creating associative relationships for a range of
design criteria?

YES

The dome structures produced through the application of emergent logic also lend
ambient qualities to the space via the open holes at the top of each dome. The domes,
when organized in a desired pattern, also indicate navigational potential. Dome size and
ceiling height can also suggest suitable programs for accommodation.
11. Can the design tool be adjusted to suit the design brief?

YES

The design tool can be adjusted to suit a given design brief by changing hole size, hole
position, and hole elevation. A determined pattern can be applied to a brief and
manipulated as necessary to create an optimal organization.
12. Are the requirements for the design brief met when the conceptual model is applied?

YES

Requirements for distinct spatial quality and programmatic distribution are met when the
conceptual model is applied to the proposal.
Figure 124. Evaluation of the Angle of Repose tool.
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YES

5.5 Topological Chapter Conclusion
The three design research projects presented in this chapter explore methods of creating a
topological organization in different ways. Each project features a roof structure which is capable
of producing boundaries/zones that are experientially perceived rather than specifically delineated
with features like walls and doors. Each of the presented examples explores potential for
accommodating large groups of people. Navigational and circulatory qualities are also explored.
The design tools are capable of producing highly differentiated, adaptive outputs to respond to
requirements for a given site.
Design Tool
Membrane Tensegrity
Weave
Angle of Repose

Advantages
Programmatic
potential,
structural variability
Allows for light and air
penetration,
indicates
navigational potential
Spatial qualities, programs
defined by zone size

Disadvantages
Navigational qualities require
development
Structural qualities require
further development
Limited regions for potential
application

Figure 125. Table indicating the advantages and disadvantages of the computational design tools in chapter four.
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6.1 Overview
The concluding portion of this document provides a summary of individual project conclusions
and an analysis of the presented evaluative and classifying criteria. It will address the objectives
described in the introductory chapter, discuss the future implications of this research, and describe
how the challenges introduced in the first chapter have been addressed through the presented
evaluative criteria. It will also explore how challenges for Post-Fordist architecture are addressed
through the use of the same criteria.

6.2 Research Context in Review
As advancements in information technology and technological capabilities have progressed,
requirements for architecture have also evolved. Post-Fordist societies now require more adaptive,
customizable solutions, and Fordist approaches to architecture are not able to provide these
solutions in an efficient manner. Computational capabilities, however, now provide opportunities
for solutions which were not previously possible. Additionally, a greater level of engagement and
collaboration is possible within the computational environment. This research has explored new
types of architecture and new systems for approaching it.

6.2.1 Post-Fordist Challenges for Architecture in Review
The introduction to this document introduced two Post-Fordist challenges for architecture: static
design systems and top down design methodologies.
(a) Static Design Systems
Tools for architectural design which were commercially available throughout the 1990s did not
include adaptive capabilities and did not account for the passage of time. Computer Aided Design
tools, while able to represent and manipulate forms, did not meet emerging architectural
requirements. Design systems able to adapt to changes throughout the design process are now
required.
This research included a series of design systems embedded with adaptability and integrativity.
These tools are also capable of integrating the passage of time. Due to the inclusion of these two
qualities, the design systems are able to meet Post-Fordist requirements for architecture through a
number of methods: through the creation of boundaries, path systems, hierarchies, and
atmospheres. Using these parameter-driven tools results in designs that can be adjusted through
changes in design variables, which provides designers with a quick, efficient method of
controlling both the local and global relationships. When the designer makes a change to a design
parameter, the local forms organize to adapt to the change, and in doing so produce changes in the
global form.
Thus, during the architectural design process, architects and designers can narrow down tools or
relevance to their work by first considering the type of system required (boundary, connection,
hierarchical relationship, or atmosphere) and can then choose from design tools capable of
producing that type of organizational system. Each tool has potential application for a certain
context; designers must make decisions to choose the tool most appropriate for the given
requirements of a project. These computational tools allow for control and adaptability that is not
possible within conventional architectural software. The produced tools are accessible and
parametrically controlled, indicating usability and affordability as well as project management
capabilities.
In this way, the challenge of static design systems has been addressed within this research by
replacing static systems with dynamic, responsive architectural organizations, which, in turn, has
produced a need for an evaluative system.
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Emergent logics display a unique suitability for addressing this Post-Fordist architectural
challenge due to their highly adaptive nature and their ability to efficiently organize a large
number of elements into a coherent whole. These patterns were chosen as one of the foundations
for this research for these qualities. By utilizing these emergent patterns in the design process, the
design tools become embedded with the adaptive, efficient capabilities exhibited by the source
logic. This dynamism, which continues throughout the design development process, is also guided
by the presented evaluative criteria. The criteria thus provides control over an extremely flexible
design system.
(b) Top-Down Design Methodologies
Historically, methodologies for architectural design have largely been top-down processes; a
single organizational concept forms the basis of all design decisions. This Fordist approach leaves
few opportunities for customization or adaptivity within the design process.
The methodology presented through the design tools and evaluative criteria included in this
document indicates a design process in which an architectural organization is considered in terms
of the elements of which it is composed and its relationship to its local environment. By taking
this approach, the work is able to adapt to changes within the design process; such changes which
may be required to accommodate client requests, unforeseen challenges, financial constraints, etc.
A bottom-up approach is capable of integrating ideas throughout design development. The
approach includes factors such as navigation, program, and structure in the design process, and
can manage a large number of elements at one time. It can also accommodate ideas throughout the
design process to maximize creative potential. Elements adapt to changes throughout the design
on both the global and local level, in accordance with changes made by the designer.
This bottom-up design methodology is exhibited through the design tools presented in this
document. Each project begins not with a final form to produce, but with a set of requirements that
must be accommodated. Designs then progress through parametric adjustment of the chosen
computational tool until an output appropriate for the context is determined. The approach
provides opportunities for changes and shows how architectural design can be a dynamic,
complex process.
Through this bottom-up methodology, large numbers of design elements can be managed at one
time, a process very difficult when utilizing traditional design methodologies and systems.
Management of large numbers of elements allows non-standard, differentiated outputs, thus
meeting requirements for adaptive and customizable spaces. These qualities, combined with
emergent pattern based adaptive design systems, produce a design environment wherein highly
differentiable spaces can be created.
Bottom-up design processes are evidenced throughout the evaluation criteria; one decision in the
process may cause changes in other design phases, and adjustments can be made in accordance
with these decisions. The design brief, for example, may be selected or adjusted to be compatible
with the established conceptual model and/or design tool. The reverse is also true. In this way,
each phase of design development has a highly associative relationship which produces adaptive
outputs.

6.2.2 Research Problem in Review
The first chapter of this document introduced the primary research problem; the lack of an
evaluative system with which to organize and classify a growing number of computational design
tools. With software becoming more and more accessible to professional and amateur architects
and designers alike, more design tools are becoming available at a rapid pace. Without a standard
for tool evaluation, however, the full use of these developed tools and their capabilities may not be
realized. This may result in an inability to select a tool most appropriate for given design
requirements, and thus, an output which is not optimized.
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6.3 Research Objective in Review
6.3.1 Primary Objectives
The research presented in this document addressed two primary objectives:
1) Research into the development of adaptive design processes with computational design
tools, and
2) Research into the systematization of evaluation logic for adaptive design processes
utilizing computational design tools.
The Post-Fordist challenges for architecture reviewed in section 6.2.1 (a and b) were addressed
through the above-described objectives. Emergent patterns were utilized to develop adaptive,
bottom-up design systems and evaluation criteria. The evaluation criteria served to advance the
design process, determine the relevance of a given tool to the architectural field, and to indicate
practical applicability.
1) Research into the development of adaptive design processes with computational design tools
The computational design tool research presented throughout this document was conducted
through the use of an adaptive design process (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Applied adaptive design process.

This system was created following an analysis of Post-Fordist societal requirements for
architecture, which included adaptive tools and adaptive organizations. Rather than a top-down
approach, the adaptive approach employs a feedback system to create a bottom-up system for
design tool development and design proposal creation. The approach is embedded with an ability
to adjust to changes, and the three keys to the framework (emergent logic, spatial organization,
and design application) maintain a highly associative relationship.
Rule-based emergent patterns provided a foundation upon which this adaptive design process
could be built. The patterns, which are self-organized, indicate the same adaptive and integrative
capabilities that are now required in architectural design processes and outputs. Design tools based
on logic exhibited by rule-based emergent patterns were examined throughout this document and
served as case studies for the developed adaptive design process. Through this presentation, the
document aimed to illustrate the adaptivity inherent in the design process and to provide a
guideline for how the process may be used by other designers and architects.
The approach indicates particular relevance to the challenges of modern architecture through its
ability to accommodate changes in the design tool, in organizational requirements, and in design
application.
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2) Research into the systematization of evaluation logic for adaptive design processes utilizing
computational design tools
In addition to an adaptive design process, this research also applied a set of evaluative criteria to
eleven previously developed architectural design tools. This evaluative criteria serves both to aid
in the design development process and to determine the relevance of the design system (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Adaptive design process overlaid with developed evaluative system.

This document has illustrated the application of an adaptive design process through the
implementation of the evaluative system (during the corresponding phases of design
development). Each stage of design development was evaluated in the three phase process. In the
Emergent Logic phase of adaptive development, a design tool based on a chosen emergent logic is
adapted for architectural use, and the four evaluative questions ensure that the resulting design
tool meets minimum requirements (including potential for variation, maintenance of an
associative relationship between elements, and an implication of a spatial organization). In the
second phase of development, the Spatial Organization phase, the evaluative criteria ensure that
programmatic potential is evident in the system and that the organization preserves distinct
characteristics (when applied to a design proposal). Finally, in the Design Application phase, the
evaluative questions aid in the creation of a design proposal that is composed of associative
relationships and that is capable of adapting to changing design requirements.
An analysis of the applied evaluation criteria suggests that the “spatial organization” portion of
evaluative questions may require adjustment. The spatial organizations of each of the developed
tools produced four separate, distinct categories of organization, and these organizations must be
evaluated with criteria unique to the features of that organization. A generic set of evaluative
criteria does not aid in the development of a tool during this phase of design development. Rather,
constructing evaluative questions based upon the key characteristics of a given spatial
organization may provide a more effective means of analyzing and developing a tool.
Evaluation questions five, six, and seven in particular suggest adjustments are necessary. These
three questions could be modified so that they are specifically intended for use with a particular
spatial organization in the following way:
Current:
Question 5. Does the spatial organization produce a specific spatial type with a distinct
characteristic?
Proposed (field, interference, nested, and topological questions, respectively):
Does the field spatial organization produce a boundary condition defined by multiple elements?
Does the interference spatial organization produce a circulatory condition defined by multiple
elements?
Does the nested spatial organization produce a hierarchical condition defined by multiple
elements?
Does the topological spatial organization produce an atmospheric condition defined by multiple
elements?
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Current:
Question 6. Does the conceptual model create a range of potential optimized programmatic
relationships?
Proposed (field, interference, nested, and topological questions, respectively):
Does the field organization create a range of potential programmatic relationships through the
manipulation of its conceptual model?
Does the interference organization create a range of potential programmatic relationships through
the manipulation of its conceptual model?
Does the nested organization create a range of potential programmatic relationships through the
manipulation of its conceptual model?
Does the topological organization create a range of potential programmatic relationships through
the manipulation of its conceptual model?
Current:
Question 7. Does the choice of the conceptual model contribute to the development of the design
tool?
Proposed (field, interference, nested, and topological questions, respectively):
Does the conceptual model maximize the boundary organizational potential through the use of the
design tool?
Does the conceptual model maximize the circulatory organizational potential through the use of
the design tool?
Does the conceptual model maximize the hierarchical organizational potential through the use of
the design tool?
Does the conceptual model maximize the atmospheric organizational potential through the use of
the design tool?
The criteria included in the research were developed to be as objective as possible. The purpose of
this decision was to attempt to construct a set of criteria which anyone could be capable of using.
Criteria were also made as descriptive as possible to suit specific spatial requirements. However,
as with any creative design process, evaluation factors are always subject to contextual influence.
This is inherent in any creative design process. Should any questions arise throughout design
development, however, the evaluation process can be applied to a variety of contexts to produce
an optimal result.
The system was successful in terms of accessibility. One of the endeavors of this research was to
produce an evaluation system which could be applied by amateur and professional architects and
designers. The system, therefore, aids design development through this accessibility. Design
development talent, which may not be inherent in an individual or design, can be fostered through
this evaluative criteria. All designers can achieve a more optimal design output based on the
application of the evaluation process. The byproduct of this is certain architectural styles which
will accompany the formal selections and the applications of formal qualities to design.

6.3.2 Secondary Objectives
Three secondary objectives were presented in the introduction to this document:
4) Research into emergent logic for the development of design tools
5) Research into the creation of spatial organizational types
6) Research into the application of design tools with organizational types for Post-Fordist
architectural requirements
These secondary objectives focused on key aspects of the adaptive design process and aimed to
provide clear guidelines for use of the process in the future. These three secondary objectives
relate to the emergent logic, spatial organization, and design application phases, respectively.
1) Research into emergent logic for the development of design tools
The adaptive design tools presented in this document were each based on a logic exhibited by a
rule-based emergent pattern. Emergent patterns, which indicated unique suitability for
architectural application, are the result of self-organizing processes and therefore indicated great
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potential for adaptive design. Use of these patterns as the basis for the tools formed the basis of
the adaptive design system and the evaluation criteria.
The research illustrated how emergent patterns can be used as an alternative to the Fordist
approach to design; associative relationships between all design elements can product a highly
adaptive output with great capacity for variation. While some emergent patterns had previously
been investigated for formal purposes (particularly in the work of Frei Otto), many of the design
tools presented in this document represent initial explorations into the use of the patterns for
architectural functions.
2) Research into the creation of spatial organizational types
The second phase of design development, the Spatial Organizational phase, served to determine
the type of space created through use of the design tool. Four fundamental spatial types were
determined (and also provided the organizational basis for this document) (Figure 3):
1) Field (boundaries are defined by the spaces between design elements)
2) Interference (circulations are defined by overlapping zones)
3) Nested (hierarchies are created by one space always being contained inside another)
4) Topological (zones are experientially perceived through atmospheric differences and spatial
compression, without the use of traditional barriers)

FIELD

INTERFERENCE

(BOUNDARY)

(CIRCULATION)

NESTED
(HIERARCHY)

TOPOLOGICAL
(ATMOSPHERE)

Figure 3. Fundamental spatial organizational types.

These four spatial types were determined after analysis of the presented (previously developed)
computational design tools. The analysis was based on the understanding that multiple elements in
a computational environment will produce one of these four organizations. Each of the outputs is
illustrative of the spatial organization produced by the design tool output. The terminology chosen
for each spatial organizational type is indicative of the computational nature of the system.
Although the essence of traditional boundaries, circulatory systems, hierarchies, and atmospheres
are created, the vocabulary chosen for use throughout this document reflects the adaptive qualities
inherent in the computational tools.
Identification of the spatial organization produced by a given design tool can allow for
classification of the tool, and can therefore aid designers and architects in selecting a tool
appropriate for a given design.
3) Research into the application of design tools with organizational types for Post-Fordist
architectural requirements
The presented adaptive design tools were applied to create design proposals for design briefs
which represented examples of architectural challenges in Post-Fordist society. Each application
aimed to maximize the capabilities of the given design tool and to implement a “function follows
form” approach rather than a “form follows function” approach. The applications presented each
indicate different capabilities and potential applications.
Both the primary and secondary objectives were pursued in an effort to test the developed
systems. The presentation of the research also aims to act as a guide for future applications of the
adaptive design system, evaluation criteria, and classification.
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6.4 Design Tools in Review
Eleven design tools were presented to provide examples of the application of the developed
adaptive design system and evaluation criteria. Each chapter in the body of the text explored
examples of computational design tools developed through the application of the introduced
evaluative criteria. The criteria was then introduced in the relevant portions of design tool
development to illuminate decision-making processes and to illustrate how the design tool
progressed from emergent logic to adaptive design proposal.
Chapter two introduced the field spatial organizational type, an organization characterized by
zones which are defined by the spaces between design elements. The Flux, Cymatics, and Voronoi
tools explored potential methods of producing an adaptive boundary organization.
Chapter three explored three computational design tools which produce an interference
organization. This type of organization features zones which overlap to create a third condition
and connectivity. The Attractor, Braid, and Minimal Path tools illustrate different examples of
adaptive circulatory organization.
Chapter four introduced the Circle Pack and L-System design tools, tools which produce a nested
organization. Nested organizations feature spaces which are always inclusive of another space, a
principle capable of producing a complex hierarchy.
Chapter five, the final chapter, examined three design tools which produced a topological
organization through atmospheric differentiation. Topological organizations are organizations
which are defined by height differentiations. Membrane Tensegrity, Weave, and Angle of Repose
each presented possible methods of creating a topological organization.
Flux

Figure 4. Application of evaluation criteria to Flux design tool.

Design Phase
Emergent Logic

Spatial
Organization
Design
Application

Summary
The emergent logic of a magnetic field was translated to a computational
environment. “Charge” source points can be manipulated to produce
variation in the output. Any local changes in the organization will produce
resultant changes in the global form.
The design tool suggests use as a boundary formation. Magnetic field lines
produced by the emergent logic indicate programmatic potential and can
shift to accommodate a variety of programs.
The design tool and spatial organization can be applied to a large scale urban
center to create key points of significance (designated as “charge” points)
which are connected by path systems and other programmatic zones (as
suggested by the original magnetic field lines).
Figure 5. Summary of Flux design tool development.

The Flux design tool illustrates the creation of a complex boundary formation through the
application of magnetic field logic. Variations in parameters such as the position of points of
significance and the level of importance of the point can produce differentiated outputs. The
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outputs produced through the use of the tool suggest a series of boundaries which may
accommodate a variety of potential programs. In this document, the tool was used to produce a
design proposal for a large scale event. In addition to designating key points of significance
throughout the zones, the proposal also integrated a capacity for circulation (by designating certain
zones in the organization as pathways).
Cymatics

Figure 6. Application of evaluation criteria to Cymatics design tool.

Design Phase
Emergent Logic

Spatial
Organization
Design
Application

Summary
Cymatics, the study of visible sound, provided the basis for this design tool.
Wave and ripple patterns produced when particles encounter soundwaves
suggest architectural potential and can be manipulated by changing
parameters such as sound frequency, intensity, and number of sound sources.
The patterns produced by the interactions between sound waves and particles
suggest adaptive boundary potential. Patterns self-organize in accordance
with changes to sound parameters.
The design tool and spatial organization may be applied to environments
which are not time-sensitive to create boundaries with ambient, ephemeral
qualities.
Figure 7. Summary of Cymatics design tool development.

The Cymatics design tool creates temporary boundaries via the interaction of sound frequencies
and dust particles. The produced boundaries, which change according to the requirements of a
space, are cloud-like in nature. Boundaries can fade and reappear in different configurations
through coordination of sound sources and sound intensity. The suggested application of this tool
is in a context which is slower paced. This is because the boundaries produced by the tool tend to
suggest rather than clearly define zones.
Voronoi

Figure 8. Application of evaluation criteria to Voronoi design tool.
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Design Phase
Emergent Logic

Spatial
Organization
Design
Application

Summary
Crack patterns, the original emergent logic investigated for architectural
application, lacked controllability. Voronoi logic, which visually resembles
crack patterns and can simulate similar forms, was used to apply principles
found in cracking logic to a computational environment. Voronoi logic
subdivides zones in accordance with key points of significance, which
indicated architectural potential.
Voronoi logic suggested an efficient method of subdivision which would
preserve the existing qualities of a space. The lines of subdivision between
Voronoi cells also suggested navigational potential.
The design tool indicates potential for application in a large scale zone
where points of significance already exist (and must be preserved).
Figure 9. Summary of Voronoi design tool development.

The Voronoi design tool creates complex subdivisions without the use of a Cartesian grid. By
indicating points of significance in a field, a Voronoi grid can be created which will produce zones
with programmatic potential and lines of circulation. The Voronoi grid can be altered by adding or
removing significant points within the organization. Additionally, this design tool explores the use
of the Voronoi diagram in three dimensions (for structural purposes). This tool may be best suited
to environments where elements exist on-site.
Attractor

Figure 10. Application of evaluation criteria to Attractor design tool.

Design Phase
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Spatial
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Design
Application

Summary
Attractors are loop-like organizations which are highly sensitive to their
initial conditions. They are highly linear (though are also capable of creating
loops), and can be varied by altering parameters in the equation which
produce the attractor.
Attractor logic indicated circulatory potential. The looping organizations
consistently produced by the attractor equations suggested potential
accommodation of a series of repetitive programs, especially when points in
the attractor equation were replaced with components.
The tool is capable of accommodating a series of programs while creating
overlapping points of connection throughout the organization. The tool may
find suitable application in a context requiring a great deal of repetition.
Figure 11. Summary of Attractor design tool development.

The Attractor tool creates overlapping loops of circulation as its primary function. When points in
the attractor are replaced with components, they create zones where programs can be
accommodated. These programs can be as repetitive or differentiated as deemed necessary by the
requirements of the organization. The application of this tool is in a large scale environment
requiring points of overlap.
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Braid

Figure 12. Application of evaluation criteria to Braid design tool.
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Spatial
Organization
Design
Application

Summary
The design tool examined braiding logic and overlapping (but not
intersecting) points of circulation. Recursions of braided patterns can
produce complex patterns and relationships. Variations in nodes can produce
variations in the overall form.
The recursions of the braided nodes suggested circulatory logic; points
where the “strands” overlapped within the organization indicated potential
areas of connectivity within the circulatory system.
The tool indicates application in a large scale environment where points of
connection are required. The braiding logic creates circulatory pathways and
areas of intersection. Additionally, the braid patterns can continue onto the
facades of the buildings to create visual interest.
Figure 13. Summary of Braid design tool development.

The Braid tool creates a complex circulatory system in which pathways are made via recursions of
a designated node. The number of “strands” composing the node can be determined by the speed
of a given zone in the city (as in the presented design application). The circulatory system can
therefore vary in accordance with the requirements of the context to which it is applied.
Minimal Path

Figure 14. Application of evaluation criteria to Minimal Path design tool.
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Summary
This design tool emphasizes creation of connection(s) between points in the
shortest, most efficient manner possible. Exemplified by research conducted
by Frei Otto, minimal path systems can produce highly differentiated outputs
through variations in number of points, materials used, and amount of force
applied.
The minimal path system suggested a circulatory system due to its capacity
to efficiently connect a series of points. The number of points in the
configuration can be altered, and the system will adapt to such changes,
creating a new path system in accordance with any adjustments.
The application of the design tool is in a three-dimensional capacity; the
minimal path system serves to connect points both horizontally and
vertically. The system is also embedded with zones where circulatory
systems can intersect.
Figure 15. Summary of Minimal Path design tool development.

The Minimal Path tool creates a circulatory system wherein points are efficiently connected in a
complex network. Key points of significance in a given site can be connected in such a way that
areas of intersection are created. These areas can potentially accommodate mixed programs. The
circulatory network can vary in accordance with the positioning of points in both two and three
dimensions.
Circle Pack

Figure 16. Application of evaluation criteria to Circle Pack design tool.
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Summary
Fractal logic was applied to the development of this tool. Circles contained
within circles suggested potential for use as a hierarchical system embedded
with scalability. Variations in the output of the design tool are possible
through altering the size of a designated “driving circle” in the organization,
or in changes to the total number of circles contained in the organization.
A hierarchical organization is suggested through the logic of the nested
circles. Accessibility is limited within circles closest to the center of the
organization, and circles nearer the edge of the organization are more easily
accessed.
The system can be applied to create zones with complex inside and outside
relationships. Spaces with accessibility requirements indicate particular
suitability for this tool.
Figure 17. Summary of Circle Pack design tool.

The Circle Pack design tool creates complex access hierarchies and also facilitates a circulatory
system. Spaces in the organization which are least accessible (spaces nested within multiple
zones) can be designated for more private programs while spaces requiring more accessibility can
be placed near the outside of the organization. The tool seeks application in an environment where
accessibility restrictions are required.
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L-System

Figure 18. Application of evaluation criteria to L-System design tool.
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Summary
Branching logic, exhibited in such natural forms as trees, indicated
architectural potential as a hierarchical system. Certain branches within an
organization could be understood as very “private” spaces while others could
be more “public.” This natural logic was replicated through the use of the LSystem in a computational environment.
The branching logic produced by the L-System simulated the natural logic
which originally inspired the tool. In contrast to natural logic, however, the
organization integrated an ability to overlap, thus creating points of
intersection. This indicated potential for increased connectivity.
The design tool seeks application in a context where public and private
designations are required. The branching logic in the system also begins to
suggest programs for zones; areas of the organization which are less
accessible may accommodate more private programs, and vice versa.
Figure 19. Summary of L-System design tool.

The L-System design tool creates a complex branching organization with intersecting points of
connectivity. Use of a branched logic allows very public and very private areas to be created. The
system also suggests circulatory potential via the same branching logic used to create the
programmatic hierarchy.
Membrane Tensegrity

Figure 20. Application of evaluation criteria to Membrane Tensegrity design tool.
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Summary
Based on principles of tensegrity, where compressive and tensile elements
are held in balance, this design tool utilizes a flexible latex material and a
stick unit to create variations. Variations in the produced patterns are
possible through positioning and density of stick components.
The organization produced by the tool is capable of suggesting
programmatic zones rather than defining them with traditional wall
boundaries. Variations in the ceiling height can indicate more private or
public activities.
The application of this tool is in a large, open environment where
programmatic zones may blur somewhat. A marketplace or other bazaar-like
setting, where many similar programs must be accommodated along with
pedestrian and traffic zones, may be particularly suitable.
Figure 21. Summary of Membrane Tensegrity design tool.

The Membrane Tensegrity tool is used to create a continuous surface with a capacity for
programmatic organization. A balance between a tensile material and a multitude of compressive
elements serves to create zones of differentiated height (which suggest potential programs for
accommodation beneath). Through manipulation of parameters such as component density,
component configuration, and light penetration, zones can become highly differentiated and can
adopt a variety of spatial qualities.
Weave

Figure 22. Application of evaluation criteria to Weave design tool.
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Summary
Woven organizations, where changes to strands or strips in an organization
can affect the global form, were the basis for the design tool. Elastic strips
were arranged and manipulated to produce varied continuous surfaces.
Changing the amount of force applied to a strip or varying the total number
of strips in the organization produced differentiated outputs.
The woven system creates a continuous surface which suggests navigational
potential through the alignment of the components. Differentiations in height
throughout the form could also suggest programs for accommodation.
The woven surface indicates application as a ceiling structure.
Differentiations in the amount of light penetration, ceiling height, and in the
direction of the strip components can all produce differentiations in the final
output.
Figure 23. Summary of Weave design tool.

The Weave design tool produces an output with ambient and navigational qualities. Variations in
the number of strips in the organization, the force applied to the strips, and the amount of light
allowed in the output can all produce differentiated zones which suggest potential programs for
accommodation. Navigational qualities are suggested through the directionality inherent in the
strip elements.
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Angle of Repose

Figure 24. Application of evaluation criteria to Angle of Repose design tool.
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Design
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Summary
In a continuation of experiments conducted by Frei Otto, the emergent logic
of the angle of repose is utilized directly in its natural form through this
design tool. Combining the logic with Voronoi logic produces a controlled
system with architectural potential. Variations are possible through varied
hole heights, hole placement, and total number of holes.
The domelike structures produced by the design tool suggest an organization
with atmospheric properties. Forms have a distinct quality and also indicate
circulatory potential (via light patterns from dome ceilings).
The design application is as a temporary structure with very distinct
atmospheric qualities. Domes of larger or smaller size can indicate
accommodation for more public or private programs.
Figure 25. Summary of Angle of Repose design tool.

The Angle of Repose tool creates dome-like formations with distinct spatial qualities. The
continuous surface produced by the tool can be varied by adjusting the height of the holes used to
produce the surface, the positioning of the holes, and the number of holes used. Larger domes
suggest more public programs while smaller domes suggest more private programs. Navigational
potential is also suggested; light patterns resulting from the holes in the ceiling structure may
serve to guide users.

6.5 Research Background in Review
Computational Design Tools
Computational design tools, which are generative mathematical processes, indicate potential for
use as bottom-up, adaptive design tools because they are parametrically controlled. Designers can
input variables into an interactive modeling script to produce differentiated outputs (Figure 26).
This bottom-up approach is embedded with self-organizing and adaptive qualities and can
accommodate differences throughout the design process.

Figure 26.Development and application of design tools.

Computational design tools are tools with the ability to compute via codes and scripts. They are
adaptive, integrative, and performative, and are capable of producing outputs which also
exemplify these qualities. All of the emergent patterns presented in this research can be
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understood both as interactive modeling tools and conceptual tools for spatial organizations, but
not all tools may be applicable to all architectural projects.
These principles are illustrated, for example, in the Circle Pack design research project. Changes
to any circles within the design produce adaptive changes in the other circles, and thus changes
within the global form. This application, within the scope of architecture, suggests great
possibilities for efficient, individualized designs.
Rule-Based Emergent Patterns
Rule-based emergent patterns, self-organizing patterns created through complex interactions of
multiple elements, indicate potential for architectural use. Interactions among elements on the
local level produce a global form larger than the sum of the total number of parts. Increasing the
quantity of individual processes can generate a complex organization. Through this complexity, a
coherent order is produced.
These patterns, visible throughout nature and in manmade systems, display architectural potential
for their self-organizing and adaptive qualities. Emergent patterns are complex systems of control
which can be translated to computational systems, which are then used to produce an architecture.
By translating the emergent patterns to a computational (and thus, parametrically defined) system,
the patterns can be applied to a set of requirements to create an output in accordance with user
needs.
In the presented Braid research design project, for example, an urban zone is analyzed in terms of
the speed of traffic on roads and pathways. The produced ground and tower structures are based
on this analysis, as are paths of circulation. This intricate relationship between design and design
requirements indicates the efficiency and efficacy of rule-based emergent patterns as
computational design tools.
Precedent Works
Previous research into design methodologies and emergent behavior produced a foundation upon
which this research was based. The works of Ernst Chladni and Hans Jenny in the field of
cymatics was used as the starting point for the architectural exploration of the field spatial
organization in this research. The result of the research is a tool with potential as a responsive,
temporary partition.
The work of Edward Lorenz was applied in the Attractor project to create an architectural
application from a concept rooted in chaos theory. The example output for the design tool defines
a structure and complex programmatic relationships for a site with multiple architectural
requirements.
Frei Otto’s work in form-finding explored emergent patterns and material behavior. His work
examined emergent patterns in terms of how the patterns could be produced and applied for
optimization purposes based on the field of engineering, but did not investigate the potential
architectural applications of the patterns into spatial organizations. Otto’s advanced work provided
a base from which amplified applications of his findings could begin. The Minimal Path design
tool research utilizes principles explored by Otto to create an urban lobby. The Angle of Repose
design tool research amplifies Otto’s form-finding experiments with sand to produce a temporary
topological surface architecture.

6.6 Research Summary
This research, in addressing Post-Fordist societal demands, aimed to create a system for aiding in
the development of adaptive designs. It also sought to produce an evaluative system for
determining the legitimacy and relevance of computational design tools. A system for organizing
and understanding the tools entering the architectural field has become increasingly important
because without such systems, a full understanding and efficient use of a given tool may not be
possible.
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In an effort to address these issues, the research presented in this document explored a developed
adaptive design process and accompanying evaluative system. These systems, presented in the
form of eleven case studies, illustrate how adaptivity and integrativity can be embedded in
architectural design processes to produce outputs that meet Post-Fordist requirements. The case
studies explored a variety of different emergent patterns and their potential application to
architecture. The studies also served as examples of how the design tool development process
might be applied to other generative logics to create new adaptive tools.
The research created systematic, logical approaches to design and provided a framework for future
design endeavors. Such a framework will help ensure that designs are relevant and capable of
adapting to a variety of architectural requirements. The system also serves to assist designers in
the creation of new tools with adaptive and integrative qualities.
In examining rule-based emergent patterns for their architectural potential, this research addressed
the issue of linearity within architectural design through the implementation of a feedback loop
design strategy. Existing models within nature can provide architects and designers with
guidelines for designing spaces with improved efficiency, organization, distribution, and spatial
experiences. The design process can shift from a top-down, fixed design approach to a bottom-up,
adaptive process through the use of computational design tools.
The level of complexity of buildings and built environments in the twenty-first century
necessitates an evolution in design methodologies and in design tools. The design of a city is not
an isolated event. It is part of a larger framework; a dynamic social network. The tools and
methods presented in this document can allow architects to create designs capable of responding
and integrating on both the global and local level.

6.7 Future Applications and Research
On a broader scale, the presented tools may also be applied in contexts beyond the scope of
architecture. The same principles of organization, distribution, and spatial logic can be applied to
other aspects of modern human life to optimize relationships and human interactions. This
research aimed to produce an evaluation and decision-making system for future design to help
guide professionals and students in their work (Figure 27).
FUNCTION FOLLOWS FORM
(PROGRAM FOLLOWS SPATIAL ORGANIZATION)
DESIGN TOOL

EMERGENT LOGIC

DESIGN CRITERIA
BOUNDARY
CIRCULATION
HIERARCHY
ATMOSPHERE
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Figure 27. Top, Adaptive design process utilized throughout this document; Bottom, Integrative design process for
potential use in other design environments.
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The upper half of Figure 27 indicates the adaptive design process utilized and tested throughout
this document. In an adaptation of the “function follows form” approach, a design tool based on
emergent logic was created. It was then classified with a specific type of spatial organization as its
primary system, and applied to a design application, where programs could be assigned. Systems
not designated as the primary system were addressed as part of design criteria (for example, if a
design tool was classified as a field tool, circulatory, hierarchical, and atmospheric requirements
would be addressed as design criteria in the design application phase of development).
This same system, in broader terms (indicated in the lower portion of Figure 27) may be
applicable to other requirements in the architectural field (as various design criteria). While this
research concentrated on explorations of emergent logic for architectural potential, it also
recognizes the potential for other generative logics which may not yet have been examined. Tools
produced from other generative logics, when combined with an assigned spatial organization, may
be capable of addressing a wide variety of design criteria not included in the scope of this
document.
Comparative descriptions of the potentials inherent within the described design tools are presented
with the intent that the concepts will be expanded upon in the future. Concepts not considered or
not fully explored within the scope of this research document may prompt further investigations
by other researchers.
Such investigations may include the use of the system for analyzing existing projects. This could
shift part of the design process to include evaluations for previously constructed buildings, which
could have relevance within the architectural field. Further investigations might also include indepth efforts to determine the core of each of the three facets of the presented design process
(spatial organization, design application, and emergent logic).

6.8 Societal Contributions
The research seeks to integrate urban context and its behavior and address ever-increasing societal
demands for architectural advancement. These studies do not endeavor solely to increase the
efficiency of a design system; they aim to amplify projects and increase qualitative spatial
experiences. On a larger scale, the research is also meant to improve societal and human
interactions through the use of responsive, adaptive methods of integration. The research has
produced a holistic system through which a complex design system could accommodate complex
issues with a simple solution.
This research also endeavored to develop a decision-making system capable of allowing architects
and designers to use tools in an appropriate, optimized way. The system can allow tools to be used
in an effective manner, rather than designers being guided by personal intuition or individual
decision-making, which cannot be applied consistently across all projects. The efficiency of a
design system can be evaluated based on the criteria developed, therefore leading to more
optimized outputs.
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